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TEX-COMP PROUDLY· PRESENTS 
The Second Generation Version of Tl-WRITER: 

... ,_,.., ___ _ 
99-WRITER II $J99

s

Tex-Comp now offers a totally new version of Tl-Writer with all the features of the original 
Tl-Writer plus the Tl upgrades and a new improved character set and a whole new easy to 
follow manual. Extended Basic, Editor/ Assembler or Mini-Memorv loadina. and both series 
and parallel support. Available only from Tex-Comp at S 19.95 + S&H
SPECIAL: With order for 99-Writer II, you can purchase Auto Spell (new version 1.1) for 

only $24.95 (Reg. $34.95) 

SPECIAL OFFER-Free Widget with Editor/ Assembler 
Buy a genuine Tl Editor/ Assembler at the regular price of $38. 95, and we will include the 
Navarone "Widget" cartridge Expander (a $29.95 value) FREE.

$38.95 + S&HNAAAOf£ WINrT � 

-�

Editor/ Assembler Alone $ l 9. 
95

SPECIAL OFFER-FREE MINI-WRITER 
When you buy a Tl Mini-Memory at the new low price of $38. 951 

MINI-WRITER 

A "mini" word processing program Requires cassette 
recorder and Tl Mini-Memory Module. Full screen te,ct 
editing. 24 ,c 40 character "window," 9500 characters per 
file, moveable copy. save on cassete or disk. fully compati
ble with all direct connect printers such as A,ciom A low 
cost word processing system with professional features1 

)t,,(.,...\N"·' .... tiaoe .... 

MINI MEMORY 

This software cartridge adds memory to your system. Totals 
14K of memory (6K of GROM. 4K of ROM, 4K of RAM) 
Mini Memory includes a built-in battery. permitting pro· 
grams and data stored In RAM to be retained even if 
module Is removed from console 

TWO FREE Emulator programs with your Modem Purchase! 

��\\l ,c�S Buy the MARK III Modem at $74.95 pp 
c�O \'�O�� 300 Baud Optional power supply $10.95 pp 

��g� f�C OR the VOLKSMODEM XII with 99 4A Cable at $199.95 pp
l,. 0e, 300-1200 Baud Modem complete with cable
V \"-> �\...,_<:--c, both the TE-II module AND the new TE-IV+ (a $30 value) at NO EXTRA COST! 

Q, 
J� TE-IV+ is the all new super terminal emulator program from TEX-COMP. Supports all 

-)l Baud Rates and can dump to printer or computer. Built-in Buffer. Super fast and easy to
use-from STAR SOFT, the creator of the Nibbler. The best 300/ 1200 Baud emulator pro
gram available. 

TEIV + Available separately at $1995

SPECIAL: Compuserve starter kit & 5 Free Hours S 19" pp 
SPECIAL- Source and TEXNET Subscription ONLY $2995 with any modem 

(savings coupon included with modem.) 

·-•-·�, 
VISA and MAS TE RC ARD 
HOLDERS CALL DIRECT 

SINO OROfA AtrifO MA•f CH(CKS �A'f'Alllf YO 

(818) 366-6631

TEAMS: All prices FOB. Los Angeles. For fastest service use 
cashiers check or money order Add 3¾ shipping and handling 
(SJ 00 minimum) East of Mississippi 4 '/1 ¾ (Free shipping on all 
soft ware orders over S 100 00). Prices ■nd aveilablllt y subject to 
change without notice We reserve the right 10 llmll quantities 

TEX..lfCOMP' .. 
� 0 801 Jl0U - GOU.NADA HlllS CA ti JU 

NOT( Peymenr ,r lvll "'vlf accompany 111 orders Credol C■rd. 

Compen� Cnec• o, "on•y O,d., to, ,mmed,et• 1'1t1pment Pe,,onel 

cfleclrs ,,ou,,, up ro, ••••• ro c1,,, c,,,,o,,,,, order, edd e�, ••'•• 

... 
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TEXJJCOMP·-
America's Number One Tl computer retailer 

TRIPLE TECH Special 
Introductory

From (1(11 Car[amp ) 

�-- _·---= 
�--- - . . -- �_:, 

' 
) 

price 

1 CLOCK/CALENDAR: Provides real time: YEAR, MONTH, DATE, DAY OF THE 
• WEEK, HOURS, MINUTES AND SECONDS. The Clock/Calendar will feature a crystal 

controlled oscillator accurate to .00217,'o and hattery back-up so that the clock calendar will still 

operate for over six months even with power turned off. 

The Clock Calendar can easily be accessed through either Tl Basic or Tl Extended Basic. This 
makes the CorComp Clock/Calendar portion of TRIPLE TECH ideal for bulletin board systems, 

computeri1:ed time management and the computing of the hobbyists. 

2 64K PRINTER DUFFER: The Buffer is virtually compatible with any printer and requires 

• no user modification of software-it installs easily, in seconds. Includes 64k Memory, 
Copy Function for immediate duplication of print-out and Clear Function to empty buffer. 

3 SPEF:CII SYNTIIESIZF.R CONNECTION: Now you can place your Tl Speech Synthesizer 

• board into your Tl Peripheral Box. You simply remove the Tl Speech Synthesizer board 
from its housing and plug on to TR I PLE TECH! 

TRIPLE TECH will allow you normal use of your Tl Speech Synthesizer while eliminating the 
need for the external bo,i plugged into the side of your console. 

ALSO For those of you without Tl Expansion Boxes: 
Tht NEW 9900 Stand Alont Clock. Contains Clock with all features above plus load/interrupt 

S'-' itch for e,iciting screen dump programs. Interfaces with all Tl and CorComp Stand Alones 

including 9900 System. Introductory Offer $699S 

VJ PERIPHERAL DIAGNOSTIC MODULE
� NE 99 The Ultimate Tl-99/4A Diagnostic Tool Q t,l \.-

0 o· II. 
Troubleshoot and unload the mysteries of your 

!, wa\0 
f"" ,�, RS2321nterface 

-. 

f>A,g 9os 

[1(11 Car Comp J Disk Drive System . 

.. 

1-
. 32K Memory Expansion � 

, DRIVE SYSTEM 
I 1. Tests all Tl and CorComp system, all side and density �O�r 

om combinations (P-Bo x or Stand Alone). 
M _J2. 32K Memory Bit Check

Data Storage Capacity 
3. AS232-Tech both RS232 ports for baud rate and

in/out (plug included) Test PIO printer output. 

From Tex-Comp-

"The Leader of the Pack" 

COMPLETE WITH EASY TO FOLLOW 

DOCUMENTATION 
You do not need disk drive or printer to run these tests! 

THE MOST USEFUL 99/4A ACCESSORY 

SINCE THE "WIDGET" PORT EXPANDER! 

SEND ORDER AND MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: 

� TEX ,If COMP .. _"I,_,. IE8] ::
-:.
�".i:i

P.O. BOX 33064-GRANADA HILLS, CA 91344 (Ill) 3�1 

All prices reflect a 3¾ discount 
for cash. Add 3¾ If paying by 
Credit Card. 

·coNTINENTAL us ONLY 

NOTE: 
Payment in full must accompany all orders. Credit Card, Company 
Check or Money Order for immediate shipment. Personal checks re
Quire up to 4 weeks to clear. California orders add 6'h¾ sales tax. 

When in the Los Angeles area visit our modern warehouse outlet store 
where you can purchase all Tl Items at our regular discount prices. Call 
for location & hours' 

Send S2.00 for our new 99/4A 30-page catalog & buyer's guide. 
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C□ntents 

mlCR□pendium

MICROpendium is published 12 
times annually · in Round Rock, 
Texas. No material published in the 
pages of MICROpendium may be 
used without permission of the pub
lisher. Computer user groups that 
have signed exchange agre.ements 
with MICROpendium may excerpt 
articles appearing in MICROpen
dium without prior approval. 

While all efforts are directed at 
providing factual and true informa
tion in published articles, the pub
lisher cannot accept responsibility 
for errors that appear in advertising 
or text appearing in MICROpen
dium. The inclusion of brand names 
in text does not constitute an endor
sement of any product by the pub
lisher. Statements published in 
MICROpendium which reflect 
erroneously on individuals, products 
or companies will be corrected upon 
contacting the publisher. 

Unless the author specifies, letters 
will be treated as unconditionally 
assigned for publication, copyright 
purposes and use in any other publi
cation or brochure and are subject to 
MICROpendium's unrestricted right 
to edit and comment. 

Display advertising deadlines and 
rates are available upon request. 

All correspondence should be 
mailed to MICROpendium at P.O. 
Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. We 
cannot take responsibility for unsoli
cited manuscripts but will give con
sideration to anything sent to the 
above address. Manuscripts will be 
returned only if a �elf-enclosed, 
stamped envelope is included. 

All editions of MICROpendium are 
mailed from the Round Rock 
(Texas) or Smithville (Texas) Post 
Office. Subscriptions are $15 for 12 
issues, delivered via third class mail. 
In Canada, add $3.50. Subscribers in 
the United States who wish first class 
delivery may also add $3.50 to. the 
basic subscription price. 
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1343, 
Round Rock, TX 78680 
Telephone: (512) 255-1512 
Source: Tl4596 
John Koloen ........... Publisher 
Laura Burns . . . . . . . . . . . . Editor 

Coming next month 

-More about Myarc's computer 

-What a Freeware author thinks 
of Freeware

-Review of Triple Tech

@Copyright MICROpendium 
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I I I . . .  On Our Most Popular 

. 

enSa #Ona flCeS. • • Hardware and Software!! 

MYARC
™ 

128K Card!! 
Step up to big-time personal computing with this powerful new 
card from Myarc for your expansion box! Now you can have ac
cess to bank-switched 32K blocks of memory. This exciting card 
also includes RAM disk and print spooler routines. Store programs 
or files in memory and load them instantly' A fantastc productivi
ty aid for users of Tl-Writer or similar programs where files are 
changed frequently. The print spooler lets you "print" at high 
speed directly to memory - great for downloading files or text. 

34324 Myarc 128K Card $199.00 

from CorComp. 

Now Your Computer 
Can Keep Perfect Time! 
T RIPLE TECH 

An exciting new multifunction board from CorComp that plugs 
into your expansion box1 

Cloclc/Calendar: "Real-time" clock lets you access Year, Month, 
Date, Day, Hours, Minutes and Seconds easily from BASIC or 
Extended BASIC. 
Printer Buffer: Holds up to 64K of output copy and features a 
duplication function. 
Speech Synthesizer Connection: Let's you hide your speech 
synthesizer inside your expansion box 
All three functions in one economical package' 
34643 Triple Tech $129.00 

CLOCK/CALENDAR 
Stand-alone unit plugs into the side of the computer and keeps 
track of Year, Month, Date, Day, Hours, Minutes and Seconds. 
Battery backup keeps time for over six months, even when power 
to the computer is turned off. 
34639 Clock/Calendar Stand Alone $79.00 

THE 79¢ 

DISKETTE!· 

Are you paying too much for diskettes? Try our first 
quality, prime, 5¼" diskettes (no rejects, no seconds) 
at these fantastic sale prices and save, save, SAVE! 
Disks are packaged in boxes of 50; each box contains 
5 shrink-wrapped 10-packs that include diskettes in 
sleeves, labels, and write-protect tabs. 
Each diskette is certified to be 100% error free and 
comes with a lifetime warranty (if you have a problem, 
we'll replace the diskette). All diskettes include hub rein
forcement rings and write-protect notch. 

32391 SS, DD Diskettes 

32403 OS, DD Diskettes 

Box of 50 

$39.50 
(79¢ each!) 

$49.50 
(99¢ each!) 

***********-;rlc:*** 

FREE! 
"E V ERYTHING BOOK" 

For the 
Tl Home Computer 

Order Item #25982 

***-;rlc:*********** 

AVAILABLE FROM 

YOUR FRIENDS AT 

miCtoil-
Extended BASIC 
MicroPal's Extended BASIC package now includes two 
free software programs' Bestsellers Typewriter and 
Name-It from Extended Software are included in disk 
and cassette versions with complete manual - ab
solutely free'! You can immediately begin using the 
power of Extended BASIC for word processing and data 

TEAC HALF-HEIGHT 

DISK DRIVE 
base functions. 
MicroPal Extended BASIC is un
conditionally guaranteed to be 
100% compatible with all pro
grams written in Tl Extended 
BASIC. With this powerful, high-
level language programmers 

can have automatic access to the 32K memory expan
sion, utilize sprite graphics for smooth motion and 
animation, auto-load disk based programs, and add 
speech with a 400 word built-in vocabulary! Package 
includes Extended BASIC on a convenient plug-in car
tridge with 240 page manual. Sug. Retail $89.95 

This double-sided, double-density half-height 
disk drive provides up to 360K of storage 
when used with CorComp or Myarc disk con
troller cards (operates as single-sided, single
density drive with Tl controller for 180K of 
storage). The drives are shipped "bare" and 
can be installed in Tl Peripheral Expansion 
Box; or may be used externally by installing 
in Box with Power Supply. Hook-up cables 
are required; please contact our Customer 
Service Department to determine correct 
cables for your system 

32967 ONLY $69.95!! 

31031 Teac Disk Drive 
20164 External Box with 

Power Supply 

BEST-SELLING HARDWARE! 

STAR MICRONICS SG-10 PRINTER 

33251 ........................... $259.00 
Latest model! Draft quality at 120 cps, near letter 
quality at 30 cps. 2K print buffer. 
33871 EPSON LX-80 PRINTER ........... . 

30235 AXIOM PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE . 

29784 CORCOMP RS-232 INTERFACE ........ . 

29802 CORCOMP 9900 
MICRO-EXPANSION SYSTEM ......... . 

MYARC or CORCOMP RS-232 CARD .......... . 

MYARC or CORCOMP DISK CONTROLLER CARD 

13315 CORCOMP 32K MEMORY CARD ....... . 

20164 BOX WITH POWER SUPPLY 
for external disk drive .. 

31173 WICO 3-WAY 

GATELOCK JOYSTICK 
10285 WICO Tl ADAPTER ... 

31007 PROSTICK II. Comes with Tl adapter . 

13329 NAVARONE CARTRIDGE EXPANDER 

$129.95 

$59.95 

. $269.00 

. $ 79.95 

. $127.00 

. $329.00 

. $ 79.95 

. $169.95 

. . $99.95 

. $ 59.95 

.$ 

.$ 

.$ 

.$ 

24.95 

9.95 

24.95 

29.95 

NO EXTRA FEE FOR CHARGES 
We gladly accept 
mail orders! 

SHIPPING CHARGES 
ORDER AMOUNT CHARGE 
less than $20.00 $3.75 I VISA I 111�1 

P. 0. Box 6578
South Bend, IN 46660

Questions? Call 
21·9/259-7051 

$20.00-$39.99 4.75 
$40.00-$74.99 5.75 
$75.00-$149.99 6.75 
$150.00-$299.99 7.75 
$300 & up 8.75 

We verify charge card addresses. 

ORDER TOLL FREE 

1-800-348-2778
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C□mmEnts 

Too much Freeware; maybe a new format 
Here's a bit of a warning to advertisers and readers about 

the December issue. We may have to publish it in a tabloid 

format to get everything in. The magazine-sized pages of 

MICROpendium are equal to about one-half of a tabloid 

page. Thus, this 56-page issue woul9 the equivalent of a 

28-page tabloid. Because of the limitations of the machine

used to trim and bind MICROpendium, we are limited to 56

pages in a magazine format. However, the trimming and

binding are not required in a tabloid format, so we could go

up to 32 pages (the equivalent of 64 magazine pages) with no

problem. We would expect to do this only once, in

December, and then revert to the magazine format with 56

pages. Going to 64 pages on a permanent basis would

substantially increase our postage bill for first class and air

mail subscriptions.

Regardless, the page sizes won't affect the size of ads. 

Everything will remain the same as it has been, for now. 

However, if we go to the tabloid format on a long-term 

basis, we will notify advertisers of new ad dimensions, etc. 

MACK McCORMICK NAMED TECHNICAL EDITOR 

We are very pleased to announce that Mack McCormick 

has been named Technical Editor of MICROpendium. This 

means that all of you who have sent in questions about your 

computer will be far more likely to get a satisfactory answer. 

We are currently publishing an assembly language tutorial 

by Mack. Mack, a major in the U.S. Army, is now stationed 

in Germany. He is the principal developer of the enhanced 

Extended BASIC expected shortly from Myarc Inc. and is a 

former SYSOP on CompuServe. We expect a lot of good 

things from Mack for our readers and welcome him aboard. 

THE FINAL WORD ON FREEWARE 

Freeware has become too much of a good thing for 

MICROpendium. You'll find two pages of items in very tiny 

type in this issue. Unfortunately, there isn't enough space to 

include everything. Since we do not expect the Freeware of-

terings to diminish-nor do we expect to have enough space 

to publish more than two pages of listings-we will offer an 

alternative that seems as satisfactory as we have been able to 

devise. Starting in January, we will no longer publish a 

Freeware page in the magazine. Instead, readers may send 

us $1 to receive a current Freeware listing. Readers also have 

the option of sending a stamped, self-addressed, business
size envelope and 50 cents (to cover the cost of printing) to 

receive the listing. We will update it monthly. We will make 

note in each issue whether any programs have been added or 

deleted and a brief description of new programs. 

POSTSCRIPT ON TI FAIRE 

The TI Faire in Chicago was a smashing success. There 

were many buyers and sellers and a number of interesting 

speakers. The Faire underscores the continuing loyalty of TI 
users and the commitment vendors have to meet their needs. 

What Miller Graphics, Myarc Inc., CorComp Inc., Founda

tion Computing, Morning Star Software and others are do

ing for hardware, a great many more companies, some con

sisting of no more than one person, are doing for software. 

Some, such as Oaktree Systems and Techni-Graphics, 

among others, were at the Faire to demonstrate their pro

ducts. Most others, unfortunately, were not there. My im

pression is that anyone with a useful TI product to sell 

would have done well at the Chicago TI Faire. (My personal 

"best buy" was a terminal emulator called M-Transfer that 

I will probably review in the near future. It cost only $10 and 
supports virtually every feature I expect from a terminal 

emulator.) The Los Angeles TI users groups is planning a 

fair next year, and we hope it is as well organized and 

publicized as the Chicago TI Faire. Terrie Masters, presi

dent of the L.A. group, was in Chicago and no doubt is 

ready to set the L.A. fair on fire. There's a lot going on 

among TI users and we are dedicated to providing informa

tion about all of them. 
-JK

Reviewed in MICROpendium 

1984 

February: B-1 Nuclear Bomber, Tandon 

TM-100 Disk Drive, Void, Beanstalk Adventure, 

Microsurgeon, On Gaming, Database 500 

March: Star Trek, Escape From Balthazar, 

Garkon's Getaway, Sky Diver, Mail-Call, Pro

writer 8510 Printer 

April: Monthly Budget$ Master, Budget Master, 

Home Budget, Thief, Donkey Kong, Khe Sanh 

May: Companion Word Processor, Q*Bert, 

Mad-Dog I & II, Programs for the TI Home 

Computer 

June: Creative Expressions Accounts 

Receivable/ Accounts Payable, CDC 9409 Disk 

Drive, Starship Concord, Lost Treasure of the 

Aztec, ASW Tactics II 

July: Theon Raiders, Introduction to Assembly 

Language for the TI Home Computer, Game of 

Wit, Pole Position 

August: TE-1200, Tower, Galactic Battle, 
Galaxy 

September: Wycove Forth, 99/4 Auto Spell

Check, QUICK-COPYer, Wizard's Dominion, 

Anchor Automation Mk XII Modem 

October: Killer Caterpillar, ZORK I, Defender 

November:  9900 Disk  Control ler  

Card/Manager, Super Bugger, Trans tar 120S 

printer, Floppy-Copy, Data Base-X 

December: Gravity Master, Data Base Manager 

System, Learning 99/4A Assembly Language 

Programming 

1985 

January: Super Sketch, Foundation Computing 

128K Card, PTERM-99, TI-Runner 

February: Super Extended BASIC, Be,innina 

Assembly Language For the TI, ZORK II 

March: Morning Star Software CP /M Card, 

WDS/100 Winchester Disk Drive, Sketch Mate, 

BMC Color Monitor 

April: 9900 Micro Expansion System, 
Disk+ Aid, Gemini l0X-lSX 

May: Character Sets and Graphics Desi1n, Draw 

'N Plot 

Jane: GRAPHX, DATA BASE I 

July: Acom 99, Advanced Diagnostics 

Au1ut: Model Dow-4 Gazelle, Ti-Artist, PC

KEYS, Not-Polyoptics' Bankroll 

September: Midnite Mason, Myuc 32K/128K 

Card, GRAPHX Companion 

October: 4A/T ALK, Extended BASIC II Plus, 

XB Detective, Console Writer 2.1 
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SST Expanded Basic Compiler System 
"The most powerful high level language available for the T.l./4A" 

NOW ONLY $49.00 
The SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER contains all of the features of the SST BASIC COMPILER, plus most of the features of 
EXTENDED BASIC. It also includes many commands that are not available in Tl BASIC or Tl EXTENDED BASIC. A major feature 
of the SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER is the ability to add your own commands. If you have need of a command not 
commonly found in Basic, you can easily add it to our compiler (Editor/Assembler module only). 

The SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER package translates a Basic program into TMS9900 machine language, resulting in a 
great gain in program execution speed. The compiled commands are up to 160 times fctster than the corresponding commands 
in Tl BASIC or EXTENDED BASIC. For a comparison we used our Compiler to run the benchmark program for making change in 
the April 1984 MICROpendium. This program takes over 30 minutes in Tl BASIC. When the program was compiled using the SST 
EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER, the program ran in 37 seconds. In fact, you can compile the program, save it on a disk, recall it, 
run it and still be considerably faster than Tl BASIC. 

A second benchmark program appeared in the November 1984 issue of the MICROpendium (page 22). This program took: 

209.4 seconds in Tl BASIC 7.2 seconds in Tl FORTH 
219.6 seconds in Tl EXTENDED BASIC 4.9 seconds in WYCOVE FORTH 

2.5 seconds In SST BASIC or EXPANDED BASIC

The SST EXPANDED COMPILER is also many times faster than Tl PASCAL. 

The SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER contains most of the standard features of EXTENDED BASIC and is especially useful for 
number crunching, text manipulation and for producing arcade type games. However, some translation of a Basic program may 

be required. 

SST Software has invested about two and one half man-years in the development of this package. With the requirements of 
Memory Expansion, Disk Drive and either Editor I Assembler or Mini- Memory the SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER gives you 
the following features: 

• The ability to use sprites, sound, joyst, graphics, 
and string functions. 

., The ability to write and compile up to 470 lines 
of Basic code. 

• The ability to link compiled programs together
as one large system. 

• The ability to call up to seven compiled programs
from a Tl Basic program.

• The ability to dimension up to 1800 element
floating point arrays. 

• The use of many of the floating point function 
statements available in Tl Basic. 

• The ability to do integer arithmetic for extremely 
fast execution speed. 

• The ability to dimension up to a 12000 element. 
integer array using Memory Expansion.

• The use of strings for input, output, character
definition and text manipulation.

• The ability to write and debug a Basic program
using the Tl console and interpreter, and then
compile it without the need for retyping.

• The ability to use Bit Map mode for high
resolution graphics.

• The ability to add up to five of your own commands.

• The ability to access a disk drive and the
RS232 interface. 

• The ability to store the compiled program 
permanently on disk so that it never needs to be
compiled again.

• The ability to use the Tl Loader for faster
loading speeds of compiled programs.

• A manual of more than 60 pages.

SST Expanded Basic Compiler System with a High 
Resolution Graphics Package and Text Mode 

NOW ONL·Y $59.00 
This version gives you all the features of the EXPANDED COMPILER plus 40 column mode and 12 new commands for high 
resolution graphics. 

NEW!! PRE/SST Program $30.00 
A program translator aid which facilitates preparing existing Basic and Extended Basic Programs for processing by the SST

EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER SYSTEM. Makes developing new programs easier. It converts multiple line statements to single 
lines. It allows you to convert floating point variables to integer variables for increased speed. It also allows you to use such 
things as numeric constants and takes care of defining variables and constants. The PRE /SST PROGRAM helps you tap the full 
power of the SST COMPILER SYSTEM. (Requires Extended Basic) 

SST SOFTWARE, INC. 
BOX 26 • CEDARBURG, WI 53012 • (414) 771-8415 
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FeedbacH 

Getting official 
I am a subscriber and have greatly 

enjoyed every issue of your magazine. 
Could you tell me how a group can 
become an official TI users group? 

Terrence P. Murphy 

President 

Melville Users Group 

Selden, New York 

TI discontinued support of user 

groups when it left the home computer 

market. It is not possible to become an 

"official," TI-recognized group.-Ed. 

Solder connections 
In response to Stanley Page's lockup 

problem, I had a similar experience 
with various modules. I am an elec
tronics technician so , fixed it myself 
but anyone who can solder can do the 
same. 

The problem is caused by a couple of 
poor solder connections on the car
tridge slot board. To check for the 
problem, insert a module-preferable 
one with a blinking cursor or move
ment. Raise the front of the computer 
console about an inch off the table and 
let it drop. If the connections are 
good, the most that will happen is that 
the cursor will move one space due to 
space bar bounce. If lockup occurs, 
the connections are poor and need to 
be resoldered. 

Disassemble the console and remove 
the cartridge slot assembly. Hold it so 
you are looking into the module slot. 
Just above the slot on the right and the 

left are two "feed-thrus." These are 
two pieces of wire that go through 
holes in the board and electrically join 
the large foil areas on both sides of the 
board. Flowing some fresh solder on 
these points cured my problem. Be 
sure to use a 50 Watt iron or less to 
avoid melting the plastic slot. 

David L. Swancer 

Medina, Ohio 

Mini-Memory speech 
Can anyone tell me how to use the 

Mini-Memory module as a "speech 

editor" to replace that module, which 
is not available from any source I can 
find. 

I have the TI "Speak & Spell" pro
gram, and no speech editor module. 

This should make a very good 
substitute, and could be loaded direct, 
as shown in the MM manual, from 
either cassette or disk, directly into the 
MM module, then accessed from TI 
BASIC with the MM module inserted. 

I hope some programmer knows 
how to do the above trick for me, as I 
wish to use that program, and purchas
ed it without knowing that it required 
the "TI Speech Editor" to work. 

Edward R. Mashburn 

Roberta, Georgia 

Which comes first? 
My desire is to expand my 

computer's capabilities through addi
tion of both cartridges and peripheral 
equipment. Would you be so kind as 
to make a suggestion as to what should 
be purchased first? My impression is 
that Extended BASIC should come 
first but from there on there's really 
not enough knowledge even to form an 
opinion since I don't know what will 
work for me without a PEB. Can I in
crease memory without the PEB and 
do I really need increased memory at 
this point? 

John R. Finn 

Fort Myers, Florida 

Extended BASIC is definitely first. 

XBASIC offers much faster run times 

than console BASIC and supports 

many more programming conventions. 

Next, I recommend a disk drive. A disk 

drive is much faster and more conve

nient to use than a cassette recorder. 

(Of course, a disk drive also requires a 

disk controller, which increases the 

cost.) While an expansion memory is 

very useful, it is third on my list of ex

pansion options. There are stand-alone 

expansion memories and stand-alone 

disk systems available, as well as mini

expansion systems that offer an alter

native to a Peripheral Expansion Box. 

Prices on these items varies, depen

ding on whether you are purchasing 

new or used equipment. Prices on 

many new cards for the Peripheral Ex
pansion Box are quite reasonable, 
though obtaining a new PEB may pose 
a bit of a problem. Expect to pay about 
$125 for a PEB. Check out the ads in 
MICROpendium to get a good idea of 
what you would expect to pay.-Ed. 

4A/Talk feature· 
One excellent feature of [4A/Talk] 

.. .is often overlooked .... That feature is 
in the use of the capture buff er and 
keyboard files to pre-write messages 
for upload to the message input area of 
a BBS. 

The procedure is as follows: 
After the program has loaded and 

you have finished with the default 
screen you enter FCTN 3 for half 
duplex. Then enter FCTN 4 to open 
the capture buff er. Now you can write 
a message using 40 character lines and 
FCTN X for a CR/LF to advance to 
the next line. You can continue to 
write your message and when done you 
select FCTN 5 and option 1 to save the 
buffer to disk. Now, after signing on 
to a BBS you go to the message input 
area and enter the message header in
formation. When you come to the area 
where you input the body of the 
message you may use one of two 
methods to enter the message. If the 
BBS system only allows you to enter 
one line at a time, like TIBBS, you do 
the following: 

Select FCTN 6 and option I, Open a 
keyboard file. Enter the filename that 
you gave your message and then press 
enter. Now press FCTN D twice with a 
pause in between. On the second entry 
the first line of your message will ap
pear on the screen. Continue to press 
FCTN D and your message will be 
entered one line at a time. When done 
press enter and the BBS's options to 
save, edit etc. will appear and you can 
choose the one you wish. 

If you are on a board that allows 
block input for messages, like TBBS, 
then the procedure is as follows: 

Input the message header informa
tion as before. Now select FCTN 6 and 
take option 3, Set up XON/XOFF 

characters and enter 17 for XON and 

(Please turn to Page 10) 
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9900 + FOR THE Tl99/4A 

THE ULTIMATE 

99/4A EXPANSION SYSTEM 

AT A SPECIAL 

INTRODUCTORY PRICE 

FROM TEX.JfCOMP'"" 
(1(11 Cor[omp ) 

TEX-COMP, the undisputed leader in supply
ing the 99/4A User, has now put together the 
finest and most complete expansion system 
ever offered for the Tl99/4A. 

COMPLETE 

EXPANSION SYSTEM 

NOTHING ELSE TO BUY! 
• 9900 Expansion Box & Regulated Power Supply (UL Approved) 
• 32K Memory Upgrade Adds 32K bytes of Random Access Memory to your system.
• Double Sided/Double Density Disk Controller (operates up to 4 drives)
• RS232 lnterf ace Lets you add a wide range of other accessories, such as printers

or telephone modems, one parallel and 2 serial outputs.
• 1 SS/SD Disk Drive Allows you to store and retrieve data on 5 ¼-inch single-or

double-sided flippy diskettes. ALL FOR 
• 1 Disk Drive Case & Regulated Power Supply

Handles two ½-height drives easily (UL or LAC Approved) $3 79 95 • New Disk Manager with Improved Disk Utilities Plus s&•H 
• All Cables & Instructions Including a free Tl RS232 Y-Cable.

For above system with full size DS/DD Disk Drive 
For above system with a pair of ½-height Drives 

Other leading CorComp Hardware Values: 
CorComp RS232 Card (for Tl P-Box) 
CorComp 32K Card (for Tl P-Box) 
CorComp OS/DD Controller (for Tl P-Box) 
CorComp 9900 System with Free RS232 Y-Cable 
CorComp Stand Alone RS232 with Free Y-Cable 
NEW CorComp Stand Alone 32K 
NEW Triple Tech P-Box Card (Clock/Buffer) 
NEW 9900 Clock Stand Alone 
''Grom Buster'' (for 1983 Consoles) 

NEW LOW PRICE 
NEW LOW PRICE 

NEW LOW PRICE 
NEW LOW PRICE 

Load lnterupt Switch (with FREE Screen Dump Program) 
Also available from TEX-COMP at NEW LOWER PRICES: 

Tl-99/4A Console w/1-year warranty (add·$20 for Black & Silver Model) 
New Star SG-10 Printer w/TI Instructions (replaces Gemini 10X 

same specs but improved letter quality) with Free Cleaner Kit 
½-Height OS/DD Disk Drive 
Full Size OS/SD Disk Drive 
Full Size OS/DD Disk Drive 
Drive Enclosure with Regulated Power Supply for 2 ½-height or 1 full Drive 
Cable Kit for 2 ½-height Drives (for installation in P-Box) 

Cable Kit for Stand-Alone Drives 
RS2323 Y-Cable (Specify if for Tl or CorComp system) 

VISA and MASTERCARD 

HOLDERS CALL DIRECT 

(818) 366-6631

SEND ORDER AMO MAKE CHECKS PAVAIILE TO 

TEX.JfCOMP' .. 

$399.95 
539.95 

79.95 
99.95 

149.95 

299.95 

99.95 
89.95 

109.95 
69.95 
24.95 
19.95 

79.95 

239.95 
99.95 
79.95 
99.95 
59.95 
29.95 
29.95 
10.95 

Texas Instruments 

PO 1101 lJOU - GRANADA HlllS. CA t1lU 
AUTHORIHD DEALER 

TEAMS: All prices F.0.8. Los Angeles. For fastest service use 
cashler1 check or money order Add J¼ shipping and handling 
(SJ.00 minimum). East of Mississippi -41/, ¼. (Free shipping on all 
software orders over S 100.00). Prices and avallabllily subject to 
change without notice We reserve the right to limit quantities 

NOTE: P•ymenr ,n lull musr •ccomp•"Y •II orders Cred,r-Cerd. 

Company Checlf or Money Order for ,mmed,ate sl't,pm•nf �,tonal 

checlrs requ1r• UIJ to 4 ••••• to clear Cel,lorn,a order, edd 81/t,-. ••'•• 

ru 
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FeedbacH 
(Continued from Page 8) 

19 for XOFF. Now enter FCTN 6 
again and select 1, Open a keyboard 
file. Enter the filename of your 
message file and press enter. Now the 
first time you enter FCTN D your en
tire message will be entered. To stop 
and start it as it is going in press FCTN 
D. When done press enter and select
whatever option you wish.

Whether or not you select full or half 
duplex (FCTN 3) during this operation 
depends on whether the host has local 
echo on or off during the upload. 
TBBS, for example, turns it off during 
unprompted block uploads so you 
must go half duplex. On most boards, 
however, full duplex is the proper 
selection. Using the above procedures 
you can also read other variable 80 files 
that you have downloaded from other 
systems. The use of the keyboard files 
section of 4A/Talk greatly increases its 
versatility. 

One final note: with some modems 
you may have to experiment to find out 
how to get the text entry portion of the 
procedure to work. It works fine on 
the Radio Shack modem 1 and 
Volksmodem 12 modems I have but I 
had to put an on/ off switch in the 
phone line for a friend of mine who 
uses a 300 baud Volksmodem. In any 
event, to see how the procedure works 
using any modem you can simply 
disconnect your modem from the 
RS232 if you have a problem with text 
entry and try it out. If you like the pro
cedure, then you can do whatever is 
necessary to make it work with the 
modem hooked up. 

Joe Nuvolini 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 

User friendly 
In the evaluation of software, the 

issue of principal importance is 
whether or not it is user friendly. Be
ing user friendly means that examples 
of application either in printed form or 
on an unprotected diskette must be 
available and clearly identified so they 

can be studied. 
Users of the 99 range from profes

sional programmers to individuals who 
use their machine for computation, 
word processing, graphics or games, 
etc. A software based on either BASIC 
or Extended BASIC should be so 
designed that a user can apply the 
technology without any hitches or pro
blems. For example, Tl's "TI-Writer" 
package and Extended BASIC I would 
say meet this criterion rather well, 
while the Editor-Assembler is 
significantly more difficult. 

I believe that very strict standards 
should be applied to determine user
friendliness-it isn't right to have a 
package evaluated by an individual 
more expert than the expected user 
level, and that level should be defined 
precisely. Unless this criterion of 
friendliness is met, a review should 
clearly state the level required, or only 
user friendliness level should be 
reported in a review. 

A reader of such a review where such 
a clear statement is not made, and who 
buys a pack that offers problems, is go
ing to throw all reviews into question, 
and the result will also reflect onto the 
producer of the software. 

I recently got stung in just this way 
by a review in MICRO. Now, I don't 
know what to believe. The software in 
question was not user-friendly for me, 
and it took an experienced program
mer friend over an hour to unlock one 
of the simpler programs. I had spent a 
good many hours trying to solve the 
riddle, to no avail. (I was given only a 
partial refund because I tried in earnest 
too long.) 

Granted, once you know the pattern, 
an associated program application may 
be simple, but unless the details are 
sufficiently complete, a great deal of 
time can be lost getting such responses 
as "SYNTAX ERROR" or "CAN'T 
DO THAT.'' If one has plenty of time 
to sidetrack one's use of the computer 
and accept the challenges, that's OK. 
But I for one, and I suspect many other 
possible users, don't have the time to 
accept such a challenge. 

Please ... have people of appropriate 
skills check the system before 

review.... It is useful for your readers 
to know you are instituting such a pro
cedure. 

Keats A. Pullen 
Kingsville, Maryland 

Sorry to hear about the problems 

you've encountered. The term "user 
friendly'' is difficult to quantify and 
often depends on the documentation 
that comes with a product as much as 
the design of the product itself. Most 
reviews do make note of how difficult 
particular products may be to use. 

However, not all do. We will strive to 
make d i s t inct ions  about user  
friendliness in the future. When in 
doubt, it may be wise to contact the 
vendor. As a general rule, applications 
and game programs are generally ac
cessible to most users while programm

ing utilities may require specialized 
knowledge or interest on the part of 
potential users. We will try to do better 
in the future.-Ed. 

Shugart drives 
I have been trying for some time now 

to locate schematic diagrams for my TI 
PHP-1250 internal disk drive, which is 
actually a Shugart 400L drive. Shugart 
has gone out of business and TI has 
been unable to help me on this. 

I would appreciate any information 
you or your readers can provide on 
where I may obtain a set of schematics 
for this drive. I have been able to ob
tain schematics on all the other 
peripheral equipment, but not this 
drive. 

Sam P. Smith 
Lubbock, Texas 

Any readers have the schematic's 
Mr. Smith is looking for? Please write 

and we'll let him know .-Ed. 

The Feedback column is for readers. It is a 

forum to communicate with other readers. The 

editor will condense excessively lengthy submis

sions wb.ere necessary. We ask that writers 

restrict themselves to one subject for the sake of 

simplicity. Our only requirement is that items be 

of interest to persons who use the TI99/4A home 

computer. Mail Feedback items to: MICROpen

dium, P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. 
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TEX♦COMP·� 

Th O 
� ,�� 

America's Number One 11 computer rPtaller 

Presents e scar™ ��� --...� . 
Software 6t' 

Library 
28 Outstanding Pro

grams Never Before Available 
on Cassette or Disk 

LA 
11:lJ ill

A complete home and family software library for the 
TI-99/4A for ONLY $12.95 (less than 50¢ per program). 
In 1983. the DataBar Corporation developed an extensive Tl Software library which they planned to distribute in bar code form in a monthly 
magazine which the subscribers could then load into their computer with the "Oscar ... a compact bar code reader. 

Due to changes in market conditions. DataBar has discontinued its home computer division and Tex-Comp has bought out their entire 
library of Tl-99/4A Software on disk & cassette. 

Tex-Comp now makes this extensive library of over 28 assorted programs with complete printed instructions and documentation availahle on 
cassette or disk (PLEASE SPECIFY) at only $12.95. 

These professionally prepared programs include education. entertainment. personal enrichment. first aid. finance and law. 

TITLES INCLUDE: 
Match -Find the pairs of numbers hidden 
behind the computer's doors. 
Four-In-A-Row-Be the first to make a row 
of four. 
Pachlsi -A race to the finish line. 

ROI -Return On Investment 
Loan Amortization -How much principal 
and interest will you pay on a loan? 

Speller-A Spelling and Typing Tutor 
and a game of memory. 
Alphabet House -Bui

_
ld your own house 

with your alphabet skills 
Running Planner -How rapidly should you 
increase the distances you run') 
Word Habits -Keep reading and writing 
habits up with current demands. 

Amulet-Search the cavernous building to 
find the precious Amulet 
Caterpillar Climb -Solve addition prob
lems to move your caterpillar over the wall. 
Financial Quiz-Check the pulse of your 
pocketbook. 
IRR- Internal Rate of Return 
Math Challenge 1 -Pit your mathematical 
skills against the computer or a friend. 
Star Count -Use logic skills to spring open a 
box of shining stars. 

Code Master -Discover the secret code 

Room to Move -Unscramble the letters with 
wise moves. 
NPV-Net Profit Value 

Payback Period -Payback Period 
Balloon Darts -Build your skills with frac 
lions as you aim and fire your dart. 
States 'N Capitals -Can you name more 
capital cities than your opponent') 

Health Assessment -How are your current First Aid -Bums -How should you react in 
health practices affecting your life expectancy? an emergency burn situation? 

The Law and You -A look at how laws affect Triangle Solutions -This makes math 
your daily activities. friendly for your practical applications. 
Speedreadlng -Train your eyes to take in Sentence Tutor -Practice breaking down 
more words per second. sentences into their essential elements. 

Program In Basic-Eases the chore of learning to program. 

Attention Hobbyists & Gadget Lovers: Tex-Comp has a limited supply of brand new Oscar DataBar 
readers in factory-sealed cartons (complete with cable for the TI-9914A) & packs of assorted bar code software. 
Complete package, No Warranties, ONLY $ 9. 95 when purchased together with the above offer- Cannot be 
purchased separately. 

SPECIAL 

SPECIFY DISK OR CASSETTE VERSION 
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New computer? 

1,700 attend 

3rd Tl Faire 

While there was some disappoint
ment when a new TI compatible com
puter failed to be introduced, most of 
the 1,700 visitors at the third annual 
Chicago TI Home Computer Faire got 
more than their money's worth by the 
end of the seven-hour session. 

Held Nov. 2 on the campus of Triton 
College in River Grove, a western 
suburb of Chicago, the Faire featured 
27 vendors in the exhibition hall. Hun
dreds attended product-oriented ses
sions held by Craig Miller, Lou Phillips 
and John Clulow. Richard Mitchell, of 
Bytemaster Computer Services, hosted 
a seminar on using Extended BASIC to 
access and create files for Microsoft 
Multi plan. 

The biggest news of the day turned 
out to be something that didn't hap
pen: there was no new working com
puter to replace the TI99/4A. The hun
dreds who packed the meeting room 
where Phillips, president of Myarc 
Inc., was expected to unveil the new 
computer were somewhat dismayed 
when Phillips started his mid
afternoon session by discussing the 
history of his company. 

However, though a working com
puter was not available, Phillips 
described the console the company is 
working on and displayed an empty 
console and a motherboard that he said 
will be turned into a new computer by 
the January Consumer Electronics 
Show. Cost of the machine is expected 
to be in the $450 range. 

Myarc also failed to demonstrate its 
ballyhooed Extended BASIC upgrade 
because one of 10 disks containing 
segments of the program had been left 
behind at the company's headquarters 
in New Jersey. The company maintains 
that distribution of the Extended 
BASIC upgrade will begin this month. 

· (Please turn to Pa2e 14)

Pictured is the prototype keyboard of Myarc's Tl-compatible computer. The new 

machine is expected to include 256K of RAM and be comptible with 95 percent of 

existing Tl software. 

Myarc outlines plans 
for 256K computer 

The introduction of the prototype 
keyboard of a new TI99/4A
compatible computer by Myarc Inc. 
was greeted by a wave of applause 
from hundreds at the Chicago TI 
Faire. Lou Phillips, president of· 
Myarc, said of the machine, "this is 
what we want to see come out the first 
quarter of next year.,,

Although the machine does not work 
at this time, Phillips said it will include 
256K of RAM (expandable to 2 
megabytes), 64K bytes of VDP RAM,

64K of ROM, parallel output, RS232 
port, two internal expansion slots and 
a cartridge slot mounted on the top of 
the computer. Phillips said the com
puter will also support a mouse. 

The central processor used in the 
new computer is the TMS9995, which 
Phillips described as ''very similar to 
the 9900, only about 2.3 times faster.,,

The 9995 processor, which was first 
marketed in 1981, is "just as fast as a 
Motorola 68000 running at 6 
megahertz.,' The 9938 video display

processor will also be used. (The 9938
is being produced in Japan and sup
ports 512 colors, compared to the 16 
supported by the TMS9918 used in the 
99/4A. The 9938 is compatible with the 
9918, Phillips said. The chip also sup
ports an 80-column display.) 

Myarc has yet to select a name for 
the computer, but it the choice may be 
a play on the company's name, which 
stands for Microcomputer Architects. 
"Noah" has been suggested as an ap
propriate name for the computer. 

While. little is known about com
patibility with existing TI hardware, 
Phillips noted that it will operate with 
the company's expansion memory 
card, using the TI Peripheral Expan
sion Box as a card cage. The console 
will be connected to the PEB using a 
flexible cable, replacing the stiff ribbon 
cable used to attach the 99/4A to the 
PEB. 

Next month's MICROpendium will 
include a more complete description of 
the computer. 
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If you've f!Of talent at the keyboard, here's a chance to perform in public. 

And get rewarded for your prowess. Just write something brilliant using 

both EXTENDED BASIC and SUPER EXTENDED BASIC TM for the TI-99/4A. 

Because SUPER EXTENDED BASIC is such a· powerful extension to 

EXTENDED BASIC, you will have ample opportunity to exercise your 

imagination. Creativity 

elegant programming. 

is what we 're looking for first. And style. Not just 

So even a non-whiz can win. 

Prizes are $250 for First, $100 for Second, and $50 for Third. 

1. Your program must be written in Extended 
Basic and include CALL LINK statements to 
access Super Extended llasic™ assembly 
language subroutines. 

2. All programs must be the original work of the 
author(s) and must be placed in the public 
domain. Neither the author or J & K H 
Software will claim copyright or any other 
rights. 

3. Programs may not have been previously 
published. J & K H Software will publish the 
winning entries as additional programming 
examples to be included with the full Super 
Extended Basic package. The winning 
entries will also be made available to anyone 
desiring a copy for the cost of materials, 
packing and shipping (most likely $5.00). 

4. All entries must be submitted on disk (SS/SD) 
and include written documentation when 
necessary. 

5. Your entry must include the following 
materials: 

a) Disk containing the program you wish to 
enter. 

f£ ru IP JE m 

CONTEST RULES----------. 

b) Your name, address and phone number. 

c) The written documentation for the program 
(if needed). 

Send these materials to: 

SXB PROGRAMMING CONTEST 
4911 S. 31st Street 
Arlington, VA 22206 

Entries must be postmarked by March 31st, 
1986, and received by April 7th, 1986. 

6. Entries will be judged by James Hollender, the 
author of Super Extended llasic. Entries 
will be judged on the following criteria: 

a) 70% for creativity, definition originality, 
implementation originiality and use of 
Super Extended llasic features. 

b) 30% for implementation, i.e., programming 
elegance and bug free. 

Limit one prize per person. 

7. A list of prize winners is available by send
ing a stamped, self-addressed envelope to: 

SXB PRIZE WINNERS LIST 
4911 S. 31st Street 
Arlington, VA 22206 

Requests must be received by April 7, 1986. 
Do not send entries to this address. 

8. All entries become the property of J & K H 
Software and none will be returned. Winners 
will be notified by mail on or about June 1st, 
1986. Any taxes on the prizes shall be the 
sole responsibility of the winners. 

9. Miscellaneous: No special form is needed to 
enter. Enter as often as you wish, but each 
entry must be mailed separately. Disks will 
not be returned. Decision of the judge is final. 
Contest open to all residents of the USA 
except employees and their families of J & K H 
Software. Contest void wherever prohibited or 
restricted by law. 

Super Extended Basic is available from 
Tenex Computer Express, Unisource 
Electronics and also direct from: 

J & K H SOFTWARE 
4911 S. 31st Street 
Arlington, VA 22206 

JE J!. 7f lE N l])) lE lJJJ !13 Jl § J] (C 
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I THE IB CARD I • • 
• • 
: --THE IQ CARD is a r; I I I I': I': I' I I!::: your diskette. This CQlil:_ : 
: patented, folding template ! : '"· _,.�, = b1ned alteration 1s ava1la- !
: that will indicate exactly · - : ble only with the IQ CARD !
: where to punch another - •1 ·· • It 1s truly a unique !
: side notch and (get this) - · •• ·· method of altering single : 
: two new ¼ in round • • and double-sided disket- !• "index holes· near the - - tes • Once a diskette 1s • 
: large center opening of •" : altered with THE IQ !
♦ 

,.,aJ flt t.!..,!.,!..1:: I Z:; t ♦ 

• •
: CARD, it can be used with any computer using one or more single-sided disk drives !
: • The competition costs more than twice as much • Enjoy the convenience of using !
: the back of your single-sided diskette• It's almost like having a two-sided disk drive !
: • Put twice as much data on every disk • Reduce diskette costs by 50

°
10 • Use the !

• back of your diskette as a back up for the front side (avoid the error signal you • 
: would get when you insert the disk wrong) • When the front of a new disk wont !

: work, alter it with THE IQ CARD and use the back side• The counter rotation has !
: not been known to hurt the disk • You can tell the front of your diskette frorn the !
: back by the shape of the new side notch • If you "blow" one side of your disk, the !

: other side will remain unaffected • Replace your ow paper punch when it gets dull !
: • Keep it handy with your disk collection• --THE IQ CARD was invented by a Tl !
: user: member Tltex users group, Centereach, U, New York : 
• • 
: ORDER TODAY! ! 
: --THE IQ CARD will be on it's way to you by first class !

: mail; the same day that we receive your order. : 
• --SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY • 
: BACK! ! 
: --Send check or money order tor $9.50 to: ! 

: THE IQ CARD : 
: 127 Haven Avenue South• Ronkonkoma, N. Y. 11779 : 
: -NY Residents Add Sales Tax. Division of Bulldog Hinge Co. : 
: .................................................. : 

PRESS RELEASE 

GEMINI PRINTER OWNERS 

"JOY-PRINT" IS HERE ! ! ! 

JOY-PRINT A "COPYRIGHTED" PROGRAM, COM

BINES THE POWER OF THE Tl99/ 4A WITH THE EXCEP

TIONAL GRAPHICS OF THE GEMINI 10X/15X 

PRINTERS. PRINTER GRAPHICS WITH THE FLICK OF 

YOUR WRIST. NO MORE HOURS OF FRUSTRATING 

PROGRAMMING FOR ONE SMALL PICTURE. DRAW 

ON SCREEN WITH JOYSTICK; ERASE ALL OR PART OF 

PICTURE AND CONTINUE DRAWING. REPEAT PRINT 

LOOP, DOUBLE STRIKE CAPABILITY, USE ONE OF OVER 

180 PRINT CHARACTERS. USE FOR BUSINESS LETTER

HEADS, PERSONALIZED STATIONERY, OR JUST FUN 

FOR THE KIDS. 

WORKS ON BOTH SERIAL AND PARALLEL PORTS. 

COST ONLY► CASSETTE=$10.95 DISK=$12.95 

REQUIRES JOYSTICK, X-BASIC, Tl99/4A, CASSETTE OR 

DISK, GEMINI l 0/X OR 15/X PRINTER. 

CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

FENNELL SOFTWARE 

4365 COMFORT STREET 

COCOA, FLORIDA 32927 

WE SHIP FIRST CLASS MAIL, POSTAGE PAID BY 

FENNELL SOFTWARE 

Some 1,700 visitors jammed the exhibition hall at the third 

annual Chicago Tl Faire. The crowds in front of exhibitor 

booths were three deep for most of the day. 

Tl FAIRE-

(Continued from Page 12) 

The most fully realized product demonstrated at the 

show was Miller Graphics' GRAM Kracker. Miller cap

tivated an audience of well over a hundred for more than an 

hour during a morning session. 

The demonstration of the working GRAM Kracker was 

nothing short of amazing. The device, which fits into the 

cartridge slot of the Tl, allows users to dump the contents 

of cartridges into memory and then save them to disk, 

RAM disk, hard disk or cassette. About 15 cartridges can 

be saved to a double-sided, double-density disk. These pro

grams may then be called up at any time for use. The device 

also allows users to manipulate these programs. For 

(Please turn to Page 16) 
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ANOTHER 

SUPER SPECIAL 

FROM COMP-U-WARE 

Don't miss out on this special! Now you can 
purchase the New Myarc 32/ 128 K Memory Card and 

Myarc's Nev1 Extended Basic Level IV In one package at a 
very special price. The Myarc 128 K Card can operate as a Ram 

Disk, Print Spooler, as well as a regular 32 K Memory Expansion. The 
New Extended Basic Level IV will transform your 99 / 4 A into a new computer! 

Myarc 32/128K Card and Extended Basic Level IV ____________ $259.95 
Myarc 32/128K Card Only 199.95 
Myarc Extended Basic Level IV only 74.95 

ORDER YOURS TODAY! 

The Ultimate Adventures From Maxware Creations 

Do you own a T. I. Adventure Module? If so, you can now experience three new adventures that you 
won't quickly solve - If at all. If you like a challenge then these programs are for you. Distributed 
exclusively by Comp-U-Ware. Please specify disk or cassette. Coming Soon - Quest to Earth Part II! 

1001A The Meaning Of Life _____________________ $19.95 
1002A The Counts Revenge 19. 95 
1003A Quest To Earth - Part I 19. 95 

DISK DRIVE 

SPECIALS 

Half-height double-sided, double-density disk drives at 
unheard of prices! These drives will provide 360K of storage 
when used with the Corcomp or Myarc disk controller cards. 
They will provide 180K with the T.I. controller card. 
21223 Single Stand Alone Drive With Cables ___ $169.95 
21224 Dual Stand Alone Drives With Cables. 

(2 Drives) ____________ $249.95 
21221 Bare Drives to install in Peripheral Box. Two will fit 

in the Peripheral Box! Order Two of these Drives 
and receive the required cable kit free. 
(Save $30.001) __________ $119.95 

21220 Cable Kit for connecting Two Half-Height Drives. 
Specify P-Box or Stand Alone) ______ $29. 95 

Drives brands will vary. We only sell top brands such as Shugart, 
Qume, and Teac. All drives carry a full warranty. 

Don't miss out on other great buys! Comp-U-Ware stocks a full line of 99/4A software and hardware. 
Send $2.00 for catalog, (refundable with first order) or mail us your name and address and we will 
add you to our mailing list. This will insure that you don't miss out on other Comp-U-Ware specials. 

Send orders and make checks or money orders payable to: 
Orders may be prepaid with a check or money COMP-U-WARE ( 806) 792-6184.order or we will ship C.O.D. Add 3% for Shipping P.O. Box 9317 4 
and Handling. Texas residents add 5.125% Lubbock, TX 79413 
Sales Tax. 
There will be an additional $3.00 charge for 
C.O.D. orders.

Prices are subject to change without notice. 
Allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery. 
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CHRISTMAS SALE I 

SDUMP $9.95 

DISK MANAGER Ill $14. 95 

VISA/MasterCard 

Free Catalog 

QUALITY 99 SOFTWARE 
1884 Columbia Rd #1021 

Washington DC 20009 
(202) 667-3574 

Support 
our 

advertisers I 

CANADA MAIL ORDER 

no1'a 

COMPUTERWARE 

DEALING EXCLUSIVELY WITH Tl-99/4A PRODUCTS 

SOON AVAILABLE THE 99/9 from MYARC 

Texas Instruments 
Home Computer 

PRICES ARE FALLING 

VISA, MONEY ORDER, CHEQUE 

COD - CANADA ONLY 

NOVA COMPUTERWARE 
52 AIRPORT ROAD, EDMONTON 
'==--��: ALBERT A T5G 0W7 F���,-sl 

:l:Ji\ (403) 452-0312 1��=1

Craig Miller, of Miller's Graphics, holds his company's GRAM Kracker while 
describing it to a large, appreciative audience of enthusiasts. The product is ex

pected to be delivered to initial purchasers this month. 

GRAM KRACKER-

(Continued from Page 14) 

example, Miller said, users may decide 
to change the default colors of Extend
ed BASIC. Using the GRAM Kracker, 
this would be easy. Cartridge-based 
programs such as Tax Investment 
Record Keeping, which allow only out
put to serial printers, may be modified 
by the user to allow output to parallel 
printers. 

The most fully realized product 
demonstrated at the show was Miller 
Graphics' GRAM Kracker. Miller cap
tivated an audience of several hundred 
for more than an hour during a morn
ing session. 

The demonstration of the working 
GRAM Kracker was nothing short of 
amazing. The device, which fits into 
the cartridge slot of the TI, allows 
users to dump the contents of car
tridges into memory and then save 
them to disk, RAM disk, hard disk or 
cassette. About 15 cartridges can be 
saved to a double-sided, double
density disk. These programs may then 
be called up at any time for use. The 

device also allows users to manipulate 
these programs. For example, Miller 

said, users may decide to change the 
default colors of Extended BASIC. Us
ing the GRAM Kracker, this would be 
easy. Cartridge-based programs such 
as Tax Investment Record Keeping, 
which allow only output to serial 
printers, may be modified by the user 
to allow output to parallel printers. 

To dump a cartridge's memory con
tents into the GRAM Kracker, the user 
simply inserts the cartridge into a 
socket on the top of the device and 
follows very simple instructions to 
carry out the task. 

Miller notes that the device opens up 
an entirely new area of memory for 
programming and modification and 
allows programming in Tl's pro
prietary Graphics Programming 
Language (GPL). 

The device contains 16 kilobytes of 
battery-backed cartridge RAM and 
40K of battery-backed GRAM. The 
system is user-expandable to SOK. 

(Please turn to Page 18) 
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from 

America's Number One Tl computer retailer 

TEX-COMP brings you special pricing 
on 3 of the hottest children.'s games 
ever produced for any computer at a 
special back-to-school savings! 

''THE MAGNIFICENT THREE'' 
Three spectacular software cartridges just in time for back-to-school giving. 

I ALL 3 for ON Ly $1795 (Regularly 995 each.)

� 
I �.ii
Y,.:;-:: 

Story Machine 
Helps children write sentences, 
paragraphs, even simple stories 
while learning the oarts of 
speech 

� --->-r,�-.... 

Burger Time 
One of the hottest arcade 
games in its original razzle-
dazzle format. Your chef, Peter 
Pepper, is surrounded by pickles 
and hot dogs. Dodge 'em, 
pepper 'em, lead 'em down 
ladders and onto a bun before 
they make you the main course 

� 

-

Creative fun for children ages 
5 to 7. Provides very simple 
introduction to programming 
and familiaritv with keyboard 

Order the Complete 
"Magnificent Three" 

I• II •I 

VISA anc1 MAS T(RCARD SE•o o•o•• ••o ,. .. , ,�,, .. •••ull •o 
. . . HOI.DERSCAUOIRECT 

TEX ...... COMP ,.(818) 366-6631 .....,.. 
•• ,.1 ,., ,_., ,,.,, .. ,, I .. ,,, , 0 eo, ))014 Gfl&N&OA H,,,s ca,,, •• 

TERMS. All prices F O 8 Los Angeles. For fastest serw1ce use 
ca.st1le15 che(.:k 01 money orde, A<Jd J•;, sh11Jplnij and handling 
tSJ 00 1nln1mum1 East or M1ssiss1pµ1 4 'I,•;, tFre• shipping on all 
soffwiire orders ove, S 100 00). Puces and 1tva1t11b11111 suo1ec1 10 
ch.ange without no11ct1 We ,eserve lhe righl to limit quantities 

NOT( Peym•n, ,n l1,111 must eccompeny •'' orders c,.d,1 Ca1d_ 

Como•,,, Cri•c• O' 410,,•r O,a., lo, ''"m•d'•'• sh,pm•nr Pe11on•I 

(h•c•, ••ou•1e up 10 4 ••••s IO C'••' Ce,.,o,n,e 010•11 •dd 6 .... , Je/•J 

, .. 
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BATTERY-BACKED RAM DISK-

(Continued from Page 16) 

System software is stored in an 8K 
ROM/GROM. 

The device costs $174.95 plus shipp
ing and handling. Contact Millers 
Graphics at 1475 W. Cypress Ave., San 
Dimas, CA 91773, (714) 599-1431. 

A number of other products were be
ing marketed or displayed in the ex
hibition hall, including a RAM disk by 
the New Horizons Computer Users 
Group, a replacement keyboard for 
$25 by a Chicago company-Hunter 
Electronics, 604 S. Fairview, Elmhurst, 
IL 60126-that included a second 
FCTN key on the left side to facilitate 
typing, and a portable TI99/4A design
ed and built by an Ohio man that in
cludes two half-height disk drives, a 
four-inch monochrome monitor, ex
pansion memory, RS232 and parallel 
ports and, of course, the keyboard. 

Most booths were devoted to sales 
and represented a variety of products, 

ranging from telecommunications 
(CompuServe) to inventories of TI 
software and hardware. One booth 
that attracted many Faire-goers was 
stocked with third-party software and 
gadgets and a selection of hard-to-get 
p-code cards.

The Horizon RAMdisk, developed
by John Clulow, Ron Gries and Da_vid 
Romer, starts at 104K and is expan
dable to 192K, the equivalent of a 
double-sided floppy. The user group 
says the card is compatible with all 
TI99/4A software. The UG says it is 
the only battery-backed RAMdisk for 
the TI, using a Ni-cad battery that 
charges while the computer is running. 
Other features allow the user to deter
mine the RAM disk drive number, the 
maximum number of sectors, write 
protection, turn on CRU for direct 
device service routine (DSR) access and 
execute machine code from BASIC. 

The card comes with complete DSR 

source code and manual and a 
schematic diagram. It is available as a 
ready-to-run card, as a bare printed 
circuit board with parts list and in
structions and as a schematic diagram 
with parts list. All packages include th 
operating system and source code, 
documentation and development soft
ware. For price and order information, 
write to Romer at Box 554, Walbridge, 
OH 43465. 

The Chicago TI Users Group has 
already scheduled a fourth Faire, for 
the first week of November next year. 
The sponsors note that this year's Faire 
set records for spectator attendance 
and vendor participation. 

A three-hour videotape of the Faire, 
including the major speakers as well as 
events· occurring in the exhibtion hall, 
is available from the Chicago TI group 
in either Beta or VHS (specify) format 
for �25. The group's address is P.O. 
Box 578341, Chicago, IL 60657. 

GAMES 

GRAPHICS 

BASIC TUTORIAL 

LOGICAL OPERATORS 

SPEECH UTILITIES 

ASSEMBLY TIPS 

SOLID READING 

ILLUSTRATED 

AND MORE! 

No, alligators didn't eat New York and we don't 

have laughing cows in Texas! But we do have 

a- new book for the 99 / 4A, and if ya know

what's good for ya, you'll listen 'cause we

missed your order from our last months ad

and we know who you are!

info for the Home Computer enthusiast 

Our new book CRACKING THE 99 I 4A

includes: file I/ 0 assembly routines with tips 

on inspecting a merged file. Two speech pro

grams to help you test speech slope 

parameters, or to choose and edit allophone 

strings for proper pronunciation. A rare 

tutorial that guides you through the power

ful use of logical operators, and more! I know 

you're curious so order the book, ok! 

COVER PRICE 

BOOK . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 2. 9 5 

DISKETTE. . . . . . . . . . $ 6.95 

BOOK & DISKETTE . . $16.95 

Tax Included-No C.OD's 
Add $1 shipping per book. Maximum $3 dollars. 

MIDNIGHT EXPRESS PUBLICATIONS 

ORDER DEPT. 

P.O. BOX 26941 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78755 
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The COMPLETE ! 
TI Reading Series 

by Scott Foresman & Co. 

All 6 Modules 
for ONLY 

$29.95 + S&H 
N()w you can purchase the entire Scott Foresman Reading Series at a fraction of the 

original price of over $325. This series consists of 6 graded modules and manuals which 
take tht• child from pre-school through 6th grade level reading. This series has helped 
thousands of children to learn to read and to help improve their reading skills. By 
Special arrangcrrn:nt with Texas Instruments, TEX-COMP, is ahlt· to hring you this en
tire series at this amazing low price! 

• EARLY READING: Engaging color graphics and computer speech introduce and 
reinforce important reading skills. Speech synthesizer required. Cartridge. 

• READING FUN: Stories and practice drills help build vornhulary and reading skills. 
Grades 1-3. Speech synthesizer is recommended. Cartridge. 

• READING ON: T caches skills required to understand maps, graphs and schedules. 
Several stories and appropriate drills reinforce skills. Grade t Cartridge. 

• READING ROUNDUP: Several stories teach fourth grade level readers idioms, 
figures of speech and word meanings in context. Speech synthesizer optional. Cartridge. 

• READING RALLY: Practice basic reading skills and lenrn the difference hetween 
foct and opinion; understand the author's purpose nnd the hias nnd connotation of 
words. Grade 5. Cartridge. 

• READING FLIGHT: For sixth grade level renders, several stories with special exer· 
cises to teach summarizing classifying and outlining skills. Speech syntlit·sizer is op· 
tional. Cnrtridge. 

The Tl Speech Synthesizer is required with the Early Reading Module nnd recommend
ed for several others. The latest Tl Speech Synthesizer with improved voice diip is 
availahle from Tex-Comp at $74,95. 

Each Reading Module Available Separately for ONLY 

50LID St ATE CO.RTRIOGE 
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I TI Math Series -
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All 4 Modules 
for ONLY 

$19.95 + S&H 
• ADDITION/SUBTRACTION I: Teaches hnsic arirhmetir skills and provides drills 
for reinforcement. Grade Level I. Speech synthesizer recommended. Cartridge. 

• ADDITION/SUBTRACTION II: More difficult prohlems and techniques th:m 
found in Addition/Suhtraction I. Grade levc:ls 1-2. Speech Synthesizer recommended. 
Cartridge. 

• MULTIPLICATION I: Teaches the hasics of multiplication. Grade levels 3--4. Spl'nh 
Synthesizer reuimmended. Cartridge. 

• DIVISION I: Teaches the hasics of division. Grade levels 3-';. Speech Synthesizl'r 
n·,omrnenJeJ. Cartridge. 

I 
-...-----------------------------------------, 
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VISA -

VISA antJ MAS1fRCAR0 
i,Qt Of RS CAU {)IR(CJ 

(818) 366-6631 

24 Hour Order Line 
TERMS All p11c .. F O 8 lu• llngeto Fur IUte,t Hmce UH 
Cllhletl t'1ec► Of money OHJer A\Jd )•;• 1t,1pplng and han•1hny 
cSlOO ,. ,rnmuml E1111 of M1111s11pp1 4•1,•1, cF,ee �hlpp1ng on all 
soft••'' oroerj owet SIOOOOl Prices and ava1lab1111, auN•c• to 
c"ange •llhoul no11c1 W1 ,.,.,.,, the right to lhnll c1uanlltiftl 

Tcu., lnstrumt'nl.\ 
TEX,lfCOMP''" 
f>O e1111lH• f',lllla•&f'IANU\S <at•JU 

&IIIHOflllllfl){>fAl(. 

MOfl r•• "'"'" in '"'' '""'" •<-'"'""'"'" •'' o,dett c,.o,t Ce,d 
Co,..,,,,,., l"•1 • o• Mo,,•r Ot1•r lo• '"'""•"••'• th•D'"•"' Pe11onet 
,,.., •1 ,equ••• uD tn ••••••to"••• Calrfo,,,,, oid•r• ,oa 8"'' ••'•• 
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The sysops of 
CompuServe's 
TI Forum 

Your friend, 
Mack 

Members of CompuServe's TI 
Forum who post a technical ques
t ion often rece ive  a 
knowledgeable reply signed this 
way. 

The writer is Mack McCor
mick, until recently a sysop on 
CompuServe's TI Forum. 

McCormick, whose articles 
and tutorials remain on file in the 
TI Forum's data libraries, is leav
ing the Forum because he is leav
ing the country for a three-year 
assignment in Germany near 
Stuttgart as an infantryman. 
Along with his transfer from 
Virginia, which occurs Nov. 22, 
he will soon be moving up from 
captain to major in the U.S. Ar
my. 

McCormick, 32 years old, was 
born and reared in Mobile, 
Alabama. He was graduated 
from the University of Alabama 
with a major in computer science 
and then entered the Army. He is 
soon to be awarded a master's 
degree in logistics management 
from the Florida Institute of 
Technology. 

McCormick says he got involv
ed with the TI "about 2 ½ years 
ago." Stationed in Columbus, 
Georgia, he joined the Valley 
99'ers Users Group, whose presi
dent, Ron Albright, "got me into 
calling bulletin boards and con
vinced me to join CompuServe." 

Approximately one year ago 
McCormick became a sysop, 
specializing in aiding other users 
with assembly language and 
hardware and technical ques
tions. 

"Ron and I became sysops at 
the same time," lie recalls. "Ron 
nominated me." 

McCormick recently presented 
a seminar to the Philadelphia 
Users Group. 

"The thing I most enjoy is the 
personal contact," he says. 

While in Germany, McCor
mick says, he "won't be out of 
touch." 

Access CompuServe 
At the prompt, type: 

GO TEX 200 

J&KH offering $400 
in programming contest 

J & K H Software is sponsoring a 
programming contest. Prizes are $250 
for first place, $100 for second and $50 
for third. 

Programs must be written in Extend
ed BASIC and use CALL LINK state
ments to access SUPER EXTENDED 
BASIC assembly language subrou
tines. 

Entries must be sent no later than 
March 31, 1986, and received no later 
than April 7, 1986. Entries must be 
submitted on SS/SD disk along with 
name, address and phone number. En
tries should include written documen
tation if it is needed. One program per 
contest entry is allowed. Entries may 
be sent to SXB Programming Contest, 
4911 S. 31st St., Arlington, VA 22206. 

Programs entered in the contest 
must be the original work of the auth-

ors and may not have been published. 
Programs must be put in the public do
main. Neither the authors nor J & K H 
Software will claim copyright or any 
other rights. 

James Hollender, author of Super 
Extended BASIC, will be the judge of 
the contest. 

Only one prize will be awarded per 
person. Prizes will be awarded on or 
about June 1, 1986. 

J & K H Software will include the 
prize-winning programs as examples 
with the full Super Extended BASIC

package. Anyone will be able to order 
a copy of the prize-winning programs 
for the cost of materials, duplication, 
packing and shipping (probably $5) 
from J & K H Software, 4911 31st St., 
Arlington, VA 22206. 

99/ 4A helps quake victims keep in touch 
The TI99/4A helped some of the 

survivors of the recent Mexico City 
earthquake send word of their safety to 
relatives in Los Angeles, despite 
disruption of telephone communica
tions. 

Jerry Price of Tex-Comp said that 
about four days after the earthquake, 
the company received a disk with no 
explanation from a cu·stomer in Mexico 
City. The customer had entrusted the 
disk to a Western Airlines stewardess 
who took it to Los Angeles. 

On examination, the disk proved to 

have messages on it from about 30 
Mexico City residents to relatives in the 
Greater Los Angeles area, informing 
them that they were safe, Price said. 

With the help of a Spanish-speaking 
Tex-Comp employee, word was passed 
to all the Los Angeles relatives, Price 
said. 

"We were careful how we worded it 
when we called them, since it was 
about the earthqua�e," Price said. 
"We started out, 'We have good news 
for you from your relatives.' It's sort 
of neat to think that the TI played a 
role in that." 

CorComp releases plug-in interrupt switch 
CorComp has released a plug-in load 

interrupt switch designed to be used 
with utility programs which require a 
hardware switch for the screen dump. 

According to Jackirae Sagouspe,. 
CorComp president, the program 
loads in Extended BASIC or the Edit
or/ Assembler load and run option. 

The switch plugs into the 1/0 switch 
at the side of the console bet ween the 
console and any expansion device, she 

said. She noted that the switch may re
main installed without the utility pro
gram utilizing it being installed as long 
as the switch is not pressed. The switch 
has been tested with a number of pub
lic domain programs and programs 
from Quality 99 Software, she noted. 
Suggested retail price is $12. 

For further information, contact 
CorComp Inc., 1255 N. Tustin Ave., 
Anaheim, CA 92807 or (714) 630-2903. 
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TEX♦COMP·� 
America's Number One Tl computer retailer 

Presents 

Super 
Savings 

On Essential Software Packages 
for the Texas Instruments Home Computer 

As part of its program of long-term support for the TI-99 / 4A user, Tex-Comp has purchased 
truck-load quantities of original TI Software that is essential to the serious & dedicated user. 

In turn, Tex-Comp is passing the savings on to YOU! 

All TI Software in this advertisement is brand new, original Tl Product in factory-sealed packages 
and is sold with a full Texas Instruments warranty, which Tl has publicly committed to. 

Now is the time to buy Key Software at a fraction of its original cost. 

There may never be a better time than now to buy 

Tl Multi-Plan Tl Writer 
'El('ctronic Worksheet with rn,iny ;idv,mcc>d This i, ;i professional word prou.,�sing system 
fr>.itures and built-in e;ist• of use. Reciuires for the Tl-99/4A. Providc>, tlw fe;itures and 
disk drive and controll('r, and 32K memory easC' of US(' found in office sy�tPrns. RequirPs 
Expan�ion Unit. Printer and RS-232 lnterf,Ke disk drive. 32K MPrnory and Printn. Module 
rpcommended. Cartridge and Disk. and Disk. 

Logo II 
In usP by educators throughout tlw country. 
Requires c.1ssPtte or disk b;iwd system ,rnd 
32K memory expansion. 

SPECIAL!! Multi-Plan & Tl Writer $69.95 + S&H All 3 of the above programs $84.95 + S&H 

Editor/ Assem bier 
lhi, i, lhl' comph,te V<'"ion wilh m,,nu,d. rnodulP. progr,1111 

di,k ,ind 1h1• rfi,k .Vl'"ion of Tornh,1orw Ci1y .,, ,,n .. ,.,rnpl,• 

of •""'rnhly l,1ngu,1g,• 1irow,11111ning. 12k .,nd di�k drivl' "'" 

rt•quirt•rf. Thi, p,ll k.,g,• will ,1llow you lo progr,1111 !he <J<J/4A 

in 1 MS <J<J()(J A,"•rnhly l.mgu,1ge .,

1
d gi"''' you ,llTP,s 10 all 

,y,ll•rn ft•,11lm•,. l'mvid,•, lht• (,I'll'' ,111·,·d pm"hlP from 1lw 

lh-hit prrn. t·,,or! 

Special Bonus 
with Editor/Assembler Purchase 
Drdt•r w,lh .. ,n1roduLlion lo A,w,ni>ly 
L,n!<\u,,gf' for 1h,• Tl ltomt• Compull'r· by 
lt1lph Mol,•,worlh for only S4.95 + S&H l,t S<J 
,.win)(,I 

CPI llw Widgil (Navarom•'s C.1rtrid>(t' h• 
p.111d,•r Ro,trdl ,,nd 1lw Ed11or/A,"•mhl,·r for 
only S38.95 1,1 S<; savin>(s) 

Orcl,•r .111 3 [d11or/A,"•mhln, Molt•;worlh's 
hook ,,nd llw Wulgt•I for only S43.95 + S&H 
!S,l\•t• Sl4l 

Original Tl-Extended Basic 
Still the BEST for Less! 

A powt>rful, hi�h-1,•vel pro�r.1mming l,111�UJK'-' 1h.11 expands 
llw c,1p,1hili1y of your Tl-<J'l/4A I lonw Compult•r. lnclurfl's Tl 
hll'ndP<f RASIC modulP 13hK hyles of prt•programmed 
nwmory) ,,ncl Ownl'r'S referPnce m,inual. 

VISA and MAS If RC ARD 

IIOI/JfRS CALI OIRIU 

(818) 366-6631 

Mini-Memory 
Thi, sof1wJrl' rarlriclgf' acids nwmory lo your ,y'1Prn To1,1I, 
14K of mPmory 16K of GROM, 4K of ROM, 4K of RAM). M ini 
Memory in, lurll'S a hoih-in haltery. pl'rmilling fl"'!<\'•""' 
and rlala slorerf in RAM lo he rPl,1irwd c·ven if modul,• " 
rPmovl'rf from console. 

BONUS: FREE Mini-Writer I word pro· 
cessor (a $19.95 value) wilh Mini-Memory 
Purchase. 

TEAMS All puces FOB Lus Angeles For fastest service use 
ct1sh1ors c.hec.;lil ur nu..,nuy 01<Je1 Add J•1. sh1pp1uu ancJ t1an1Jhng 
tSJ 00 ,nln1mun11 Easl ol M1ss1ss1pµ1 ◄ 1/, •1. 1fuu1 !.hlpp1nu on all 
soflw;,re 01Ju1 s uver S 100 00) P11c�s an(J ttva1lciblllly sulJjecl lo 
<.h411nge 'Wl1huul 00111,;-, We ,es�rvu the 111,1hl 10 llmll qu�n1111es 

NOTE Pe,men1 ,n lv11 mvsr ec, ompenr •" or<Jers C,ea,r Ce,d 
Compenr <""'•1 • <H 4'oner O,r,e, to, ,mmed,er• sl"l,pm•nf P••sonet 
1 l'l11t1 •t •11tQv"" vt) ro 4 *""•' tn ,.,., c.,,,o,ni• o,n.,, •<JcJ 6"'' ,.,., 
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Vaughn Software leaving Tl market 
Vaughn Software has left the TI 

market and Vaughn Software pro
grams for the TI will be marketed by 
IEC of Denver. 

David Vaughn of Vaughn Software 
says that the advent of some new com
puters played a part in his decision to 
leave the TI market. 

Computers such as the Amiga and 
the 520ST, he says, represent "512K 
just sitting out there empty.

,
, Vaughn 

also noted that there is ''less and less 
response for programs for the 
TI99/4A.'' 

Programs written by Vaughn to be 
marketed by IEC are Bitmac, a graph
ics program; Zapcode, a mailing list 
program intended for fast retrieval 
from up to four disks; and Printpack I, 
a companion for Bitmac which con
tains an introduction and sample 
graphics and allows an ''extra large 
print

,, 
of Bitmac characters. 

Joe Miller of IEC said that his firm 
would provide Bitmac at a suggested 

retail price of $29.95 and would dis
tribute Printpack I as freeware. Price 
for Zapcode had not been determined. 

Miller noted that IEC also sells Mid-
nite Mason from Software Specialties. 

He said the firm has only recently 
gone into marketing software for the 
TI, though they have been selling ca-

bles for it for "quite a while.,, He said 
the firm is interested in reviewing 
good, low-priced software from 
authors with the possibility of market
ing it. 

For further information, contact 
IEC, 4150 Fox Street Unit #A5, Den
ver, CO 80216 or (303) 458-5600. 

KCI publishes computer services directory 
A new "Computerized Services Di

rectory has been compiled by KCI 
Communications of Paramount, Cali
fornia. 

Said by the publisher to be especially 
targeted to the noncomputing custo
mer, the directory is called "a 
comprehensive listing of services that 
are available from firms throughout 
the United States offering computer
ized services. 

Free listings are currently being of
fered to computer owners. Computer 
owners with services to off er may write 
or call for a Profile Sheet by sending a 

self-addressed stamped envelope to 
KCI - Dept. CU, P.O. Box 1084, 
Paramount CA 90723 or phoning (213) 
638-7235.

KCI officials say that when they
receive the Profile Sheet the listing will 
be placed in their data base immediate
ly for possible referrals. 

Although there is no charge for the 
listing, the firm says persons may send 
a donation of $5 "or whatever their 
conscience dictates,

,, 
and such contrib

utors will receive a copy of the directo
ry and be notified when updates are 
available. 

Old Dark Caves 

THl LAST FRtrnDL.. '1 DR.AG.ON OF 

OLD !AP.TH HA.S BHN IMPR.ISON£D IN 

THl OLP l>ARK CA'/(.':, B'f A (;..ROVP oJ: 

UNPUASANT WIZ.RRD5.. NOBODY S(CMS 

TO KNOW WHY TH£'{ OID Tl-115, aur IT 'N�S 

PMBABLY Jf (;OOD'll-flN�, Oll-l£�WIC;:,E. _ 

TtURe WOVLt) 8€ No fOINT TO TIHS �AME. 

'l'OUR. G.01\l 15 TO FINO TH( fR1£NDLY ORR(Ot-4. 

Features 
THI\{£ l..tVC� OF l>IFF'tCUlTY, OV(R llCo CAVtS . 

.ZJ.f DIFHRENT l"ION�TER.S. nu MON�rtf\S 

ARE. MUJ....TICOa..oR lP, ANI M RT£(). 11-ltY � AV( 

VARYING. DEG.M£.S OF lt,ff£LLIG:ENCE P.ND 

C APAB J:.L IT IE'S. 

US( MULTIPLt MRG.IC. SPllL5 ANO 

w'(APONS. ►IND TRfASllM CH£SfS ANO �08�. 

l>£M. WlfH M0MS1£RS, BU.Y FROM TRMC�S 

a graphics adventure game ......... . 

ANt:> PI\INI( Ff\OM MAG..IC,H.. FOUNTAINS. AVOI() 

TMPS AND Poort t:>£�15 IONS ANO You.. MAY 

.su,wrvc, 

TWIS PROG.RAM RUNS ovo. 'T� K 

AMP IJSlS OV(R. 300 0 IS K S(CTOfts. 1r IS 

PRO�ft.AMI-U:D IN ElT!NDlP SRSIC: AND TMS11o0 

1'.5SE'M l�Y LRNGV�C.£.. 

DONN GRANROS 

6320 4th ave South 

MPLS, MINNESOTA 55li23 
price 24.95 delivered 

UNPROff.Cl!I> FOR OWNCR Sl'Cl<UP JIN!) 

FVT\lfU �ODll=ICl'f'ION ( NINOll PROG.llAMl'IINC., 

\(NOWUD<1C RfQUIRt0) 

RfQUIR(S Tl 11· 'f /r,, !XflNOl.D 1,-,,c:, 

Jl..K MLMoRY llCPIHl!.ION "ND OISK DRIVE:. 
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1:0.D. 
EDITOR 

The TUNNELS OF DOOM cartridge is perhaps the ultimate adventure 
for the TI-99/4A. It's three-dimensional graphics and adventure action are 
unparalled by any other software for the TI Home .Computer. However, 
until recently, the avid player was limited to only the two games this 
cartridge came with. Now, for the first time ever, you can create your own 
games for this module with ASGARD SOFTWARE's TOD EDITOR. 
This high-quality, menu-driven utility program requires no programming 
knowledge or skill whatsoever, yet the user can create interesting games as 
complicated as desired almost immediately. TOD EDITOR is so easy to 
use  you w i l l  be  ab le  to  wr i te  your  own q u e s t s  
soon as you open the package. 

You can create your own adventures easily and relatively quickly by either 
encoding your favorite fantasy games and books, or by drawing on your 
own fertile imagination. With TOD EDITOR you can modify virtually 
every aspect of your quest, from the graphics to the monsters, to the 
treasures to the spells at the touch of a key. Games created with this useful 
utility can be freely traded, exchanged or sold without the bother of liscens
ing agreement. ASGARD SOFTWARE will even evaluate your game, 
free of charge, for marketing potential if you so wish. Imagine becoming a 
software author without even knowing a programming language! 

TOD EDITOR includes a free sample game created with this program by 
it's author John Behnke, a backup disk for the program, and an extensive 
user's guide and tutorial for learning and using TOD EDITOR. The 
program requires an Extended BASIC cartridge, a 32K memory expan
sion device, and a disk drive system. The sample game and the games 
created with this program additionaly require the TUNNELS OF DOOM 
cartridge by Texas Instruments Inc. 

$20.00 

Send for a free catalog of our other ,fine products 

Asgard Software 

POB 10306, Rockville MD 20850 
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Sun to set on British Tl use? 
By CHARLES ALVERSON 

Despite the fact that the number of 
TI99/4A computers in the United 
Kingdom has risen to 70,000 since it 

was introduced here in 1981, the model 
could be all but extinct here within the 
next three years. 

That's the opinion of Clive Scally, 
editor of TJ*MES, the quarterly, 
60-page magazine of TI99/4a EX
CHANGE, the national users

organization in the United Kingdom.
And if this happens, he reckons, most
of the blame can be laid at the feet of
Texas Instruments. First, he says,
because of the company's failure to
mount a proper marketing operation
here. "Users could be up in the
millions in the UK," Scally says, "if
Texas Instruments had really pushed
the 99/4A here."

Perhaps as important, he adds, is the 
lack of technological innovation from 

the company and sufficiently expanded 
capability for the 99/4A. "Our ex
perience has s�own that the 99/4A is a 
serious users' computer," Scally says. 
'' And with the technology of other 
computer makers improving and prices 

falling generally, there's going to reach 
a point-unless TI comes up with 
something remarkable in the way of 
capability expansion-where users will 
drift into other hardware if it will take 
their existing hardware. A new com
puter which would take even 70 percent 
of TI99/4A software would be a real 
temptation to many users." 

Another cause of the potential 
decline of the 99/4A, Scally says, is 
software piracy which, despite recent 
legislation, he calls epidemic in the UK. 
"Piracy has contributed greatly to the 
decline of the 99/4A's growth in this 
country," he says, "and as a group we 
condemn it strongly.'' 

Scally says that the declined of the 

99/4A is reflected in the dwindling 
membership of EXCHANGE which 
has slipped from 1,000 at its highest to 
about 800, and the fact that the 
membership renewal rate is currently 
running at only 70 percent. 

But despite this, the remaining 
members are proving a faithful lot who 

will turn out to learn, teach and swap 
experiences. In the last year, the group 
has held three user shows in major 

cities around Britain, and has averaged 
around 800. The latest was held in Bir

mingham Oct. 26. These user shows 
include de-bugging clinics and auction 
swaps of hardware and software as 
well as a good deal of socializing. 

Scally says that a hard core of about 

20 EXCHANGE members write for 
Tl*MES and help out at the conven
tions, and that they will carry on as 

(Please turn to Page 25) 

Do you remember .... 
what computers were SUPPOSED to do for you?

They'd make life easier, by making it easy to do what you need to do. More productive, 
by making big projects look small. More fulfilling, by increasing your ability to express 
your ideas. All this, and in a natural, comfortable, enjoyable way. 

There is a word processor for the Tl which fulfills all of these promises. 

It's called COMPANION. 

Not CONCEPT-WRITER, even though it encourages you to deal with your text on a concep
tual, rather than secretarial, basis. Not SPEED-DEMON-WRITER, even though it's far faster 
than Tl-Writer (in fact, it's far faster than anything running on the Tl or the Commodore, or 
the IBM, or the Macintosh). Not BELLS-AND-WHISTLES-WRITER, even though it has features 
(like "count" and eight complete sets of horizontal tabs) not found on any other word pro
cessor. 

Just COMPANION, because when you're putting your ideas on paper you want a compa
nion, not an adversary. 

Diskette $79. 95 INTELPRO (514) 656-8798
5825 Baillargeon St. Brossard, Quebec, Canada J4Z 1T1 

WRITE or PHONE for our free 8-page brochure! l l 
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Tl IN THE UNITED KINGDOM-

(Continued from Page 24) 

long as users indicate that there is a 

need. The group started with only 30 

members in 1982. 

Currently, Scally and his wife 

Audrey answer telephone queries from 

users from 7:30 to 10:30 each weekday 

evening, fielding at least half a dozen 

calls a night. "We can solve most pro

blems through our area contact net

work," Scally says. But he adds, "We 

discourage calls after 10:30. About the 

only reason a member would call that 

late would be if his computer blew up 

comple te ly  and he needed 

comforting." Other hours, the 

member hotline is connected to an 

answering machine. 

The Scallys live in Brighton on the 

South Coast where Scally makes his 

living as an area manager for a major 

British retailing chain. He emphasizes 

that EXCHANGE is very much a non

profit organization and that advertis-

ing in TI*MES is carried strictly as a 

service to members and to meet the 

costs of printing and distribution. 

"For me and the majority of group 

members," he says, "it's just an exten

sion of a seriously held hobby.'' 

At present, 99/4A users get most of 

their support from two major Tl 

dealers, one in Manchester in the north 

of England and the other in Devon in 

the West Country. There are also three 

software houses, but fatalities among 

these tend to be high, with two going 

out of business in the last year. 

Texas Instruments' UK headquarters 

in Bedford, about 45 miles north of 

London, provides 99/4A support in 

the form of repairs, parts and technical 

publications, but Scally says that Tl

Bedford is more interested in the calcu

lator and professional computer side of 

the business and refers home computer 

queries to the user group and to region

al dealers (A telephone call I made to 

Tl-Bedford in the course of writing this 

article was not returned.) 

Users help each other through the 

pages of Tl*MES and at the national 

user shows as well as through local user 

groups. There are currently, Scally es

timates, some 20 local 99/4A user 

groups around the UK and hundreds of 

general home computer groups users 

can join. 

The problems of owning a 99/ 4A in 

the UK today are complicated, Scally 

says, by the fact that there are current

ly no magazines available specifically 

for users. One major magazine, Per

sonal Computer News, a weekly which 

used to devote some 14 percent of its 

space to TI computers, recently folded, 

leaving a vacuum which has not been 

filled by occasional write-ups in other 

computer magazines. 

To try to make up for this loss, 

99/4A users have fallen back on maga

(Please turn to Page 26) 

Tl-994A ------t►� IBM-PC? PEPI 
The problem 

You have a 99/4A. You've had it for some time, and there is a lot of very valuable data stored on its diskettes. 

You've also just acquired an IBM PC. 

You want to transfer your data to the PC. As soon as possible, and as painlessly as possible. 

The solution 

You need PEP.

PEP is a simple, inexpensive, universal technique for reliably and easily transferring data from your 99/4A (or almost 
any computer) to an IBM-PC. While virtually any application is running on the transmitting computer. 

PEP stands for "Printer Emulation Package." Briefly, PEP is an advanced software product which will make your IBM
PC look like a printer to whatever computer is attached to it. 

So, if you can print it, you can move it to your PC. It's that easy! 

Available now ! 

Good news-PEP is available right now. And it's deceptively inexpensive: $59.95 in U.S. funds ($79.95 Canadian), 
plus $5.00 S&H. WRITE or PHONE for our free brochure ! 

PEP is a product of 
5825 Baillargeon St. 

INTELPRO (514J 656-8798 

Brossard, Quebec, Canada J4Z 1T1 
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Tl IN THE UNITED KINGDOM-

) 
(Continued from Page 25) 

zines from the United States and mail 

order, but find that the twin bogies of 

shipping delays and high postal charges 

are real problems. "Our users are real

ly starved for good international 

99/4A coverages," Scally says. 

though the large groups operating in 

the USA, Canada and Australia are 

now the lifeline of the TI99/4A, there 

should also be a world-wide organiza

tion coordinating TI group resources in 

the development of a new generation 

of the computer. 

optimistic about Texas Instruments 

and the future of the 99/4A if the com

pany could be seen to be more positive

ly oriented toward both technological 

development of a new generation of 

the computer and aggressively market

ing it worldwide. 
Nor have 99/4A international sup

port groups a good name here for relia

bility, Scally says. "We were badly let 

down by Charles La Fara's Interna

tional User Group in Bethany, 

Oklahoma," he says, "and feel badly 

in need of such a group which would 

really be effective." He adds that al-

But despite his grouses, Scally reck

ons that support from Texas Instru

ments here in the UK is ''expensive but 

reliable" even if the company does 

tend to consider home computer users 

second-class citizens compared to their 

other customers. He sums the situa

tion up by saying that he'd feel more 

XBASIC only 
Warren Agee, who reviewed XB 

Detective in the September 1985 issue, 

informs us of an error in his review. 

The program loads in Extended BASIC 

only, not into console BASIC with 

Editor/ Assembler or Mini-Memory. 

SENSATIONAL 
BEST SELLXNG HARDWARE 

STAR MICRONICS SG-10 PRINTER with 
Near Letter Quality,2k Buffer,F/T 

EPSON LX-80 PRINTER 
PANASONIC KXP-1091 PRINTER, 1k buffer 

with Near Letter Quality, FIT 
LEGEND 808 <NEW MODEL>, FIT, with 

Near Letter Quality, Square dot 
TI-99 DIRECT CONNECT PARALLEL PRINTER 

INTERFACE with 4 foot cable 
VOLKSMODEM 300 BAUD MODEM 
NAVARONE CARTRIDGE EXPANDER-WIDGET 
MYARC 128K RAM CARD 
MYARC or CORCOMP RS-232 CARD 
CORCOMP CLOCK/CALENDAR-STANDALONE 
CORCOMP TRIPLE TECH-CLOCK/CALENDAR 

Plus a 64K Printer buffer 
SUPER SKETCH PAD FOR TI-99/4A 
PARALLEL Printer Cable-RS 232 card 
HAYES 1200 BAUD SMARTMODEM, AD/AA 
AMDEK 300 COLOR MONITOR, 13" audio 

with separate chro�inance � video 

$219.00 
229.00 

245.00 

169.00 

59.00 

55.95 
28.95 

189.00 
89.95 
79.95 

125.00 
39.75 
19.50 

369.00 

175.00 

•e hive i CDlplet, lint of softNrl ind h1rd1Me for th, TI-99
Stnd St for tht coa,l1t1 20p9. c1t1l09. SPECIFY SYSTEJI.
Shippin.g vii UPS. ADD 31 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLill6-t2.50 NIN.

PAYMENT BYa Check, "onty Order, or C.O.D. Add f5 for COD 
Cple111 includt Ch1rge C1rd nutbtr for r1ferenc1 on COD) 

MULTX VXDEO SERVXCES 
P.O. BOX 246, E. AKERST NY 1�1 

<716) 688-0469 �• to 9p• daily 

PRICES 
TEAC 1/2 HEXGH--i 

D:ISK DRXVE 

A doubl1-1idtd,doubl1 dtnsity drivt th1t IM>rkl 

1ith iny Tl dist contralltr cud. Driv11 cu 
bl in1t1ll1d in th1 TI-99 P-8o1, or in l lox 
•I poNr tupply for uu Mith st1nd1loa1
dist controll1r1 or for 111 11t1rn1l driv1.

onl.y s 119.00 

Box w/power supply $59.00 

TOP SOFTWARE 

EXTENDED BASIC by TI 
MINI-MEMORY 
TYPEWRITER-Word Processor 

<cassette> 
ZORK I, II,or III Cdi5k) 
SKETCH-MATE (disk> 
DOW FLIGHT SIMULATOR 
NAME-IT <cassette) 

<disk> 
DRAW-A-BIT (disk> 
AUTO SPELL CHECKER for 

use with TI-Writer-disk

MINI-WRITER III with 
printer interface 

4A/TALK 300/1200 BAUD 

S59c00 
49.00 

22.50 
28.75 
25.95 
25.95 
22.50 
27.95 
42.50 

39.95 

79.95 

Terminal Emulator (disk) 16.50 
TI-LOGO II (cartridge) 55.00 
TERMINAL EMULATOR II 18.50 
ATTACK MAN (cassette> 17.75 
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TEX ..If COMP'�roudly Introduces 

America's Number One Tl computer retailer 

FOUR ALL NEW 

dventutes 
For the Texas Instruments 

Home Computer ... by SCOTT ADAMS 

ATTENTION Tl OWNERS, INTRODUCTORY OFFER!! 

By special arrangement with Adventure International, Tex-Comp offers four all 
new adventures for the Tl-99/4A. 

These new adventures from Scott Adams, the leading name in adventure gaming, 
which are already bestsellers on other popular computers, require only cassette or 
disk storage capability and a Tl Adventure Module. 

HULK CLAYMORGUE CASTLE 

9.95 
� 

$19.95 

·ii
' � =�-····: 

-

BUCKAROO BANZAI 

� 
$19.95 

RPcommend,·d hv eduraton aroun<I · the "Claymorgue castle harbors spt>lls." wr1rns 111 th� adve11t1ore of UUCKAHOO BAN-
worl<I. and Adventure allows you lo move 
through a won,l.,rous el,•ctronlc world by 
entering English commands In the ltl.11.K1M 

ynu actually control the intellect ol Bruce 
B•nn.,, ancl the s•vag,• mi!lht of ol "Jade-

Sol o n ,  the Master Wi1ard "Rut 
heware -one unskilled In the magical arts 
cannot pre,lict their outcome." An mned,ble 
new A<lventure horn the Master himself, 
Scott Ad11rns . 

ZAI™. you, dS Buckaroo. mu;I disarm tilt' 
doomsday hornh. lhdl has h ... •cn left on �d1lh 
by the �vii l.cc. troids This bumh 1s of corn 
pl�x d�siy11 anc.J opl.'r at ion and will <lc!ttroy 
th� world u11ll.'SS 8U<·ki1roo can lmd 11 

• Jaws" htm<l'lf. the IIULK ™ Your ohjectlve 
Is two fnlcl · to �urvtve 11nd to unlock the 
rirl<lle of the Chief E,nminer1 Sl'l.'l� 

EXTRA FREE BONUS-$35 Value 
* 

Order any 3 of the new adventures on this page 
and receive the 4th one FREE along with the new 
adventure Hint Book and the Tl Adventure Module. 

-
Vis.A 

- -
VISA and MASrERCARO s,,..o o.-otA .,,,.o ..... t CNtc•s Po•1111 ,o 
HOLOfRS CALL OIRfC 1 

(818) 366-6631 

24 Hour Order Line 

TEX.JfCOMP''" 
PO eo• J}0tt GAAN•�· Mil L 5, CA ,1 )U 

Teu.s Instruments 

-I!, 
AUIHQAllfO ()fALf.A 

TERMS. All puces f O 8 Lus Angeles. Fo, lasunt servKe use HOTE Pome,., ,n 1u 11 must eccompenr ell o,d•,s c,,cM c.,a 
cashiers chec► or nionvy oidtH A!ld J•1, Sh1pplnu and nanC,llng Comi,enr Chee- 0, i\oloner O•<1•• 10, ,mm•d••'• s1',pment P•,son•' 
tSJ 00 ,, lf11mun\J Ea51 ot M1JilS51PP• 4'1, 'I• cF,ee �nipping on i'II cri1t<•s ,eau,,,. up ,0 '41 •ee•, ro C:'••• C•Mo,n•• o,cJe•s •cJd ti v,, ••'•• 

MJflw.ire Ofders o••' StOOOOI P11c4fS and ilvM1li1b1l11y sut>jecl lo 
ch•nge •UflOul nohcti1 Wa reseoe the rlgtll lo llmll q�antt11es 

SPECIFY DISK OR CASSETTE VERSION 

Much nlflrP then ,;,n i'llr�,I,• y,,m,� .ind 
recomnwnded hy t•<hH '''"',. i'1rnu1HI th� 
world. you move through <11,a,mnrlt11nuc; rl••c 
tn111ir wrnld hv enlPnng [nyJ1,;,h r11111111.,11dc; 
In the Sr1<1 ... , rvt111 1M /\dvvnlur,• \,lltl lllllli,I 
prove lo the CluC'f r.x;,mha--r IM th,;,t y, ,u C-'11 
ul1li1e lhP prm:1•1c; of Sp1de, M�n 1M Your 
nhwrlivf' •� two fnld to 11nl0t k tlw r1ddlt1 of 
thP Chief fx;,11rn1Pr lM ;,nd In c;ur\ 1v.>1 
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··········- THN f111tru,_n,. Tl·Hl4A - COMPUTERS, COMPONENTS AND SOFTWARE ........... . 

Amtrica's Number One Tl computer retailer 
Tl•"/4 11'1tODUCTS AT ,1t0,USIONAl ,.1CU 

Tex Comp continues to stock the world's largest 
selection of Tl Software. The Tl Software library on 
module, disk and cassette was developed from 
1979-1983 at a cost of millions and is considered the 
best in the home computer software field. Tl utilized 
the talents of such industry leaders as Scott Forsman, 
Milton Bradley, Microsoft Corp., Scott Adams, 
Addison Wesley Publishing, OLM, Milliken 
Publishing, Scholastic Inc., !magic, Spinnaker and 
the list goes on and on. 

MANAGEMENT 

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT MODULES 
PHM 3006 Home Financial Decisions. . . . ....... 4.95 
PHM 3007 Household Budget Mgt... . ...... 4 95 
PHM 3012 Securities Analysis ....................... 1 9.95 

��� �g;� �=��fn:!
I

s

R
��i�e���g\�e ·Req.) '. .· .· _-.· .· _- _- _- _- _-. _- �rn 

PHM 3022 Personal Real Estate . . . . . . 4.95 
PHM 304 4 Personal Report Generator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.95 
PHM 3035 Terminal Emulator II ..............•........ 9.95 
PHM 31 1 1  Tl Writer (word processing) ...........•.... 38.75 
PHM 31 1 3  Multiplan (spreadsheet) ................... 38.95 
DISKETTE PROGRAMS 
PHO 5001 Mailing List (PIO Upgrade) ................. 12.95 
PHO 5003 Personal Financial Aids .................... 9.95 
PHO 5021 Checkbook Manager. . .............. 9.95 
PHO 5022 Finance Manager ................. 1 9.95 
PHO 5024 Inventory Management. . . . . . .... 1 9.95 
PHO 5027 Invoice Management . . . . . . ... 1 9.95 
PHO 5029 Cash Management . . . . . . . . . ......•..... 1 9.95 
PHO 5038 Lease/Purchase Decisions . . . 9.95 
PHO 5075 Tl Writer/Multiplan Upgrade ........... 9.95 
CASSETTE PROGRAMS 
PHT 6003 Personal Financial Aids ...............•.... 9.95 
PHT 6038 Lease/Purchase Decisions . . . ............. 9.95 

EDUCATION 

MODULES 
PHM 3002 
PHM 3003 
PHM 3004 
PHM 3008 
PHM 301 0 
PHM 3020 
PHM 3021 
PHM 3064 

PHM 3109 
PHM 3015 
PHM 304 3 
PHM 304 6 
PHM 304 7 
PHM 304 8 
PHM 308 2 
PHM 3027 
PHM 3028 
PHM 3029 
PHM 304 9 
PHM 3050 
PHM 3051 
PHM 3059 
PHM 3060 
PHM 3061 
PHM 3062 
PHM 308 8 
PHM 309 0 
PHM 309 1 
PHM 309 2 
PHM 309 3 
PHM 309 4 
PHM 3095 
PHM 309 8 
PHM 309 9 
PHM 31 00 
PHM 31 01 
PHM 31 1 4  
PHM 31 15 
PHM 3117 
PHM 311 8 
PHM 31 1 9  
PHM 31 7 7  
PHM 3178 

PLATO INTERPRETER . . ..... 39.95 
Early Learning Fun . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.95 
Beginning Grammar. . ............... 4.95 
Number Magic. . . ............... 4.95 
Video Chess. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14.95 
Physical Fitness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9.95 
Music Maker . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.95 
Weight Control & Nutrition.. . .. 10.95 
Touch Typing Tutor ....................... 10.95 

Tl Logo II (32K req.) ..... . 
Early Reading (Speech) . 
Reading Fun ... . 

. ... 19.95 
9.95 

Reading On ........................ . 
.. 9.95 

.... 9.95 
... 9.95 
.. 9.95 

. 9.95 

. 9 95 
. ... 9.95 

Reading Roundup . 
Reading Rally ......... . 

���?/i�� i
1i

i��ir"ac
.
ti�� i: 

Addition & Subtraction II . 
Multiplication I . 
Division I . . . . . ................ . 

. .. 9.95 
. . 9.95 

. .. 9.95 
. . 9.95 
. 9.95 

. ... 9.95 
. .. 9.95 

Numeration I ........... . 
Numeration II ....... . 
Scholastic Spelling 3 .. 
Scholastic Spelling 4 .. 
Scholastic Spelling 5 . 
Scholastic Spelling 6 ..... . 
Computer Math Games VI .. 
Mi lliken Addition ... . 
Milliken Subtraction .. . 
Milliken Multiplication. 
Mi lliken Division .. 
Milliken I ntegers . 
Milliken Fractions ........ . 
Milliken Number Readiness. 
Milliken Laws of Arithmetic. 
Milliken Equations ...... . 
Milliken Meas of Formulas. 
Alligator Mix 
Alien Addition . 
Dragon Mix 
Minus Mission ....... . 
Meteor Multiplication .. 
Face Maker .... 
Story Machine. 

. ... 9.95 
. ...... 9.95 

. ......... 9.95 
. .. 9.95 

. .... 9.95 
. . 9.95 

. 9 95 
. .. 4.95 
. .. 4.95 
. .. 4.95 

. ... 4.95 
.... 4.95 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.95 
... 6.95 

..... 8.95 
.... 6.95 

... 6.95 
. ... 9.95 

............. 9.95 

D I SKETTE PROGRAMS 
PHO 5009 Music Skills Trainer ....................... 9.95 

PHO 501 8 Market Simulation ........................ 9.95 

��g ;g�� ��==� t ��g \¥��r��!t���--):::::::::::::: rn
PHO 504 2 Spell Writer (TE II �eq.) ..................... 9.95 
PHO 5026 Bridge Bidding I. . . . . . . . . ............ 9.95 
PHO 5039 Bridge Bidding II ....................•..... 9.95 

��g ;g�6 ���?: ��t�
i
rn8��o .(M�ci� i'e· Req .. ) 

... ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·_-_ ·. rn
CASSETTE PROGRAMS 
See disk versions for requirements I.e. TEii 
PHT 6009 Music Skills Trainer ....................... 8.95 
PHT 601 1 Computer Music Box ......•............... 8.95 
PHT 6018 Market Simulation ........................ 8.95 
PHT 6031 Speak & Math ............................ 9.95 
PHT 604 2 Spell Writer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.95 
PHT 6026 Bridge Bidding I ..................•........ '9.95 
PHT 6039 Bridge Bidding II . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . • . . . . . .. 9.95 
PHT 604 1 Bridge Bidding Ill . . . . . 9.95 

MBX UNIT 39.95 NEW LOW PRICE! 
BRI GHT BEGINNINGS SER I ES 
PHM 3154 Terry Turtle's Adventure (MBX Expansion 

System Required ....... . .9.95 
PHM 3155 I'm Hiding (MBX Expansion 

System Required ......... . . . 9.95 
PHM 3156 Honey Hunt (MBX Expansion 

System Required .................. . . . 9.95 
PHM 3157 Sound Track Trolley (MBX Expansion 

System Required ............... . . . 9.95 
ARCADE PLUS SERIES 
PHM 314 8 Championship Baseball (MBX Expansion 

System Required. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 9.95 
PHM 31 4 9  Space Bandit (MBX Expansion 

System Recommended ..... . .. 9.95 
PHM 3150 Sewermania (MBX Expansion 

System Recommended .................... 9.95 
PHM 3151 Bigfoot (MBX Expansion 

System Recommended .................... 9.95 
PHM 3152 Meteor Belt (MBX Expansion 

System Recommended ..... . 9.95 
PHM 3153 

���t
e

:r:�e
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x

m��!�
s

'.�� ................. 9.95 

HOME ENTERTAINMENT 

MODULES 
PHM 3009 
PHM 301 8 
PHM 3023 
PHM 3024 
PHM 3025 
PHM 3030 
PHM 3052 
PHM 3053 
PHM 3054 
PHM 3057 
PHM 304 2T 
PHM 304 2D 
PHM 3056 
PHM 31 1 0  
PHM 31 12 
PHM 3031 
PHM 3032 
PHM 3033 
PHM 3034 
PHM 3036 
PHM 3037 
PHM 3038 
PHM 3067 

Football ................................. 9.95 
Video Games I .........•..•.....•......... 4.95 
Hunt the Wumpus ......................... 4.95 
Indoor Soccer ............................ 8.95 
Mind Challengers ........................ 10.95 
Amazing. . . . . . . . . ...................... 4.95 
Tombstone City. . . ................ 4.95 
Tl Invaders . . ..•............... 4.95 
Car Wars . . . . . . . . ................ 4.95 
Munch Man .............................. 4.95 
Tunnels of Doom (with cass.)..... . . . . . . . . .. 6.95 
Tunnels of Doom (Disk) .................... 6.95 
Alplner . . . ................... 4.95 
Chisholm Trail . . ... 5.95 
Parsec .................................. 4.95 
The Attack . . . . . . ....................... 4.95 
Blasto. . ...............•..... 4.95 
Blackjack & Poker. . . ........•...... 15.95 
Hustle. . .......... 6.95 
Zero Zap . . . .......... 8.95 
Hangman ......... 6.95 
Connect Four. . 8.95 
Othello . . . . . . . . . ........................ 9.95 

SPECIAL OFFER 
With any purchase of 
$100 or more of PHM, 
PHO or PHT Software 
on the!!e pages, you may 
purchase a brand new 
99/4A computer for only 
$47.95* (Reg. $79.95) 
*Shipping, handling & 
insurance on this special 
offer i!I $10.00 (Continen• 
tal U.S.) to any UPS 
deliverable addreu, HA, 
AL, Canada and APO 
!!lightly higher. 
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Texas Instruments Tl-99/4A 
Home Computer 

Tex-Comp purchased Tl's inventory of these 
outstanding titles in order to continue its support of 
the Tl-99/4A user, and also continually acquires in
ventory from leading retailers and distributors who 
have discontinued home computer sales. 

With its five warehouses and financial resources, 
Tex-Comp has been able to assure you, the Tl-99/4A 
user continued support. 

PHM 3041 T Adventure & Pirate Adv. (Cass.). 
PHM 30410 Adventure & Pirate Adv. (Disk). 
ADVENTURE SERIES ON CASS OR DISK (SPECIFY) 

Adventureland . 
Mission Impossible . 
Voodoo Castle . 
The Count 
Strange Odyssey . . ................. . 
Mystery Fun House .. 
Pyramid of Doom .................... . 
Ghost Town ............................ . 
Savage Island I & II. . . . .......... . 
Goldc;n VoyaQe . 

. ... 6.95 
.. 6.95 

.... 9.95 
.. . 9.95 

. . . . . . . . 9.95
. . . . 9.95 

... 9.95 
. 9.95 

. . . 9.95 
. . 9.95 

..... 9.95 
. . 9.95 

... 9.95 lronheart Adventure (Not Scott Adams) ........... . 
SPECIAL All ABOVE ADVENTURES ON DISK OR 

CASSETTE INCLUDING IRON HEART . 
But Liroo liorH.11 

Soccerer of Claymorgue Castle . 
Spiderman. 
Hulk .. 

DISKETTE PROGRAMS 
PHD 5002 Tl-Trek (with new TEii Ver.) .. 
PHD 5010 Mystery Melody .... . 
PHD 5015 Oldies But Goodies I ............. . 
PHD 5017 Oldies But Goodies II ........... . 
PHD 5025 Sat. Night Bingo (Speech)  Ex-Basic 

PHD 5037 Draw Poker (Ex-Basic Req.) ...... . 
CASSETTE PROGRAMS 
PHT 6002 Tl-Trek TE-II & Speech ... 
PHT 6010 Mystery Melody ... 
PHT 6015 Oldies But Goodies I .... . 
PHT 6017 Oldies But Goodies II ............. . 
PHT 6026 Sat. Night Bingo (Speech )  Ex-Basic . 
PHT 6037 Draw Poker (Ex-Basic Req.) .... 
Tl ARCADE STYLE MODULES AND RECENT RELEASES 
PHM 314 9 Space Bandit (MBX Expansion 

PHM 3150 

PHM 3151 

PHM 3152 

PHM 3153 

System Recommended) . 
Sewermania (MBX Expansion 

Bi s,;�f (M ��
c

E�p���fo
e
n
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�ystem Recommended) ... 
Meteor Belt (MBX Expansion 

System Recommended) . 

sug;�t:� ���;;����!
i

gt .. 
Microsurgeon . 
Super Demon Attack. 
Moonsweeper .. 
Sneggit. . . . . . ......... • 
Hopper ............... . 

. . 4 9.95 
l'JlJ'j 

. . . 19.95 

... 19.95 

... 19.95 

. 9.95 
. . 9.95 

. 9.95 
. .... 9.95 

.... 9.95
..... 9.95 

.. 9.95 

.. 7.95 
... 7.95
.. 7.95 
.. 7.95 

..... 7.95 

.... 9.95 

... 9.95 

. .. 9.95 

. 9.95 

.. 9.95 
... 9.95 

.. 9.95

.. 9.95 
. 5.95
. 4.95 

.. 9.95 

PHM 3220 
PHM 3219 
PHM 3224 
PHM 3145 
PHM 322 9 
PHM 3233 
PHM 3194 
PHM 3227 
PHM 3168 
PHM 318 9 
PHM 3226 
PHM 3225 
PHM 3222 
PHM 3146 
PHM 31 97
PHM 3158 

Burgertime. 
Jawbreaker II . 
Congo Bongo .. 
Treasure Island ... 

.. 5.95 
............ 15.95 

Return to Pirates Island ..... . 
11.95 

. 11.95
.... 15.95 

1'j ')5 
Buck Rodgers 
StarTrek ..... . 
Fathom .. . 
Munchmobile. 
Slvmoids. 
M,a,s,h 

. . . 'J 4'j 
. 11 (J'., 

. 15.95 

. 11.95 

VISA and MAS TE RC ARO 

HOLDERS CALL DIRECT 

(818) 366-6631 

TERMS: All puces f O 8 lu:1 Anuohts For laSIUSI S8JVICtl usu 
caslllers check or nionwr on:hu Aod 3111. shipping t11nd handling 
4$J 00 minimum, Eilsl of M1ss1s,1pp1 4 v, •1,. tf,ee 2-hlpp1nu on all 
ioflwa,. orOttrs uve, SHK>.00). PflCUI ancJ M.VliUl.tblhlV IIUbjecl lo 
c..h.-ngfl wilhoul nollce1 Wa tttsttrve lhe flUhl lo lunll quant1t1e5 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AIDS 

MODULES 
PHM 3026 Extended Basic & Manual .. 
PHM 3055 Editor Assembler . 
PHM 3058 Mini Memory (With Writer) . 
DISKETTE PROGRAMS 
PHD 5007 Teach Yourself 9 914 A Basic . 
PHD 5019 Teach Yourself Ex-Basic . 
PHD 5004 Programming Aids I 
PHD 5005 Programming Aids II . 
PHD 5012 Programming Aids Ill . 
PHD 5077 Programming Aids I, II, & Ill. 
PHD 5067 Beginning Basic Tutor . 
PHD 5076 Text to Speech (English) . 
PHD 50 98 Tl Forth (Ed Assem Req.) 
PHD 5078 Tl Forth Demo Disk (Ed Assem) .. 
PHD 507 9 Forth Source Code (2 Disks). 

CASSETTE PROGRAMS 
PHT 6006 Programming Aids I ............ . 
PHT 6007 Teach Yourself 9 914 A Basic. 
PHT 601 9 Teach Yourself Ex-Basic .. 
PHT 6067 Beginning Basic Tutor .. 

MATH AND ENGINEERING 

DISKETTE PROGRAMS 

. 4 9.95 
19.95 

. ..... 38.95 

.... 9.95 
. ........ 9.95 

.... 9.95
... 9.95 

........ : . 9.95 
. .... 24.95 

. . 9.95 
. . 9.95
19.95 
. 9.95 

.11.95 

. . 6.95 
. .6.95 

. .. 6.95
. 6.95 

PHD 5006 Math Routine Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 9.95 
PHD 5008 Electrical Engineering Lib.. . ............... 9.95
PHD 5013 Graphing Package . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.95 
PHD 5016 Structural Engineering Lib. . .... 9.95 
PHD 5044 AC Circuit Analysis. . 9.95 
CASSETTE PROGRAMS 
PHT 6006 Math Routine Library ... . ..... 8.95 
PHT 6008 Electrical Engineering Lib.. . . 8.95 

PHT 6013 Graphing Package . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.95 
PHT 6016 Structural Engineering Lib... . ....... 8.95 

PHT 6044 AC Circuit Analysis. . 8.95 

Tl-COUNT SMALL BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
General Ledger . . 6 9.95 
Accounts Receivable . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 9.95 
Accounts Payable. . .............. 6 9.95 
Inventory . . ............. 6 9.95 
Payroll . . . . . . 6 9.95 
Mail System. . . . . 3 9.95 

ALL 6 FOR $369.95 

Drastic RBductio1is 

TCJ<aS lns1rumcn1S 

TEX.JfCOMP'"' 
PO 801. ]JOU GRANAUA HILLS CA 91144 � 

AUTH0Rllf.0 ot:AL[R 

NOTE Pa.,me,111 ,n tuf/ muu accompanr •" o,a.,s c,.a,, c.,a 

Comp•nr Cl'l•c• o, M'on•r O,ae, ,o, ,mm•O••t• sh,prn•nt Pe,son•I 

cflec•s r•Qu,re vp to◄•••"' lo ci••r C•lllorn,• o,a.,1 •del 5\-1, ••'•• 
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Assembly language tutorial, part 2

Using SBUG to debug assembly 
language programs 

By MACK McCORMICK 

Technical Editor 

This tutorial will describe how to use 

the TI SBUG program to debug your 

assembly language programs.  

Although specifically written for 

SBUG, the principles apply to the 

other debuggers on the market. 

As I you have already discovered, 

the familiar error messages and helps 

that are found in BASIC are not 

available in Assembler. I know many 

of you have typed in my first tutorial 

or used one of the beginning assembly 

language books on the market and had 

difficulty getting the program to run 

properly. Take heart, we all had the 

same problems when we were learning. 

Until you master the use of one of the 

debugging programs you may pull your 

hair out and may eventually give up. 

As I have already mentioned, there 

are several very good debugging pro

grams available for the TI. Briefly, 

here they are: 

DEBUG is the program supplied 

with your Editor I Assembler cartridge. 

It has many helpful features, par

ticularly the ones that allow you to set 

CRU bits, move memory, and compare 

memory. My main cnt1c1sm of 

DEBUG is its inability to single-step 

through instructions. 

BU GOUT, written by Gregg 

Wonderly, is also very good. It offers 

multiple fields of information on the 

screen at the same time. It has many 

advanced features, such as dumping to 

disk. It is the most advanced that I 

have used. My main criticism is that it 

maps the VDP to text mode which in

terferes with VDP mapping for the 

screen image table and color table if 

you need to inspect these locations in 

your program. 

The debugging program I use the 

most is SBUG. This is the Super 

(Please turn to Page 32) 

**************'**************************
* * 

* This program shows 
* how ta redefine characters, place * 

* them on the screen, and chan�e the * 

* color of each character set * 

* Entry Point -> START * 

* Must be run from E/A or MM Load� Run* 
* RO-R2 Used for general VDP access * 

* R3 Used as a general purpose counter * 

* Rll contains the return address on * 

* entry. * 

* by Mack 11cCormick * 

* * 

***************************************** 

DEF START DEFINE THE ENTRY POINT OF THE PROGRAM 
REF VMBW,VSBW,VWTR SYSTEM UTILITIES WE WILL USE 

t DATA STATEMENTS* 

SAVRTN DATA O SET ASIDE A WORD OF MEMORY TO SAVE THE RETURN ADDRESS 
BOROER DATA >SOB0,>2020,>2020,>2020 CHAR >BO WILL BE OUR BORDER 

DATA >2020,)2020,>2020,>2020 
DATA )2020,>2020,>2020,)2020 
DATA >2020,>2020,)2020,>BOBO 

PATRN DATA >3C7E,>FFFF,>FFFF,>7E3C 

LOCATION OF THE GPL STATUS BYTE STATUS EOU >837C 
* 

WS BSS >20 
THIS EQUATES THE LABLE STATUS TO THIS ADDRESS 
SET ASIDE 32 BYTES OF MEMORY FOR OUR WORKSPACE 

MSG TEXT 'THIS IS A TEST' 14 BYTES LONG 
EVEN FORCES THE PROGRAM COUNTER TO AN EVEN MEMORY ADDRESS. 

*ASA GENERAL RULE ALWYS USE EVEN AFTER THE LAST BYTE, BSS, OR TEXT OPCODE.

START 110\I fU 1, @SAVRTN MOV THE AODR IN R11 TO THE WORD OF MEMORY AT SAVRTN 
Ll>JP I I.JS TELL THE HARD�JARE WORKSPACE REG I STER WHERE YOUR WS IS 

*--PUT A BLUE BORDER AROUND THE SCREEN--* 

LI R0,>0705 07 IS VDP REG 7 OR THE SCREEN BACKGROUND COLOR 
BU.JP 1!:!VWTR 05 IS THE BACKGROUND COLOR. (LT BLUE) 

* THIS SETS THE TOP AND BOTTOM OF THE SCREEN TO LT BLUE. 
* SEE SECTION 16.1 E/A MANUAL FOR MORE INFORMATION ON VWTR. 

* NO� SET CHAR >BO (128 decimal) TO A BLUE ON BLUE SQUARE 

LI R0,>390 THIS IS THE POS IN VDP RAM COLOR TABLE FOR CHARS >B0->87 
LI Rl,>5500 BLUE FOREGROUND/BACKGROUND IN MSB OF Rl 
BLWP @VSBW REMEMBER RO ALWAYS IS THE ADDR IN VDP. Rl ALWAYS CPU. 

* SEE SECTION 21.2,2 FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE COLOR TABLE 

* NDl>J LET'S MAl(E ALL THE CHARACTER SETS BLACK ON WHITE 

LI R0,>383 START WITH CHAR SET >18 
LI R1,>1FOO l=BLACK FG, F•WHITE BKGND 

LOOP2 EtLWP 1jVSBW 
INC RO POINT TO NEXT VDP RAM COLOR TABLE ADDRESS 
Cl R0,>390 LAST COLOR TABLE ADDRESS (CHARS >7B->7F) 
JNE LOOP2 

* NOi-i l�RITE THE BORDER TO THE SCREEN AND CLEAR THE SCREEN AT THE SAME TIME

LI R3,24 24 ROWS TO WRITE 
CLR 1;:o BEGINNING OF SCREEN IMAGE TABLE 
LI Rl,BORDER ADDRESS OF ONE ROW OF BORDER DATA 
LI R2,32 32 BYTES TO WRITE 

LOOP BLWP •i!VMBW WRITE A ROW 
AI R0,32 POINT TO BEGINNING OF NEXT ROlol 
DEC R3 
JNF.: LOOP 

* NOW WE'LL PUT THE MESSAGE ON THE SCREEN CENTERED 
* REMEMBER THAT THE SCREEN IMAGE TABLE IS FROM O TO 767 IN VDP RAM 
* TO DETERMINE THE ADDRESS FROM ROW AND COLUMN WE USE THE FOLLOWING FORMULA
* ADDR�<<ROW-1l*32)+(COLUMN-1> IF WE WANT OUR MESSAGE AT ROW 12 COLUMN 9 THE VDP 
* ADDRESS WOULD BE 360 

(Please turn to Page 32) 
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- -Tti,as lnsrrumenrs Tr 99◄A - COMPUTERS COMPONENTS ANO SOFTWARE----

TEX Jf COMP'�roud/y Introduces 
America's Number One Tl computer retailer 

The Complete Tl Scholastic Spelling Set 

------ -- lj . 

Special Offer 

$19.95 
Complete Set (all 4 modules) 

An incredible Software offer from TEX-COMP. 

Scholastic Spelling Levels 3, 4, 5 & 6 
Scholastic Spelling is a complete spelling library of grades 3-6 

with each module containing about 600 high-usage spelling words 
with three challenging and exciting spelling games for each word. 

This series was developed for Texas Instruments by the leading 
educational firm, Scholastic, Inc. 

This 4-module and 4-volume instruction book 
series retailed at $219.80 when Introduced in 
1982. TEX-COMP has them all and is selling this $19.95 
entire set at the unheard of price of 

SPEAK & SPELL II 
By special arrangements with Texas Instruments, Tex-Comp proudly introduces Speak & Spell II-the awa�d
winning TI Educational Spelling program, now re-programmed to run on Extended Basic (available on disk only). 
Requires 32K Expansion, Extended Basic, Disk Drive 

$995 
Speak & Spell offers many features. Children can hear a word pronounced correctly as they learn to recognize and

spell it. Five activities provide valuable tools to make learning fun. "Spell" pronounces a word and asks the child to 

type the correct spelling. "Mystery Word" selects a word and the child tries to guess it by spelling it correctly. "Say 

it" prompts a child to say a word and then spell it. "Secret Code" codes a word so that no one can read it until the 

coded word is entered and decoded by the computer. These and other exercises will help children become more at

ease with the spelling of different words. 

:� , 
• 

VISA and MAS TERCARO SEND oRoE" AND wuE CHEc11s PAuetE '° Tc,uu lnslnunmu 
1•JJ ��� ... � .... ,� ... J .. , - - ��L���s;��L-�l;�c; 

!�O�O�R�A2t���.:- � 

TEAMS: Alt prices F.O 0. Los Angeles. For laslesl service use 
cashier■ check or money order Add J¼ shipping and hendllng 
(SJ 00 minimum) East ol Mississippi <Iv,¼. (F 188 shipping on all 
soltware orders o�er $100 00). Prices and avellablloty subject to 
change wllhoul nollce We reserve lhe right lo limit Quanllllu 

AUTHORIZED D(Al(R 

NOTE: P1,m1nf ,n lull muu 1ccomp1n, .,, Otdlfl c,1d11-C1,d, 
Comt,anr Cl't•c• o, Money 01de, to, ,mmed,ele 111,pment Pt,1onel 
checlu requue up to 4 weels to clear Ce11to,n,a orders edd 8 \It' tale1 
, .. 
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TUTORIAL, PART 2-

(Continued from Page 30) 

Debugger released by Texas In
struments to user groups after it stop
ped producing the 99/ 4A. (An improv
ed version of SBUG is available as 
Freeware from Edgar Dohmann-see 
the Freeware page in this issue. The 
original SBUG is available as Freeware 
from MICROpendium.-Ed.) SBUG 
allows you to operate from graphics or 
bit-map mode, single-step, and output 
to printer or disk. Let's get down to 
how to use it. 

First, you should print out the in
structions supplied with SBUG on the 
disk. Since this is a display /variable 80 
file, you may print it out with TI
Writer or the Editor/ Assembler editor. 
This help file covers all of the instruc
tions available. I intend to cover only 
the ones of greatest interest to us. 

It's important to know where your 
assembly program loads into memory. 
With few exceptions, which won't be 
discussed now, your program will load 

YOUR BEST BETS I 

..... .... ·-· .. ..

.. .. _ .. -···· PRICE 

CUTI 
I .. I .. I ·· I " I ... I .. I 

-

... � .1:.■=■1'" I ■-

uu, ... PiCKEr 
GO FOR MILLION $$ JACKPOTS I 

* Picks Lotto * Includes all USA & Canad ian Games 
* Picks Dally Number * Programmable 
•Picks Wln-4 

Now only 
/' l-

mpr
-o,--u-

your
--

u""6
�

fi
-or_111_in_lllll_. -g!�, $29.95 

Plus St.SO shippin g) 

t PRO "The Ultimate Pro Football Analyzer" 

FOOTBALL 

ANALYST" 

---

* Fo r NFL and USFL 
* Uncovers Hidden 

Overlays In the Bet
ting Line 

* Easy-to-use 
* Any Newspaper Sup• 

plies Stats 

$35 ( + $1.75 ship

ping) 

ORDER TOLL-FR EE 1 ·800-341-1950 Ext. 77 

Tl99/4A, C6A/128, IBM-PC, M S-DOS 

Mail orders: 
RIDGE SERVICES 

170 Broadway, Suite 201-M 

New Yort., NY 1003I Specify Tape or Disk and 
Computer System. 

Include 5% Shipping Charges. AllrefusedC.O.D. orders are 
NY residents add 8.25% tax. subject to a $7. 50 restocking 

charge. 

LI R0,360 
LI Rl, MSG 
LI R2, 14 
BLWP (f!\IMBl>J 

VDP ADDRESS IN SCREEN IMAGE TABLE 
ADDRESS OF THE DATA IN CPU RAM 
14 BYTES LONG 
WRITE IT TO THE SCREEN 

* NOloJ SUPPOSE toJE WANT TO MAl<E CHAR >7F A BALL SHAPE AND PLACE IT UNDER THE TEXT
* THE PATTERN TABLE IN E/A IS LOCATED AT >0800. TO CALCULATE THE LOCATION OF A 
* PARTICULAR CHARACTER MULTIPLY IT'S HEX VALUE BY 8 AND ADD THE RESULT TO )800. 

<>7F*8>+>800•>BF8 LI RO,>OBF8 
Ll Rl,PATRN 
LI R2,8 
BLloJP tlVMBW 

PATTERN TO DEFINE >81 TO FROM CPU RAM 
PATTERNS ALWAYS 8 BYTES 
>81 IS NOW THE SHAPE OF A BALL 

LI R0,431 

LI R1,>7FOCI 
BLWP @VSBW 

SCREEN IMAGE TABLE TWO ROWS BELOW TEXT CENTERED 
WRITE >Bl <BALL) TO THE SCREEN 
PUT IT UP 

* EXPERIMENT WITH THIS PROGRAM UNTIL YOU ARE COMFORTABLE WITH VDP RAM ACCESS 

MDV @SAVRTN,Rll 
LIM! 2 

RESTORE R11 TO THE ADDRESS YOU WISH TO RETURN 
ENABLE INTERRUPT� SO QUIT KEY WILL WORK 

JMP $ LOCK UP THE COMPUTER (SAME AS 100 GOTO 100) 
RT 
END 

into high memory expansion at 
>AOOO. That's the first address in high

memory. You can make your program 
load in other places but that is beyond 
the scope of this tutorial. 

SBUG is what we call ''relocatable 
object code." It loads on top of (not 
over) the last program entered. In 
other words, if your program is 500 
bytes long it would load from >AOOO 
to >A500. SBUG when loaded will 
load beginning at >A502. 

I've included a brief program with 
this tutorial which puts characters on 
the screen. We'll use it to illustrate how 
to use SBUG. Go ahead at this time 
and type it in using the editor, save it, 
load the assembler except this time at 
the LIST FILE NAME prompt enter 

COMMODORE 64 

ONLY THE BRAVEST 
DARE TO ENTER11 ARM 
YOUR CHARACTER 
WITH WEAPONS AND 
MAGIC. THEN FIND 
GOLD AND FIGHT 
OGRES AND GAIN NEW 
MAGICAL POWERS. 

• 3-D PERSPECTIVE 

• SUPERB GRAPHICS 

• COMPlEX BATTLES 

• LOTS OF MAGIC 

• THOUSANDS OF 

CAVES 

Tl 99/4A (EXTENDED BASIC) 

CASSETTE $19.95 DISK $21.95 

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME 

INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED. To order send check 
or mo:iey order plus $1.50 shipping/handling to: 

� American Software 
.,. __. Design & Distribution Co. 

P.O. Box 246 
Cottage Grove, MN 55016 

your printer description. Remember, if 
you are using a PIO printer it should be 
entered with a period following PIO. 
At the OPTIONS prompt enter RLS: R 
to tell the assembler that you used R in 
front of your registers in the source 
code, L 'to give you a source listing to 
your printer, and S to give you a table 
of the symbols you used. This source 
list is necessary for using SBUG effec
tively. 

Let's examine the source listing col
umns for a moment. Here's a sample 
line from the source listing: 
0049 006C 0201 LI Rl,>5500 

00 6E5500 
Here's what that tells us: 
0049 means this statement is number 

0049 in our source code. That means if 
we received the message ''invalid 
register in line 0049'' when we were 
assembling the code we could look at 
line 0049 and see what was wrong with 
Rl. 

The next field over is the most im
portant one to us when using SBUG. 
This gives us the exact location in 
memory where this instruction resides. 
If this was the first program you load
ed into memory then this instruction 
would reside at > A06C. 

Remember, I told you that the pro
gram loads at > AOOO by default. In 
other  words, >A000 p lus  
>006C = >A06C. We'll come back to
this field shortly.

The next field, > 0201, is the 
machine language mnemonic for Load 
Immediate (LI). Look on page 5 of 

(Please turn to Page 34) 



Now get more out of your 
Tl Home Computer-for less. 

ADD A 2ND DISK DRIVE TO YOUR 

Tl/99/4A SYSTEM FOR ONLY 

Disk Memory 
Drive 

TEX-COMP with its enormous buying power 
has purchased the entire stock of the same 
drive used in the Tl P-Box and is passing the 
savings on to you. These units come com
plete with cable, ready to be installed as a 
number two or three disk drive. 

,, ... ,o�' $12995 
5� PlusS&H 

By adding a second drive to your system 
you can free yourself from swapping pro
gram and data disks on many programs. 
You can also make backups without any disk swapping. 

This is a limited offer subfect lo prior sale so act last or you will miss the greatest value in 
a Tl-99/99/4A disk drive that has ever been offered. 
These units are sold with a 90-day warranty. 

EXTRA VALUE BONUS 

With each disk drive ordered we are including a HEAD brand disk drive head clP�ninq kit 
which regularly sells for $15.95 in the big TEX-COMP catalog. 

Due to this outstanding value, we reserve the right to limit 
quantities. 

SG10 by Star 

THE BEST 

Tl-99/4A PRINTER VALUE 

ISN'T MADE BY 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. 

Meet the NEWS tar S G- IO. 
Discover why you'll want this great 
printer for your Tl-99/4A System I 

The printer company that brought 
you the famous Gemini IOX is at it 
again. This time STAR set out to 
make a better, low cost Tl-99/ 4A 
compatible dot matrix printer than 
ever. The result is the STAR SG-10, 
the printer that: 

• Works wonders with the
Tl-99/4A

.. Prints twice as fast as any 
Tl-99/ 4A printer. 

• Offers "all points addressable"

graphics for charts, graphs and
drawings.

• Uses standard, low cost
typewriter ribbon.
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NEW SPECIAL OFFER 

ADD $20.00 for 

OS/DO Drive. 

- 'C �. . . 

-�

$ 2 3 995 PlusS&H 

Price includes: 

Free Head Printer Cleaning Kit

(Reg. S 9. 9 5 ) 
Heavy duty parallel cable 

SG-10/Tl-99/U Demo Disk 

S2 •. 95 
S7.95 

.=.: II] 
VISA and MASTERCARD
�OLOERS CALL DIRECT 
(818) 366-6631 TEX.JfCOMP'· 

TERMS: All p,icn f O 8. lot Ange•H. for fu•esl .. ,.,ce un 
CHhieu c:heck o, mone, o,d., Add l't. lhipp•n11 and h•ndhng 
CSlOO minrmum1. EHi of M•11•saipp1 4'/o¼ Cf••• thipp.ng on •II 
toll••t• o,da,1 o•er S 100 00). Puc•• •nd ····••l>lhlJ IUl>fact 10 
th.nge wllho1,1t nol•c• We tHe••• lh• rlghl 10 ilmll quanllllU 

• 0 IOI UM• - G••••O• ..... ,, ca ttJU 

NOTI. P.,,...,., ,,. ,.,,, ,...,.,, .,,o�o.,., • , o•O••· ,,.o' C••� 

C01"oe11, C1tec• � Mo"•r O,de, ,0# •--•d••'• •"•o-•"'' Pe,,o,,.•1 

cAtt•• ,eo11u• uo ro • ••••• ro ,,.,, Ce•••o,,.,, o,a,,, ,a� f ...,, ••••• 

... 
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your blue Editor/ Assembler card. See 
the opcode >0200? This tells us the in
struction for this OPCODE is LI. The 
1 in >0201 tells us to load immediate 
RI with the value in the next word of 
memory. In this case Load Immediate 
RI with >5500. See how easy that is? 
For a detailed description see section 
15.4 in the E/ A manual. 

We're ready to get down to business. 
First load the object code for the pro
gram I have given you into the com
puter. You should ALWAYS load 
your program before you load SBUG. 
Next, before you press enter after you 
have loaded the demo program, load 
SBUG. One note here: as long as you 
are not using the Extended BASIC car
tridge to load with, it is much faster to 
load the compressed version of SBUG, 
or SBUGC as it is listed on some disks. 
Both do the same job. Press enter and 
for the program name enter SBUG. 

The SBUG title screen should come up. 
The message on the screen will ask you 
if you are using a bit map screen. Enter 
"N" at this prompt. 

Next you will be asked for your list 
device. Enter your printer description 
here  (you could  enter  
DSKl .FILENAME instead if you want 
to output to disk). The input prompt is 
a period. At the prompt enter L to turn 
off the list device. 

Our program runs from SBUG's 
control so we need to set up SBUG to 
run our program so we may interact 
with it. To do this we must tell SBUG 
where the first executable instruction 
(entry point) to our program is and 
what address we are using for a 
workspace. You may remember there 
are three hardware registers used by the 
9900 CPU in the 99/4A: the program 
counter, workspace register and status 
register. The program counter always 
points to the next instruction to be ex-

ecuted in memory. The workspace 
register points to the current 32 bytes 
(16 words) of memory we are using for 
workspace. The status register contains 
the current status of the computer as a 
result of the last instruction executed. 
Given that, we now need to find the en
try point to our program. There are 
two basic ways to do this. Perhaps the 
easiest is to look on the source listing at 
the label (in the sample program 
START) we placed in the DEF state
ment at the beginning of the program 
and get the address directly from the 
source listing. 

The alternate way is to use the M 
command of SBUG to examine 
memory. The memory we need to ex
amine . is the Reference/Definition 
(REF /DEF) table approximately from 
> 3F30 to >4000. This table lists the

entry point to the program and the 
utilities we referenced. Here's how to 

(Please turn to Page 36) 

* ••••••••••••••••••••• *

* ♦ * 
* TI 1-2-3 P�r��rl�1 1985 DA-TAX* * version '2.00 A��i �t�r1t AUDITOR * 

The classic integrated package This is the all in one and the Just like last year, DATAI is again * has 0011 a ne11 look and ne11 only software package you need. offering an inco1e tu preparation *
features: 11indo11ing, full screen A database, a 11ord processor and sofhue package containing both * text editor, right 1argin justi- a spreadsheet on the sa■e disk (or the long and the short for1s and 1ost *
fication, 1ulti file link cassette), and all these for the schedules. Auto■atic recalculation, * capability, built in disk ■anager price that others usually charge for, printing, calculator Nindo11 are * 
a 11hole lot of for■ating co11ands for a database. The 11ord processor so■e of it's unusual features. * 1200 cells, cell independent and the spreadsheet are si1ilar to Specify: disk or cassette, 16 or 32K, * 

..t... for1ulas, calculator 11indo11, those contained by Tl 1-2-3, The BASIC or Extended BASIC. No11, 11e're ....__ 
� iuto■atic calculation, values as database alloNs the user to custo not charging an ar1 and a leg for � * large as 100,000,000 11ith up to 1ize each field's length and type, this package, but a iere $9.95 plus *five deci■als, ro11 and colu1n to analize a file of records, $1.00 Shipping and Handling. * naaing, 11hole or partial reorganize it, print it, sort the,__ ___________ *

sheet printing, disk or cassette records, etc. PERSONAL IIRITER 11ord processor, PERS-
* opperation, 42 page ■anual The package co1es with a 60 pages ONAL FILER database, and PERSONAL *

!!nclosed in a hard cover binder, ■anual enclosed in a hard cover PLANNER spreadsheet are available if * and 1uch ,ore. Versions available binder. you don't need an integrated package * 
'ln disk or cassette, for 16 or lie have versions on either disk or like Tl 1-2-3 or PERSONAL ASSISTANT. * 32K, (please specify your systus cassette for 16 or 32K (please U9.95 each, plus $3.00 Shipping. * 

....__ configuration 11hen ordering). specify your systu's configu-
11--

-----------
..t... � $34.95 plus $3.00 shipping and ration 11hen ordering). $54,95 plus � 

..t... handling. S3,00 shipping ind handling. 10 SS/DD disks $9,99 plus $2.00 S&H ..t... � Extended BASIC 1odule required. Extended BASIC 1odule required. 10 OS/DD disks Ul.99 plus $2.00 SlH � * Send order to: * 
DATAX c::c:,, 1923 Lin d e n  St, Ridgewood, NY 11385. 

; 

••rll.OOJ.l4hondo,!ioed718l417-0lb

� 

; 
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TEX.COMP·-
PRESENTS 

nTT1 NEw simplified cassette version ONLY S12.95 p.p. 
. mm I TM 

[ ::e>.:tt:ru:ru:t;;:�:::=:::9:�:u 
11111,• 

Banner-99T� an all new software package that lets you create your own banners, signs and 
bumper stickers with any Tl compatible printer-dot matrix or daisy wheel. 

Examples of banners and 
_____ 

an make with Banner-
TM 

This program requires a Tl-99/4A with disk drive, 32K memory, Extended 
Basic and printer. SPECIFY CASSETTE OR DISK! 

*DEVELOPED EXCLUSIVELY FOR TEX-COMP BY GREAT LAKES SOFTWARE 

from 

1'm�rlca'1 Numb�, On� n computer ,�taller ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL 
& PRESENTS 

SCOTT ADAMS 
The Creators of the 
Tl Adventure Serles 

Enter the Intriguing world of high finance where even the 
sturdiest of corporate empires can dissolve as quickly as 
they're built. AIRLINE is a no-holds-barred strategy game. 
The object is to construct a sizable empire while competing 
against human and/or computerized opponents. Players 
purchase landing rights from any one of 36 major U.S. cities, 
buy planes and then station them on routes that will max
imize their revenue from fares. And unlike many strategy 
games, the outcome of AIRLINE Is solely determined by 
your playing skills. 

Specify cassette or disk. Tl Extended Basic required for 
both versions. 

$ 4 95
SPECIFY 

CASSETTE OR DISK 

+ S&H*

• Add $1.95 S&H if not ordered with additional Items. 

VISA end MASTERCARD 
ttOt.OERS CALL DIRECT 

(818) 3H·H31
24 Hour Order Line 

TeilMt: AH P,IC .. ,.0.I. Loi Ang ..... '°' laltffl .. ntc:1 IIH 
caltl ... CMC� Of lftOM)-..o.-. AOCI 3% lhlpplng Md llaffdllng 
CSJ,GO ,,ihlfflumJ. EHt of, MINIUlppl 0\%. (F, .. ltllpplng on all 
IOft••· Otderl owe, 1100.001. Pl-IC .. and 1¥allablllty 1uo1ac1 lo 
cflanoe wttho11t notice War••- Ille rlgflt to limit quan11i1H 

T oas lnstn.Ullfflll 

TEX.COMP'· 
PO •o• >JN• - G•&oeAOA NtUI. c• tt,.. 

AUTM0'11ZIO DIM.ltl 

NOTI: ,..,,.,.,., ,,, ,.,,, "'"" •c:-c:-_,,.,,, .,, ., • .,. c,.-,,.c.,�. 
CO"lpe11, C11ec• o, u_, o,..., ,o, -.c,,.,. � ,..,_., 
C:-"-CO 1e411r<e IIP 10 4 ....... I0 c:-,_., ce,,,o,,.,, �.,_,, Mid'"°' .....

, ..

Look to TEX-COMP- "The Leader of the Pack" for more new and exciting products for your Tl-99/4A. 
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examine this table: 
M 3F30,3FFF (enter) 

This command will scroll the con
tents of these memory locations to the 
screen. In this case we are looking for 
the program name which is START. 
When you see ST ART press any key to 
stop the scroll. You should see a line of 
memory which looks like this: 
3F30 = 5354 4152 5420 START 
3F36=A058 .... ... . 

Press FCTN X to abort the listing or 
any command. Since labels may be up 
to six characters (bytes) long, the 
seventh and eighth bytes contain the 
program entry point, in this case 

>A058. This should be the same ad
dress on the source listing. (Remember, 
SBUG always displays and only ac
cepts HEX numbers.) 

Next we need the workspace address. 
We obtain that from the source listing. 
In this case it is >A05C. We get this by 

finding the label for our workspace, in 
this case WS. We look at the second 
column and there is the beginning of 
the workspace. 

We're now ready to set up the hard
ware registers to run our program. We 
do this by entering an R at the prompt. 
SBUG responds :with W = 0000. W is 
the workspace address. In this case 
type A05C and press the space bar. 
That calls up the prompt P = 0000 for 
program counter address which, in this 
case, is A058. If you press space again 
you could set the status register but this 
is unnecessary in this case so just press 
enter. We've now told SBUG where 
our program resides in memory and 
where the workspace is. 

To make it easy to figure the �ffset 
of our instructions we have a bias com
mand. Press X and the computer 
displays 0000 press AOOO (enter). This 
sets the value of X to >AOOO. 

C#TL 1·9 

Now let's get down to examining our 
program in memory. To do this we set 
breakpoints Uust like BASIC) at the in
struction where we want to stop. Ready 
to set one? 

At the prompt press B 68X (enter). 
This automatically adds the AOOO off
set to the instruction at 0068. You 
could have just entered it as B A068 if 
ybu wanted to add the offset yourself. 
This tells SBUG to interrupt the pro
gram before it executes LI RO, >390. 
See where I got that? Look at the se
cond column on your source listing and 
go down it until you find memory loca
tion 0068. Now, if you want to see 
where your current breakpoints are, 
press B (enter). Now, to execute the 
program up to that instruction, press E 
(enter). Three addresses will be shown 
across the screen. From left to right 
they are the workspace address, pro
gram counter address and status 

(Please turn to Page 38) 

FOR 
Tl-99/4A 

. . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . 

. . .. . . - . . .  , -

. .  ,. . . .  - . .  -
. -

User redefinable-For 
commands such as Run, List 
etc. Up to 140 characters 
long per key command. 
Available in command mode. 
C#TLO 

lloME x-aAsic 32K 11E11 REQ·o.

rr ·•·• 
NFORMATION 

PCKEYS Gives You 12 
Commands, Each Available With 1 

Key Press .. . In Extended Basic 
Run or Immediate Mode 

Techni-Graphics 

443 Perrie Dr. #302 
Elk Grove Vil., IL 60007 

A graphics screen dump any 
time you want it, whether a 
program is running or not! 
C#TL= 

Catalog disk-Available 
Anytime-Prints to screen 
and to printer if specified. 
PCKEYS also allows you to 
change the screen and text 
colors with one command
In immediate or run 
modes-great for use with 
monochrome monitors! 

Illinois residents add 7% sales tax 

For Tl 99I4A only, req. 
Extended Basic, 32K disk 
drive and 8 dot addressable, 
8 bit printer for screen dump. 
100% machine language
Uses no Extended Basic 
program space. 

ANA GEM ENT 

YSTEM 

INTEGRATED HOME DATA MANAGER with WINDOWS, 

ON SCREEN CALCULATOR, and CALENDAR. 

HOME CHECKBOOK maintains multiple accounts 

for quick and easy analysis. 

HOME ADDRESSBOOK up to 200 records of 

mailing data with search and label options. 

HOME INVENTORY provides valuable property 

information recall and analysis. 

AVAILABLE ON DISK ONLY .•• $29.95 

CHECK/MONEY ORDER + $2.00 SHIPPING. 

NEW YORK RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX.

l'J�t-)soFTWARE 
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Tex-Comp & Navarone NAl.lAROE 
a.; -. 
-

-

:�ARTRIDGE 
\_:EXPANDER 

present 
-

--. 

Eliminates cartridge overheating and Increases console life. 
24 95 

postpaid 

INCLUDES 
HIDDEN 
POWERS "i'\ISK 

i iFIXER INCLUDES HIDDEN POWERS 2995 
postpaid

Unlocks the secrets of the disk and lets you access hidden or "lost" Information.• See important module notice below. 

0UPER-
0DUPER 
Safeguards masters fast. 'See important module notice below. 

C PEED 
vREADING 

24 95 
postpaid 

24 95 
postpaid 

Improves reading speed and comprehension. Versions for children, teens, and adults. Cartridge Software, no extra 
equipment required. 
Version A for teens and adults. Version B for children 8 through 13. • See important module notice below. 

UOMEWORK 
..r.i HELPER 2995 

postpaid

Makes homework fun, develops basic computer skllls. DISK DRIVE REQUIRED. 'See important module notice below. 

PONSOLE 
�WRITER 24 95 

postpaid 

I urns your console Into a word processor without dlsk•drlve memory. With just your console. a printer and this unique car
:ricge program �;ou can begin word processing today. Features include a full screen text editor that lets you Insert and Delete 
characters and complete lines. The proyram is extremely easy to use yet powerful enough to handle most home word processing 
app!1ca:1r,ns. • See important module notice below. 

�ATABASE 
i ..ff MANAGER NEW LOW PRICE! 3995 

postpaid

A customized transaction, filing and reporting system for the small business with new Improved manual. This com· 
p:e�,ens:ve program controls customer activity. organizes inventory. and tracts business transactions. It allows you lo develop and 
orga:11Ze �-our files. design your own screens. customize data entry and index information by multiple keys. A powerful sort utility will 
orga,i:ze entire disk files in any sequence by up to six keys. The Navarone Data Base Management System (DBMS) is a series of pro
grams modules designed 10 provide powerful yet low cost Data Base Management capabilities for the Tl-99/4A Home computer. This 
ser;es of programs are wri11en entirely in Assembly language in order lo exercise the full power of your 16 bit computer. The Navarone. 
Da,a Base Management System is the most powerful data base system available on the Tl-99/4A home computer. You can create 
da:a bases with up to 25 fields with 32000 records. (record size is limited to 255 bytes). Use the Data Base Management system to 
i<ee;:> track of in\'entory. customer files. or stamp collections. DISK DRIVE REQUIRED. 'See important module notice below. 

'i:: AINT 
i
--

'N PRINT 34 95 
postpaid 

Crea:e �·orks of a!'1 by using the full color palate of your computer and the 32 different brushes available on PAINT N' PRINT. Special 
fiatures allow �•ou to magnify small sections of your picture for detail painting and move sections of your painting anywhere on the 
screen. • See important module notice below. 
Prmt hard copies on your color printer or just save on a cassette or disk. Requires joystick or Rollerball controller and printer (See 
note) 

Primer Com�atil-ilitv: For AXIOM IO0TI and AXIOM 700 Tl Color Printer, SPECIFY Cartridge A; for AXIOM 500 or Okidata 82A &. 
92 SPECIFY Cartridge B, for Gemini Tenex, Star SGIO, IBM, Epson, SCM, and TI Dot Matrix printers, SPECIFY Cartridge C. 
For Extended Graphics capability including area fill, circle generation, mirror image, texture, etc. order Accessory Extended Graphics; 
DISK or CASSETTE (SPECIFY) IMPORTANT NOTE: Module programs will not run on 1983 V2.2 Consoles. $l9.9s poalpaid 

Check your title screen for compatibility. 
Astrology-Horoscope Maker 
Music Editor 
Sprite Editor 

Disk drive required $19.95 postpaid 

Disk drive required $19.95 postpaid 

Disk drive required $19.95 postpaid. 

Hidden Powers of Disk Fixer A comprehensive SO-page book. $9.95 postpaid. 

-
VISA 

VISA <lf1<1 MAS Tl RCAIW 

HOLDERS CALL DIRECT 

SIHO OHOI R AHO MARl CHlCRS PAUBll 10 Texas Instruments 
-

(818) 366-6631

TEP"4S "" ""'e� F O 8 Lv� Angu111�. For lastnl 5UfYIC:II usu 
� 4�•1111,� <..ht,<..• vr n,,.,nw1 u,,.,..,, A&JIJ J•,. �h•1•111n1.1 ttruJ ht1n,Jt111" 
,$JOO"'"'""""'' L.o�I o,I M,�M�:.1p1,1 ◄•1,•1• tl'ruu :.hlp1,111111 un .tll 
:.1.,11 ... ,., "'""':. u,,., S IUO (.(o/. P11.;u� 1inu 4Yit1l,11Jll1ty �ulJtucl tu 
cll.ngu '"'"""'' nvl•Ct, Wr, lll�IIIW8 lhB 1111111 10 '""'' Quillllll111S 

TEX.JfCOMP , .. 
, 0 BOl JlOI• GRAHADA HlllS CA tlJU ♦ 

AUINOlltltO OIAUII 

HOT£ 1'11-, mttttl ,,, lull ntuU ••·•·om,-anr •'' "''''"' Cted,I C•td 
• ,,mp""• 4 h,t, • •" Al,,,. .. ., , t,,,.,, ,,., mu"tt,I••'• 51'1,1,•m•nf 1»e,1unel 
, l'ttt, ,., ,,.,,,,,, .. "'' h• f .,.,.,� h• ,·ttt1tt ,:.1,1,.,n,e •>td•rs ec1<1 6\,, 1e1e1 
,,.. 
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register. Now we're ready to single-step 
through some instructions. 

Enter S for single-step at the pro
mpt. This displays the following: 
A068 =0200 LI R00,>0390 

A068 is the memory address for the 
instruction. Remember what 0200 is? 
LI RO. Then there is the plain text in
struction. What value should be in RO? 

>0390 of course. To check this press
W 0 (enter). This shows the current 
contents of RO. If you ever have the 
need, you may change this value by 
entering another value before pressing 
enter. If you press the space bar you 
see the next register Rl, and so on. 

One important point: never try to 
single-step through VDP, GROM or 
KSCAN routines. There is a good 
chance you will lock up the computer. 
When you encounter one of these in
structions just set a breakpoint (B) on 

the other side of it and execute (E) 
around it. Now press B SOX or B A080 
(enter) at the prompt. This sets the 
breakpoint at the INC RO instruction. 
Press E (enter). What's the value in 
RO? It should be > 383 from instruc
tion A082. Now press S. The INC RO 
instruction appears. Again check the 
value in RO (remember WO); it should 
be )384. See how you may interact 
directly with the computer? Press S 
again and you see the CI instruction. 
Press S again and you get: 
JNE $ +)OOFA 

JMP TO A07C 
This says to jump to A07C (LOOP2) 

if R3 is not equal to zero. Now set B 
AOCE. Press E (enter) to execute. The 
program stops at the MOY @SAVR
TN,Rll instruction. 

Let's examine some VDP RAM. To 
do this we use the M command again 
but precede the address with a V for 

GENERAL WILL 

Composes and prints a customized legal will, which the user 
creates by answering a series of simple questions. The 
finished product requires only your signature and that of 
two witnesses to make it legal. 

Printer & Extended Basic Required 

Other Programs Available 

Business: 

General Lease 18. -
Amortization 12. -

Educational: 

Chem tutor 70. -
Geography 22. -

Entertainment: 

Concordium 16.
Doomcastle 16.-

$18 

DATASYSTEMS 2301 Churchill Dr., OXNARD CA 
93033 (805) 483 3464 

VDP access. Press M V168,1AF . This 
shows the screen image table from 
decimal 360 to 431 where we put our 
text and ball. Examine the bytes 
carefully and you should see the border 
characters. Note: the screen is not ex
actly as we had it because SBUG shares 
the same screen with us and we're see
ing some of SBUG's screen also. 

Now press M VBF8,COO (enter). 
This is the pattern descriptor table 
where the shape of our ball is stored. 
Compare it with PA TRN from the 
source listing and then press M 
A022,A028 to see the pattern descrip
tion as it resides in CPU RAM.

Well I've gone long again but there is 
so much to cover. You really need to 
get the hang of using SBUG; it allows 
you to interact with your program to 
see exactly what is going wrong when 
you have a problem. It will ,save you 
many hours of grief. 

SP EC I AL S

DISKETTES 
CASSETTES 

Touch Typing, Tutor 
Music Maker 
Burgertime 
Moon sweeper 
Micro Surgeon 
Football 
Reading Fun 
Mill Subtraction 
Mill Division 
Mill Multiplication 
Mill Addition 
Mill Integers 

$1.00 ea 
$10.00/dz 

all $17.50 

also limited quantities of: 
STATISTICS 
VIDEO CHESS 

$29.50 ea while supplies 
last. 
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America's Number One 11 computer ret•lln ii s19�s�ou•
tJP. NIBBLER™ is the most powerful disk 

'_Iii. 
dupli< ,11or ,1v,1il,1bl<· for th<• Tl-99/4A. Unlike 

� the Tl Disk Manager Module which cannot access 
0\Sl(.S the 32K memory expansion, this program reads as

�l)R much as the memory can hold and then writes it to 
. II the new back-up disk. This means that disks can be dupli-

W l t e-n. cated in one to three passes. Saves wear and tear on your drives 
II · \"��lial''t.\ and with a one disk drive system, it saves wear and tear on you! 
N DI-' The NIBBLER copies most protected disks and is compatible with both Tl and

CorComp systems. Make your own back-ups in case of disk disaster. Full menu selection, 
auto format, and complete instructions on the disk in an easy to access "HELP" file. Exclusive 

feature allows copying of selected sectors only. Runs on Extended Basic, Editor/Assembler or Mini
Memory. For speed, convenience, security and accuracy ... its NIBBLER!

$19?atl0. OJI 
Inspect the innermost p 

secrets of a 

The Explorer™ 

Disk Editor for the Tl-99/4A 

Tl-99/4A Disk 
REPAIR, FIX AND EDIT!! 

The EXPLORER™ is a powerful disk editor written in assembly language allowing the user to edit a 
disk by individual sectors rather than ,by filenames. Individual bytes within any sector of a disk may 
be displayed and edited. 
Editing is handled through a full-screen editor that displays the contents of a sector on the screen and 
allows editing in both hexadecimal and ASCII character formats. 
The Disk Editor may also be used to move dat.i from one sector to another and to attempt to fix 
damaged disk directories and improperly closed files. Optionally, the contents of all sectors being 
vit.>Wl'd on tht' scrt>en m,,y l>l' dumpl•d lo ., prinll'r, th<.· disk drivl', or any othl'r standard peripheral. 
Supplied on a single diskette, the EXPLORER™ requires 32K memory expansion, one or more disk 
drives, and either Tl Extended BASIC, Mini-Memory, or the Editor/Assembler cartridge. 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER: With eat:h wpy of the EXPLORER™, you will also receive 
a free copy of Disk Manager 1000, a completely self-contained disk manager program. 
ALSO AVAILABLE: "Hidden Powers of Disk Fixer," which will assist you in expanding the uses of the 
EXPLORERTM. $9.95 P057PAID 

The EXPLORER is a rl!giSlered trademo1rk oi Tl'x-Com11. Any un.iuthotiLed u� con�itut� ,1 viol.ition of Tex-Comp's tro1dem.irk righh. 

SEND ORDER AND MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: 

TEX.JfCOMP'· 
P.O. BOX 33064-GRANADA HILLS, CA 91344 

NOTE: 
Payment in lull must accompany all orders. Credit Card, Company 
Check or Money Order for immediate shipment. Personal checks re
quire up to 4 weeks to clear. California orders add 61/, "lo sales tax. 
When in the Los Angeles area visit our modern warehouse outlet store 
where you can purchase all Tl Items at our reoular discount prices. Call 
for location & hours! 

Send $2.00 for our new 9914A JO.page catalog&. buyer's guide. 

�NOUa 

Ea ..... ::;."'9!111 
.... tAU -,C,: lllilill 
c111, 3M-1131 

All prices reflect a 3% discount 
for cash. Add 3% If paying by 
Credit Card. 

�ONTINENTAL US ONLY 
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Foundation Z80A Card 

Turn a Tl into Kaypro 
By JOHN KOLOEN 

Review Foundation Computing's ZSOA card 

came out late in the spring, but it 

wasn't until it finally got its SO-column 

card to the market that one could say it 

had a . fully configured CP /M-type 

system. Having received the SO-column 

card in late August, after placing an 

order in February, I can say without 

contradiction that these two cards will 

give your TI99/4A an entirely new per

sonality, that of a ZSOA-based com

puter, such as a Kaypro. It can't ac

tually be called a CP /M system, since 

Foundation doesn't bundle it with the 

CP /M operating software. Rather, it 

comes with an operating system called 

MRS that works very much like CP/M 

and allows the user to run many CP /M 

compatible programs. (The MRS 

system was developed by Occo Inc., of 

Milford, Massachusetts.) 

Report Card 

kilobytes of ROM firmware expan

dable to 16K, two RS232 ports, two 

parallel ports, and an eight-bit, four 

megahertz ZSOA CPU chip. Used 

without the SO-column card, one serial 

port is plugged into an RS232 card in 

the PEB. The RS232 card is not 

necessary when used with the 

SO-column card. Both cards come in 

the familiar clamshell case. 

The SO-column card enhances the 

ZSOA card by providing an SO-column 

by 25-row display using a monochrome 

monitor that uses an RCA-type plug. 

(The TI monitor cable can't be used.) 

The monitor cable plugs directly into 

the SO-column card, which is inserted 

into the TI Peripheral Expansion Box, 

while the ZSOA card, which also resides 

in the PEB, is connected via cable to 

the SO-column card. (The cable uses 

standard 25-pin "D" series connec

tors. I recommend using flexible rib

bon cable rather than stiff coaxial 

cable, particularly if there is little 

clearance between the back of the PEB 

and a wall. Also, both ends of the cable 

must be male.) 

Before we get into the meat of the 

review, let it be noted that the 

SO-column card is accessed only 

through the ZSOA card. Put aside any 

thoughts of an SO-column display using 

the TI99/4A system. 

Performance: First, I am reviewing 

both the ZSOA and SO-column cards 

together because th� SO-column card 

has no purpose without the ZSOA card. 

Performance .................. A 

Documentation ................ A 
Ease of Use .................... B 

Value ......................... B-

Final Grade .................... B 

Cost: $259.95 (Z80A card); $309.95 
(80-column card) Manufacturer: Foun

dation Computing, 
Requirements: Console, monochrome 

moni tor  and RCA-type cable, 
Peripheral Expansion Box, expansion 

memory, disk syst em, Ext ended 

BASIC 

Also, because a lot of CP /M compati

ble software is designed for SO-column 

display, it seems appropriate to treat 

these two cards as parts of an in

tegrated system. 

The ZSOA card includes a Western 

Digital disk controller capable of con

trolling up to four floppies, 64 

kilobytes of dynamic RAM, eight 

Once the ZSOA/SO-column system is 

in place in the PEB, it changes the per

sonality of the computer. As long as 

the SO-column card is in place and cabl

ed to the ZSOA card, it is not possible 

to access the TI99/4A operating 

system. I find this to be a bit annoying 

because I would pref er to be able to use 

the TI system without having to unplug 

the ZSOA system cables. (The Morning 

Star Software CP/M card uses a menu 

at powerup to allow the user to select 

either the TI or the CP /M operating 

system. Of course, the Morning Star 

card does not have a companion 

SO-column card.) The ZSOA card 

alone, however, does not take over un-

(Please turn to Page 41) 
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FOUNDATION COMPUTING ZS0A CARD-

(Continued from Page 40) 

til a terminal emulator program has 
been loaded using Extended BASIC or 
Editor I Assem bier. I found that while 
the Z80A card is compatible with the 
Myarc Inc. memory expansion the 
SO-column card is not. The computer 
locked up when the SO-column card 
and Myarc card were both plugged in. I 
found no such problem using either the 
TI or Foundation memory expansion 
cards. Interestingly, as long as the PEB 
remains on, the ZSOA/80-column 
system will continue to function, even 
when the TI99/4A console is turned 
off. 

I ran this system with a number of 
programs, including Turbo Pascal, 
Word Star, Microsoft BASIC and a 
variety of public domain programs 
ranging from ·chess to hangman. Word 
Star worked fine, though even with an 
SO-column card I would not use it for 
word processing. The Pascal and 
BASIC programs worked flawlessly. 
Anyone familiar with any version of 
BASIC should find no trouble ad
justing to Microsoft BASIC. 

The Z80A system is Kaypro com
patible, and should be able to run most 
Kaypro programs. Unfortunately, 
Kaypro is primarily a small business 
computer, so most programs available 
for it are designed for business, not 
hobbyist, applications. 

The MRS system appears to be com
pletely compatible with the CP /M 
operating system, and allows the user 
to configure the system for single- or 
double-density drives. Drives used with 
your TI99/ 4A are compatible with the 
Z80A disk system. (The disk controller 
is capable of using 40 or 80 track 
drives, though the TI disk system is 
limited to 40 track drives.) The only 
piece of hardware that may not work is 
your monitor or television, since the 
monitor must be monochrome and 
operate at a bandwidth of at least 12 
megahertz. Color monitors are 
definitely out in the SO-column mode. 
Since the monitor plugs directly into 
the SO-column card using RCA type 

illegal co••�nd eniracttr1 : tp fflJ for 1tnu 
)fW 

BT 

RI 

rm 

JP ha 
AP ha,hd 
DR 

boot HRS sy:U.N 
rth'ii tiaUu systo 
diS,lty ltftU 
displiy port conttftU •t <ha> 
alter port at {ha> vi th <M> 
display r,gisttrs 
alter r,qisttr <�> with <hd> � ha,hd 

DH ha:nc 
AM ha 

display IUOf'y frOI {he} for {he} bytts 
alter •nor-v starting 1t <ha> 

RA ha rtad ASCU into uury at <ha> 
M h:a hb he 
VM ha hb he 
DL ha he 
GO ha 

aovt luor"V fro1 <ha> to <hb> fot <he> bytts 
verify •not1 <ha> to <hb> for <he> bytes 
download fro• aux port to <h1) tor <he} bytes 
start proqrn at <ha} 

H 

en 

>I 

return to progr11 (�tr st�} 
configure disk systn 

jacks, the TI monitor cable is of no 
use. However, the Z80A card alone 
operates through the TI monitor cable, 
though it does not support color 
signals. 

Control keys are more important in 
CP/M than in the TI system. Control 
keys a:re used for a variety of purposes, 
ranging from accessing peripheral 
devices to sending a signal to the Z80A 
every time a user replaces a disk in one 
of his drives. Unlike much TI software, 
which uses the upper row as much as 
possible for control keys, the Z80A 
system spreads control keys across the 
keyboard. Getting used to the locations 
of the keys is one of the first things the 
new Z80A user must do, particularly if 
such applications software as Word 
Star is used. 

CP /M type operating systems are 
also quite dependent on the use of a 
reset switch. The reset switch on the 
Z80A card is located on the card and is 
difficult to reach. I:Iowever, it is possi
ble to rewire the switch, attaching it to 
a length of wire, and locating it at a 
convenient location for the user. 

The MRS operating system is easy to 
pick up for anyone familiar with 
CP/M-type systems. Those who know 

only the TI system can expect a period 
of trial and error learning. Unlike the 
TI operating system, which is ROM

based, the MRS and CP/M systems are 
software based, meaning that they 
have to be loaded from disk. 

The MRS system offers two types of 
commands: supervisor codes in the im
mediate (console) mode and user pro
gram command lines, called System 
Support Procedures (SSP). The former 
commands are limited and are used to 
set certain parameters within the MRS 
system and control system operation. 
The SSP is a collection of 22 utility 
programs. Each program is initiated 
through the use of a corresponding 
command. Here is a partial listing of 
commands and their functions: 
BOOT-vector to machine PROM

TYPE-display file 
PRINT -print file 
ERA-erase file from directory 
DIR-display disk directory 
SA VE-save user memory 
!NIT -initialize disk operating system
space
LOAD-load file into memory
PROTECT -write protect the disk or
file

(Please turn to Page 42) 
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FOUNDATION COMPUTING ZS0A CARD-

(Continued from Page 41) 

RELEASE-remove file write protec
tion 
PATCH-edit disk or file in hex 

As you can see, some of the com
mands are analogous to commands us
ed by the TI operating system. 

The 80-column card is based on a 
National Semiconductor NS455 chip 
and uses terminal emulation firmware 
provided by National Semiconductor. 
The card is ADM3A Data Terminal 
compatible, provides a 5x7 character 
font, operates at with full duplex from 
110 to 19.2K baud and include� a status 
line display on row 25. The card 
operates like a standard CRT terminal. 

Here is a simple explanation of how 
the 80-column card works. It is taken 
from the card's documentation: "Us
ing the 80 Column Card, a simple pro
gram running on the 99/4A can read 
the console keyboard and send ASCII 
characters to the 80CC interface. From 
there, characters are transmitted over 
an on-board RS232 line to an external 
computer (in this case, the Z80A card) 
and characters received back from the 
RS232 interface are displayed on the 
monitor.'' 

Those familiar with terminal 
emulators used by the TI will have an 
advantage when using the 80-column 
card because of their familiarity with 
the escape and control sequences used 
in telecommunications. 

Unlike operating a terminal 
emulator at even 1200 baud on the TI, 
the 80-column registers keyboard input 
virtually simultaneously with the press 
of the key. I noticed no lag time bet
ween the time I entered a character and 
the time it was displayed on the screen. 

Ease of Use: Learning a new com
puter and operating system is like star
ting over in computing. While a 
background in another computer 
system helps (regardless of brand) 
there's a lot of new ground to be 
covered. Don't expect to master this 
system overnight. However, most 
books on CP /M systems should be 
relevant to the MRS system. The big-

gest hurdle to clear is getting used to 
the use of control keys, and learning 
the various escape and control se
quences supported by the 80-column 
card. 

I gave this system a grade of "B" on 
the report card because I had a difficult 
time initially in getting it to work. I 
didn't have any mechanical problems, 
mind you, but until I finally got the 
SSP utilities loaded, I was never sure 
that I was doing things ·properly. In
variably, I was receiving error 
messages that weren't easy to decipher 
and even when I phoned Foundation 
and had a technician go with me step
by-step through the process I still 
wasn't sure that I had· everything under 
control. Part of the explanation for 
this is that the manual didn't include as 
much of a tutorial as I probably need
ed. 

Documentation: There are actually 
two manuals: the one that comes with 
the Z80A card and the one that comes 
with the 80-column card. 

The Z80A manual is more than 120 
pages long and is filled with informa
tion. The bulk of it deals with the MRS 
system and appears to have been writ
ten by the MRS authors. The introduc
tion and background material about 
the Z80A card itself appears to have 
been written by Foundation Com
puting. Both parts are quite well done, 
with the introduction being a cross bet
ween a tutorial and a guidebook. The 
introduction takes you step-by-step 
through the procedures for getting the 
system running, getting a disk format
ted, preparing the system for the 
operating system, etc. It is written in a 
colloquial voice and exhibits a 
refreshingly wry sense of humor. 
(Many computer manuals seem to be 
written by stuffed shirts.) 

While there is no way that a single 
manual can deal with everything in
volved in a computer system-just 
look at the number of manuals written 
for the Tl-this one provides a good 
start for would-be Z80A users. It in
cludes addresses of publishing houses 

and others who off er support for 
CP /M systems. 

The documentation that comes with 
the 80-column card is written in D/V 
80 format to be read and outputted to a 

printer by TI-Writer. It is not very 
long, but provides as much informa
tion as I wanted about the card and 
how to make it work. 

Compared to some of the manuals 
that TI produced, the documentation 
that comes with ,the Foundation system 
may not have deserved an "A" grade. 
But compared to manuals I'm familiar 
with designed for other computer 
systems, the "A" is well-earned. 

Value: If you're looking for an 
80-column, CP /M compatible com
puter that will work out of your TI
system, then this is the one. While
CP /M is no longer the most popular
operating system on the market, it does
support a variety of software, par
ticularly for business applications, that
is not otherwise available for the
TI99/4A. CP/M is also useful from a
programming and hobbyist stand
point, but definitely is limited when it
comes to general home use. You won't
find many first-rate games available in
CP/M.

While the cost of the Foundation 
system is high-and that's the primary 
reason I gave it a "B-" for value on the 
report card-the cost of software may 
be even higher. For those with par
ticular purposes in mind, I recommend 
pricing the type of software that would 
be used prior to deciding on going to 
CP /M. Obtaining software for the 
Z80A card is not simply a matter of 
walking into the corner computer store 
and pulling something off the shelf. 
Very few stores support CP /M, and 

those that do often are selling Kaypro 

computers. And they aren't likely to 
part with their software packages 

unless you buy their computers. 
Conversely, if you keep your ear to 

the ground you should be able to get in 
touch with a number of CP /M user 
groups that will help you obtain the 
software you need. As with the Tl, 

(Please turn to Page 48) 
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9900BASIC 

Not a compiler, but • • • 

By RON ALBRIGHT 

Why is it that programs written in 
the BASIC language on other machines 
run so much faster than the TI99/4A 
versions? For example, the incredibly 
popular Freeware terminal emulator 
program for the IBM, PC-TALK III, is 
written in BASIC. It runs extremely 
fast and supports 1200 baud data 
transmission. How can a program writ
ten in BASIC run so fast? 

The answer is that it runs in a "com
piled" object code form. After writing 
the program in BASIC format, the 
program is run through a compiler pro
gram which, for all intents and pur
poses, creates a "machine language" 
object code file which the computer 
can run much faster. With BASIC, the 
computer has to interpret each line 
before it executes it; in machine 
language, the computer needs no inter
pretation phase and can execute the 
program lines immediately. That is 
why programs written in BASIC-an 
easy language to learn but slow for the 
machine to execute-on other 
machines can still be fast. 

Texas Instruments did not provide 
us with the software for a BASIC com
piler. As usual, the third-party pro
ducers had to fill the gap. There have 
been a few attempts at providing com
pilers for our machine, but none have 
come to · fruition. (SST Software 
markets a compiler called Expanded 
BASIC Compiler.-Ed.) The pro
ducers at CSI Design Group will pro
bably disavow this review, since, clear
ly, in their documentation for 
9900BASIC, they make the statement 
"The 9900BASIC package is not a 
compiler and is not to be sold or other
wise implied as such." Please don't sue 
me, guys, but it is the closest thing yet 
to one for our machine. Secondly, I'll 
never learn assembly language and, 
with this package, I actually got some 
code originally written in BASIC up 
and running out of Editor/ Assembler. 
So, if it's not a compiler, it comes 
closer to fulfilling this function than 

Review 
Report Card 

Performance ................... B + 

Ease of u se .................... B 

Documentation ................ A 

Value ......................... A 

Final Grade .............•..... A -

Cost: $24.95 
Manufacturer: CSI Design Group, Box 

50150, St. Louis, MO. 63105 

Requirements: Console, monitor or 

te.Jevision, memory expan sion, 

Editor/ As sembler, Disk System. 

anything else. 
Performance: I think we should look 

at the 9900BASIC package as being 
two things. Of the most interest to me 
(since I do not know anything at all 
about assembly language programm
ing) is the Extended BASIC program 
supplied on the program disk called 
"Snapstart." There is a special section 
of the documentation about this in
novative program. 

CSI describes the program as "a tool 
that makes it easy to convert an ex
isting TI BASIC or Extended BASIC 
program into code compatible with 
9900BASIC." It is a first version of the 
program and it is limited in its abilities. 
First, as the documentation states, it 
will not handle "LET" statements, 
multi-statement lines (statements 
separated by double colons in Extend
ed BASIC), or arithmetic calculations. 
I have not, as yet, been able to convert 
a single pre-existing program to 
9900BASIC code using Snapstart, 
simply because of these major limita
tions. I hope the programmers at CSI 
Design continue to work on this par
ticular part of their package as I think 
it is the one of most potential value to 
99/4A owners. 

Despite its limitations, I still find the 

easiest way to get 9900BASIC code go
ing is to first write the program in 
BASIC, noting the above limitations 
and working around them. Then, list 
the program to disk, thus creating a 
Display/Variable 80 file. Next, run the 
Snapstart program, which then con
verts the D/V80 program listing to 
D/V80 source code (9900BASIC com
patible). Once the program has finish
ed running you can load the source 
code created into the E/ A Editor and 
see what has been produced. 

I have found that not only are the 
above limitations evident-if the 
Snapstart program hits a line that does 
not conform to its restrictions or it 
does not support, it will tag these lines 
in the source code with an "*"; these 
are like REM statements in BASIC; the 
assembler utility of El A will simply ig
nore these-but you also have to check 
the source code carefullyfor dropped 
variables. Snapstart has a nasty habit 
of leaving out variables needed for the 
9900BASIC statements and you have 
to go in and add them to the source 
code before you assemble it, or else er
rors result. But Snapstart will generate 
a debug file for you which will tell you, 
if in cryptic terms, why Snapstart fail
ed to interpret the program line. It 
helps. With the well-written manual 
that accompanies the program, and a 
little work (including studying the 
source code included with a nice demo 
program on the disk), you can usually 
solve the problems in your code. 

Despite the obvious shortcomings 
with Snapstart, I still think it was easier 
to write through BASIC, convert with 
Snapstart, and (often) extensively 
debug than to just write straight source 
code. 

If you know a bit about assembly 
language programming already, you 
can probably go straight to the Editor 
utility of El A and, with the 
9900BASIC manual, start writing 
code. 

(Plea se turn to Page 45) 
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Adventure Editor 

Play your own

By JEFFREY SHAW 
So, you've finished the Scott Adams 

adventures? Are you ready to move on 
to an even greater challenge? How 
about programming your own adven
tures using the adventure command 
module? 

The Adventure Editor allows just 
that. With this package, one can write 
his or her own adventures and list, edit 
and copy existing Scott Adams adven
tures. 

This package comes with two ver
sions: one using the Mini-Memory 
module ,  the  other ,  the  
Editor/ Assembler. The E/ A version 
was used for this review, though the 
features are identical for both versions. 

Adventures are programmed using a 
unique language called '' Adventure 
Programming Language.'' It is the 
programmer's job to handle the actual 
events of the game. The program and 
the adventure module do most of the 
"dirty work" (managing lists and 
pointers, etc.). Also, as any experienc
ed adventurer can imagine, much of 
the work of creating a game involves 
text data entry. It is this which we will 
discuss first. 

In creating a game, there are several 
lists which must be,entered. There are, 
for example, lists for verbs and nouns 
corresponding to the first and second 
word of commands, respectively. 
There is also a list of "messages." 
These messages are those that are 
printed as a result of a command. 
There are lists for descriptions of loca
tions, objects, the allowed exits from a 
location and many others. 

These lists are all accessed by a two
character mnemonics and the number 
of the element in the list. For example, 
the tenth message would be accessed as 
MIO. 

In general, it makes no difference 
where in a list one places a certain ele
ment. Lists of nouns and verbs do not 
have to be in alphabetical order. 
However, there are some restrictions if 

Review 
Report Card 

Performance .................. A 
Ease of Use .................... A-

Documentation ................ B -
Value ......................... A 
Final Grade ................... A 

Cost: $29.95 
Manufacturer: Tex-Comp, P .0. Box 
33084, Gr_anada Hills, CA 91344, (818) 
366-6631
Requirements: TI99/4A console; Mini

Memory version-cassette recorder;

Editor/ Assembler version-expansion

memory, disk system

"automatic" actions are to take place. 
For example, if one wishes the module 
to automatically take care of ''TAKE'' 
actions (checking to make sure that the 
object is visible to the player, making 
sure that the player doesn't have too 
much to carry, etc.), the verb for 
"TAKE" must be the tenth element of 
the list. 

Once the list is created, it is not 
possible to insert elements in it. It is 
only possible to add elements to the 
end of a list. This calls for considerable 
planning on the part of the adventure 
author! 

Let's now move to the Adventure 
Programming Language (A.P.L). It 
should be noted that prior programm
ing experience is almost a prerequisite 
for using the Adventure Editor. If one 
does not know some basic programm
ing concepts, it will be very difficult to 
master A.P .L. 

A.P .L. code is organized into blocks
which are numbered using a two
dimensional array. The first number in 
this array corresponds to the number 
of a verb in the verb list. The second 
number corresponds to a noun in the 
noun list. For example, the code to be 

games 
executed as a result of the command 
'' JUMP CLIFF'' would be placed in 
block (15, 15) if "JUMP" is verb 
number 15 and "CLIFF" is noun 
number 15. If a noun number of zero is 
used, action can be initiated by a com
mand consisting only of a verb, eg. 
''JUMP.'' 

In those blocks with a verb number 
of zero, all actions which must take 
place independently of the player's in
put are programmed. An example of 
this would be the storm in ''Savage 
Island I." In this block, one may in
clude a probability factor. This is used 
to determine the percent chance of a 
given action occurring. Thus, if there is 
to be a five percent chance of the 
adventurer getting struck by lighting 
each round of play, five would be 
entered. 

The A.P.L. commands are divided 
into two main classes. The action com

mands, which are always preceded by, 
an exclamation mark, generally initiate 
some action immediately upon being 
encountered. The conditional com

mands, which are always preceded by a 
question mark, are used to check on 
some condition. Commands exist to 
perform all the tasks associated with 
adventure games; display messages, 
manipulate objects, etc. 

One difficult feature of A.P .L. is the 
"IF" command. This statement works 
differently than BASIC when nested. It 
can be tricky until one gets the hang of 
it. 

A.P .L. also allows the use of
counters and flags. Counters can be us
ed for such tasks as keeping track of 
the number of moves or for initiating 
some action after a certain number of 
moves. However, counters are general
ly difficult to use. There is one "cur
rent" counter and six "stored" 
counters. Only one counter may be 
acted on at one time. To operate on 
another counter, the value in the cur
rent counter must be exchanged with 
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The second part of the 9900BASIC 
package can be thought of as a set of 
subroutines that an assembly language 
programmer can use to make his 
coding more efficient. By using the 
"Copy" directive of E/ A, the 
9900BASIC routines are assembled· 
right into your original source code 
and can make coding much more effi
cient. For example, the statement for 
creating a sprite and setting it into mo
tion through Extended BASIC is simp
ly: 

CALL SPRITE(#l ,42,7 ,50,45,0, 10) 
In 9900BASIC, it is equally simply: 

BLWP @SPRITE 
DAT A 1,42, 7 ,50,45 ,0, 10 

Using similar terminology, the 
package handles 38 other BASIC com
mands, including joystick routines, file 
handling, all sprite handling routines 
and sound. Further, 9900BASIC adds 
four scroll-screen routines for the four 
screen directions. 

Once the source code has been 
created, through either Snapstart or 
your own code, it is time to assemble it. 
(You must also have as the first lines of 
your source code "LWPI > 20BA" 
and the second line as "BLWP 
@INIT" .) You must have the "COPY 
DSK1.9900BASIC" as the last instruc
tion of your source code. Snapstart will 
do this automatically for you. (I men
tion these minutiae since I have no idea 
of the significance, and assembly pro
grammers might). 

In the assembly process, you load 
the assembler option from the E/ A 
disk and then, after responding with 
the name of your source code, off you 
go. It is a little weird to see your 20-line 
source code come out as 60-sector ob
ject code, but the copy command adds 
a big chunk to your program file. 

If you are lucky enough to get 
through the assembly process with no 
errors, you are ready to run the object 
code. But, again, with 9900BASIC it is 
not a direct process. Using the E/ A 3 
option, you first load the object file 
"COMPRESSED," then your. object 
file, then hit, enter, and enter 
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"START" as the program name. You, 
friend, have just written an assembly 
language program. 

Included with 9900BASIC is a utility 
to allow your object code to be run 
from Extended BASIC as well. A very 
useful feature. 

Documentation: The documentation 
comes as 48 full-sized pages, easily 
readable and very complete. A full 
page is devoted to each command, with 
examples. The manual assumes that 
you have a rudimentary knowledge of 
how the Editor/ Assembler module and 
disk work and how the Editor and 
Assembler utilities work. The most 
valuable piece_ of documentation I 
found was a listing of the source code 
for the demo program; that really 
helped. 

Ease of Use: If you have never used 
the Editor/ Assembler package, you 
will have a lot of reading and practice 
ahead. If you have a simple understan
ding of what source code is, what the 

ADVENTURE EDITOR-

(Continued from Page 44) 

the value of another, stored counter. 
This drawback was probably dictated 
by the structure of the adventure 
module. 

Flags are much easier to use. There 
are 32 flags, which can be either true or 
false. Flags are used to check on condi
tions or to initialize some action. Flag 
riumber 16 is reserved for the module 
and indicates whether the player's light 
has run out. (There is a reserved 
counter which the programmer may in
itialize to inicate how many moves the 
player has until his light runs out). 

The programmer may also create his 
own entry screen. This is the screen 
that appears before a game begins and 
is usually used to familiarize the player 
with the game. 

Ease of use: The programming en
vironment itself is generally easy to 
use. The editor program makes use of 
the text mode of the 99/4A. The screen 
is divided into three parts: the text 

assembler does and how to use it, then 
you will have no trouble following the 
9900BASIC documentation. That is all 
I had (have) and I got a program going 
in one afternoon. 

Value: Compilers (I. know, CSI, this 
isn't a compiler) for other machines 
sell, typically, for several hundred 
dollars. The price of this package as an 
introduction to the speed available to 
the assembly programmer for someone 
without the talent or desire to learn it 
otherwise, is a good one. I have gotten 
some silly sprites going in assembly 
language and the thrill of that has 
made the price well worth while. When 
I get to more complex programming, it 
will be a steal. 

As a footnote, I hope CSI Design 
Group recognizes the quality of its in
itial work and pursues the development 
of the Snapstart program to have it 
reach its true potential. Its enhance
ment could be a real boon to the 99/4A 
programmer. 

area, status line and echo line. The text 
area (upper 22 lines) is where list and 
code are actually entered. The status 
line shows the percent of memory used. 
The echo line is where commands are 
entered. These commands generally in
dicate what is to be typed in the text 
area; messages, list of objects, etc. Er
ror messages are also displayed in the 
status line. 

There are several pre-defined f unc
tion keys. These perform such tasks as 
de le ting characters ,  insert ing 
characters, positioning the cursor, etc. 
These keys usually correspond to the 
"standard" TI function keys (eg. 
FCTN 1 is the delete character com
mand). Unfortunately, there is no 
auto-repeat function. 

It should also be noted that pro
grams (code, lists, etc.) may be 
dumped to a printer. Be prepared to 
use a lot of printer paper, though! A 

(Please turn to Page 55) 
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Zyolog Castle contest 
Wayne Burgess, "The KEEPER of 

the Castle of Zyolog VII," announces 

a graphics contest in Extended BASIC 

without sprites. 

Entries must contain a castle 

somewhere in the background of fore

ground of the picture, Burgess says, 

because "my board takes on the fash

ion of a Mid-Evil Castle with the Main 

Menu set up as chamber rooms." 

Burgess says the program can either 

be uploaded to the Castle at (815) 

429-3533 or sent on a disk (which will

be returned) to him at 135 West Grove,

Sheldon IL 60966.

He says the winning program will be 

added to the Graphic Chamber and the 

author will receive a $50 gift certificate 

to be used for programs or hardware 

from the BBS Computer Store which is 

also in a chamber in the Castle. 

He says the system is set up on a 

Myarc 512K card, Disk Controller and 

RS232 card with a CorComp Triple 

Tech card. It has four DS/DD Teac 

drives which will become Quad density 

as soon as that feature is available, 

Burgess says. 

He says the board is set up for 

X/Modem file transfers and will be set 

up for TE II soon, with general and 

freeware download sections. The Cas

tle contains 13 message bases, a Game 

Room with three adventure games (he 

plans a graphic adventure soon, he 

says) and a Library. 

Burgess notes that "there are dif

ferent access levels that not all visitors 

will be able to obtain. Input to the pro

gram file and text file Chambers will 

gain each visitor higher access into the 

Castle." 

Law software offered 
An Alaska company announces legal 

software for  producing legal  

documents, available for use on the TI-

99/4A with either the Foundation 

ZS0A card or Morning Star Software 

CP/M card. 

According to officials of The Soft

ware Company, in all the programs a 

series of questions come on the screen 

and the user types in the answers. The 

computer is thus "given an autopilot" 

to process documents and pleadings 

more efficiently and simply, they say. 

In the Softwars® Series, a litigation 

series that produces various pleadings 

(e.g., Complaint, Answer) (\re 

Plead Gen, Motions and Discovery, 

each for $299.95. Bankruptcy Ch. 7 

(business), Ch. 11 and Ch. 13 are 

available for $299.95 each, while Ch. 7 

(non-business) is available for $199.95. 

Captions is priced at $99.95 and Ser

vice at $149.95. 

Three programs are available in the 

. FormAll® Series. They are Comp

Form, at $299.95, which allows the 

user to prepare a corporation, accord

ing to the manufacturer, in fewer than 

eight minutes, with Articles, By-Laws, 

Minutes of First Meeting and Stock 

Certificate. CorpRecord, which sells 

for $99. 95, allows the user to prepare 

Minutes of Directors' and/or Stock

holders' meetings, Corporate Resolu

tions, etc. Also available is GenForm 

for $299.95. 

OmniLex and OmniForm, in the 

OmniTask ® series, process the 

documents and pleadings already being 

used in an office via an automatic sys

tem. They sell for $199.95 apiece. 

For further information, contact 

The Software Company, P.O. Box 

872687, Wasilla, AK 99687 or (907) 

745-6267.

Handbook published 
The Programmers' Handbook of 

Computer Printer Commands has been 

published by Cardinal Point Incorpo

rated. 

The handbook, edited by Mary Lou 

East and Fred B. East presents code 

tables for models through 1984. The 

publishers say the book offers the 

escape and control programming codes 

necessary to activate more than 170 

daisy wheel or dot matrix printers. 

The book is divided alphabetically 

by manufacturer and subdivided by 

printer model. Codes are arranged by 

written code (ESC 3), hexidecimal 

equivalent (lB,33) and decimal equi

valent (27 ,51), with a brief description 

of the code function. A section lists 

names, addresses and phone numbers 

of all manufacturers listed in the book. 

There is also an index for daisy wheel 

printers and one for dot matrix 

printers. 

The 270-page book lists program

ming information for some or all of the 

personal printers manufactured by the 

following companies: 

Alphacom Inc., Amdek Corpora

tion, Anadex Inc., Antex Data 

Systems, Apple Computer Inc., BMC 

(U.S.A.) Inc., Blue Chip Electronics, 

Brother International Corporation, C. 

ltoh Electronics Inc., Cal-ABCO, 

Cardco Inc., Centronics Data Com

puter Corporation and Copa} (U.S.A.) 

Inc. 

Also, Dataproducts Inc., Datasouth 

Computer Corporation, Digital Equip

ment Corporation, Diablo Systems In

corporated, Dynax Inc., Epson Ameri

ca Inc., Fujitsu America Inc. and Geni

com Corporation. 

Also, Hewlett Packard, Integral 

Data Systems Inc., Juki Industries of 

America, Mannesmann Tally Corpora

tion, Micro Peripherals Inc., NEC 

Information Systems Inc., North At

lantic Industries Inc. Qantex Division, 

Okidata, Olympia (U.S.A.) Inc., Pan

asonic Industrial Company and 

Prim ages Inc. 

Also, Printronix Inc., Qume Cor

poration, Radio Shack, Ricoh Corpo

ration, Silver-Reed America Inc., Star 

Micronics Inc., Sumitronics Inc., Tex

as Instruments Incorporated, Toshiba 

America Inc. and Transtar by Vivitar. 

The publsishers say another volume 

is being prepared which will cover 

printers manufactured during 1985, in

cluding jet and color printers, which 

will update and add printer data for 

prior years if needed. 

The book sells for $37 .95, with a 25 

percent discount for orders of three or 

more books. (Indiana residents add 5

percent sales tax.) Shipping and handl-
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ing is $2 for one book with 80 cents 
charge added for each additional book. 

For further information, or to order, 
contact Cardinal Point Incorporated, 
P .0. Box 596, Ellettsville, IN 47429 or 
phone (812) 876-7811 Monday through 
Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. EST. 

Lotto Picker price cut 
Ridge Services of New York City an

nounces a price reduction to $29.95 for 
its Lotto Picker program. 

It also announces Release A 1.1 for 
Lotto Picker and Pro Football Ana
lyst. 

These programs are now available 
for the Commodore 64/ 128. They 
were previously available only for the 
TI99/4A, IBM-PC and other MS-DOS 
machines. 

Release Al. 1 of Pro Football 
Analyst, which is sold unprotected for 
$35, improves the screen information 
available to the user during the data in
put stage, according to the manufac
turer. 

Release Al .1 for Lotto Picker in
cludes the new California lottery and 
changes to Canada and New York's 
games. The manufacturers say the 
program generates a series of random 
plays for all Lotto-type games, dupli
cating the same process used by lottery 
commissions. Daily numbers and Pick 
4 selections can also be generated by 
Lotto Picker, according to Ridge Ser
vices. 

For further information, contact 
Ridge Services, 170 Broadway, Suite 
201, New York, NY 10038. 

Chemtutor released 
Chem tutor, a series of eight pro

grams designed for use in a basic chem
istry class (up to freshman college 
level), has been released by Datasys
tems of Oxnard, California. 

In each program, according to 
George Holod of Datasystems, the user 
may specify the number and type of 
problems to be solved, and at the e�d
of each session the average score will 
be displayed. Most of the programs 
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have a review section, and graphics are 
used where necessary. 

Chemtutor is available for the 
TI99/4A (Extended BASIC) for $70. It 
is available for the IBM PC (minimum 
configuration 256K, one disk drive, 
monochrome monitor) for $100. Pro
grams are also available separately for 
$15 each. 

For further information, contact 
Datasystems, 2301 Churchill Dr., Ox
nard CA 93033. 

Nor-Cal BBSes up 
The Nor-Cal TI Users Group in San

ta Rosa, California, has two bulletin 
board systems in operation. 

BBS-99 #3 in Petaluma operates at 
300/1200 baud from 2 p.m. to 9 a.m. 
PST. Phone number is (707) 762-6561. 

BBS-99#4 in Santa Rosa operates 24 
hours at 300 baud only. Phone num
ber is (707) 539-8492. 

Tigercub catalog 
Tigercub Software has published a 

new catalog, #6, in which an additional 
37 of the 140 programs are now offered 
in Extended BASIC versions. The 
catalog will be sent for $1, which is 
deductable from the first order. A 
Volume 2 of the Tigercub Tips disk has 
also been released, a full disk of 64 
programs, routines and files from the 
Tips newsletters #15 through #24. The 
price is $15 postpaid, or Volumes 1 and 
2 may be purchased for $27. 

For further information or to order, 
write Tigercub Software, 156 Coll
ingwood Ave., Columbus OH 43213. 

Navarone moves 
Navarone Industries, formerly of 

Sonora, California, has moved. 
New address for the firm is 11836 

Judd Court, Suite 304B, Dallas, TX 
75243. New phone number is (213) 
437-1118.

Will Hadley, director of marketing
for the firm, said the move was made 
in connection with a business merger. 

Nebula game offer 
Nebula Technologies has reduced 

the price of their CIT ADEL adventure 
game from $17 .95 to $14.95 and in
cludes a free METEROIDS arcade 
game with each purchase of 
CITADEL. 

In CIT ADEL the player ventures in
to a three-level deep cavern seeking the 
quest item his king has sent him to 
find. Before each quest the user is al
lowed to visit the store and purchase 
weapons and armor. On the quest, the 
player will find traps, treasures, po
tions, scrolls, magical weapons and 
more than 50 different hungry 
monsters. 

CIT ADEL has a save character 
feature that allows the user to save his 
surviving characters to diskette or 
cassette. As the character progresses, 
he/she will face tougher monsters and 
traps. The diskette version allows the 
saving of a game so the user can con
tinue a game any time in the future. If 
a character completes enough adven
tures and reaches level 10, he/she is eli
gible to be placed in the CIT ADEL 
CHARACTER REGISTRY. 

In METEOROIDS the player is the 
pilot of a space ship whose mission is 
to clear away space of debris and alien 
saucers. 

Both games require the TI99/4A and 
the Extended BASIC cartridge. They 
do not require memory expansion. 

CIT ADEL and a free 
METEOROIDS are available on cas
sette or diskette direct from Nebula 
Technologies for $14.95. A free cata
log can also be obtained from Nebula 
Technologies, P.O. Box 48915, Niles, 
IL 60648. 

Newsbytes is a column of general informati n 

for TI99/ 4A users. It includes product n

nouncements and other items of interest. T'1"" 

publisher does not necessarily endorse produ, 

listed in this column. Vendors and others are en

couraaed to submit items for consideration. 

Items submitted will be verified by the �taff 

before Inclusion and edited to fit the N '\\ ·byte� 

format. Ma.ii items to: MICROpfn� , P .0. 

Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680, 
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ACCEPTable 

The following tip on using the AC

CEPT statement comes from the 

Atlanta (Georgia) 99 Computer User 

Group. 

Those with Extended BASIC can in

put up to 255 characters using the AC

CEPT statement. The command may 

be used in the programming or com

mand modes. The only restriction is is 

that te SIZE and AT options not be us

ed. Of course, as a result of not using 

the AT option, the ACCEPT statement 

accepts data at the bottom of the 

screen and scrolls upward with each 

line as if using the INPUT command. 

An example of the use of ACCEPT is 

this: 

1000 ACCEPT BEEP:X$ 

The Georgians suggests that the use 

of ACCEPT has greatest use in text 

processing applications. 

Create-A-Cursor 

Adam Dray, of the Penn Ohio 99/ A 

Home Computer Users Group, has an 

interesting program that runs out of 

Extended BASIC that is used to change 

the shape of the cursor. It does this 

though the use of an drawing easel 

composed of eight rows by eight col

umns. The program is similar to a 

variety of simple character generators 

except that whatever you create will be 

ZSOA CARD-

(Continued from Page 42) 
most of your purchases will probably 

be made via mail-order. 

Having spent nearly $600 on the 

Foundation system, am I happy with 

it? Yes and no. Yes, it does exactly 

what I was told it would do. And I am 

happy about that. But no, I'm not 

obsessed with the Z80A system and 

have developed little inclination to 

really get into CP/M. The Foundation 

system is a great product, but I'm not 

sure what I'm going to do with it. 

Now, if only the SO-column card 

would work with my TI99/4A .... 

displayed in the shape of the cursor. 

Each dot in the 64-character matrix is 

turned on or off using the "S" or "D" 

keys, respectively. Pressing the enter 

key at the end of each row advances the 

cursor to the next row. After reaching 

the last dot, the program prompts you 

to edit the design or proceed. You may 

use any of the BASIC editing functions 

at any time while creating the cursor, 

including the left and right arrow keys, 

the delete, insert and erase keys. 

When finished with the design, the 

program calculates the codes that in 

turn may be inserted in an Extended 

BASIC program (with memory expan

sion). 

Next, the program displays a list of 

four options. They are: "D", changes 

the cursor to the pattern you've just 

created; "N", return to the cursor 

definition screen; "S", reset the stan

dard cursor; "Q", quit the program. 

Here is the program: 

100 CALL CLEAR 
110 CALL INIT 

120 Q$= 11 ," 

130 CALL CHARPATC83,X$):: CA 

LL CHAR(115,X$) 

140 CALL CHARPATC68,X$):: CA 

LL CHARC100,X$) 

150 CALL CHARC83,RPT$( 11F 11,16 

)) 

160 CALL CHARC68, 110 1

1) 

170 CALL CHAR(35,RPT$( 11 55AA" 

'4) ) 

180 ! ***SET SCREEN 

190 CALL SCREENC5) 
200 FOR A=O TO 14 
210 CALL COLOR<A,16,6) 

220 NEXT A 

230 DISPLAY ATC5,8): 11 CURsOR 

definition" 

240 DISPLAY ATC10,9): 11by AdA 

M dRAY" 

250 DISPLAY AT< 10, 9): 11###### 

####" 

260 FOR A=ll TO 18 

270 DISPLAY AT<A,9): 11# 

280 NEXT A 

290 DISPLAY AT<19,9): 11###### 

####" 

3(H) DISPLAY AT (21, 1): 11 s = 

ON (S) / d = off (D) 11 

310 DISPLAY AT (23, 1>: 1
1 d$L, 

INs, ERA, FCT s, FCT d" 

320 ! ***INPUT BIN. CODES 
330 FOR A=l TO 8 

340 ACCEPT ATCA+10,10)SIZE<-

8) VALIDATE ( 11SD 11

): V$ CA)

350 NEXT A

360 DISPLAY AT (21, 1>: 11 dO YO

U WisH TO EdIT? N"

370 DISPLAY AT (23, 1): 11
11

380 ACCEPT AT(221,25>SIZE<-1

) VAL !DATE ( 11YN11): E$

390 IF E$= 11

Y
11 THEN 300 

400 DISPLAY ATC21,1):"" 
410 DISPLAY AT(21,6): "EWORKI 

NG . . • . II 

420 ! ###CONV 1 T TO BIN. 0&1 
430 FOR A=l TO 8 

440 IF V$(A)= 111' THEN V2$(A)= 

RF'T$( 11 0 11,8):: GOTO 500 

450 FOR B=l TO 8 

460 Z$=SEG$(V$(A>,B,1) -

470 IF Z$= 1
1 S

11 THEN 2$="1" EL 

SE 2$= 1

1 0" 

480 V2$(A)=V2$(A)&Z$ 

490 NEXT B 

500 NEXT A 

510 ! ***CONV'T BIN. TO DEC. 

520 DISPLAY AT (21, 1): 11 11 

530 DISPLAY AT (21, 1): "COdEs: 
II • • 
' ' 

540 FOR A=l TO 8 

550 FOR B=1 TO 8 

560 EXPON=8-B 

570 Z$=SEG$(V2$(A>,B,1> 
580 Z=VAL(Z$)*2AEXPON 

590 V(A)=V<A>+Z 

600 NEXT B 

610 IF A=B THEN Q$= 11

11 

620 PRINT STR$(VCA))&Q$; 

630 NEXT A 

640 ! ***PRINT DEC. CODES 

650 FOR A=T TO 20 :: DISPLAY 

AT (A' 1) : II II 
: : NEXT A

660 � ***SET MENU 

670 CALL CHARSET 

680 FOR A=O TO 14 :: CALL CO 

LOR(A,16,6):: NEXT A 
690 DISPLAY AT(8,l): 11

d dEFI 
NE CURsOR 11 

700 DISPLAY AT(10,1): 11N CRE 

ATE NEW CURsOR" 

710 DISPLAY ATC12,1):"Q QUI 

T" 
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720 DISPLAY AT(14,1): 11 S STA 
NDAF.:D CUF.'SOR I

I 

73(1 DI SPLAY AT ( 18, 3) : 11 YOUFt'. C 
HOICE') d" 
740 ACCEPT AT(18,19)SIZE(-1) 
VALIDATE ( "DNQS"): C$ 
750 IF C$=11 N 11 THEN GOSUB 890 
:: GOTO 100 
760 IF C$=11 S 11 THEN FLAG=l :: 
GOTO 790 

770 IF C$= 11 0 11 THEN CALL CLEA 
R : : END 
780 1 *** DEFINE.CURSOR 
790 CALL LOAD<8196,63,248) 
800 CALL LOAD(16376,67,85,82 
, S:3 , 7 9 , 82 , 4 8, 8 ) 

810 IF FLAG=l THEN GOTO 960 
820 FOR ADD=12288 TO 12295 
830 CALL LOADCADD,VCADD-1228 
7)) 

840 NEXT ADD 
850 CALL LOAD(12296,2,0,3,24 
0,2,1,48,0,2,2,0,B,4,32,32,3 
6,4,91) 

860 CALL LINK < 11 CUF:SOR 11 ) 
870 GOTO 660 
880 � ###RE-INIT. ROUTINE 
890 FOF: A=l TO 8 
900 V$ (A), V2$ (A) = 1111 

910 V<A>=O 
920 NEXT A 
930 Q$= 11 ," 

940 FLAG=O 
950 F:ETLJRN 
960 � ###STAND. CURSOR 
970 CALL LOAD<12288,0,124,12 
4,124,124,124,124,124) 

980 GOTO 850 

Joystick loader 
Herb Burgett, of the Manasota 

Users Group of Manasota, Florida, 

has created a loader program that uses 
a joystick to select programs for 

loading. It requires a disk system to 

work. The program can be adapted to 

display a selection of several programs 

for loading by changing the program 

names starting at line 1030 and by 

changing the names of the programs in 

the RUN command starting at line 

1160. Here is the program: 
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100 ! ********JOYSTICK REMOT 
E CONTF:OL:t :+: l * :t * * 
105 1 ***BY HERB BURGETT*** 
110 bOSUB 5000 
130 DISPLAY AT(9,8): 11 USER FR 
I ENDL y II: : II JOYS TI CK F-:EMOTE 
CONTROL II : : II TOUCH THE FIR 

E BUTTON": : II TO DISPLAY THE 
NEXT SCREEN 11 

140 CALL KEY11,K,S>:: KE=S: 
: CALL KEY<2,K,S):: KE=KE+S 
:: IF KE<l THEN 140 

145 GOSIJB 5000 
150 DISPLAY AT(5,2): 11 PROGRAM 

MENUS l�ILL PERMIT": : II JOYS 
TI CK CURSOR AL I GNMENT" : : 11 FD 
F: REMOTE PROGRAM SELECT I ON 11 
160 DISPLAY AT(16,3):" RELEA 
SE THE ALPHA LOCK II : II AND PF:E 
SS FIRE TO PROCEED" 
200 CALL KEY(1,K,S):: KE=S: 

: CALL KEY(2,K,S):: KE=KE+S 
:: IF KE<l THEN 200 

210 GOSUB 5000 
1000 REM THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS 
YOU TO USE THE JOYSTICKS TO 
TRANSFER PROGRAM COMMAND 

1020 DISPLAY AT (2, 5): 11 ALIGN 
CURSOR FOR SELECTION" 
1030 DISPLAY AT<6,2): "-----
"; ''PROGRAM (+) II 

1040 DISPLAY AT(ll,2): 11
----

- 11 ; 11 PF:OGRAM (-) II 

1050 DISPLAY AT(16,2): 11
----

-1 1 ; "PROGRAM ( X) 11 
1060 DISPLAY AT<21,2): 11

----

-"; 1 1 F'ROGRAM (-:-) II 

1070 CALL CHAR(128,"00FFEOFO 
EOFOEOF11 ) 
1080 CALL SPRITE<#1,i28,2,28 
,40) 

1090 CALL JOYST(1,X1,Y1):: C 
ALL JOYST(2,X2,Y2) 
1100 CALL MOTION(#1,-6*CY1+Y 
2), 0) 

1110 CALL KEY C 1, K, S) : : IF K= 
18 THEN CALL POSITION(#l,X,Y 
) ELSE CALL KEY<2,K,S):: IF K 
=18 THEN CALL POSITION(#1,X, 
Y) ELSE 1090
1120 IF X<50 THEN 1160
1130 IF X>50 AND X<100 THEN
1170
1140 IF X>50 AND X<150 THEN
1180 

1150 IF X>150 THEN 1190 
11 bO RUN II DSK 1 . INDEX 11 

l 170 RUN 11 DS�:::1. 28COLCONV"
1180 PRINT 11 LINE 700" : : PRI
NT 11 /= 11 ;X :: GOTO 1090
11 90 PF: I NT II LI NE 800 11 : : PR I
NT 11X=11 ;X :: GOTO 1090
5000 CALL CLEAR:: CALL SCRE
EN(12):: CALL COLOR(13,5,16)

: : CALL HCHAR (24, 1, 129, 64)::
CALL VCHAR<l,32,129,48):: R 

ETUF:N 

Insanity 
The following program may drive 

you crazy, but you'll probably give up 

for endangering your sanity. It requires 

Extended BASIC and a joystick. It has 

appeared in a number of newsletters, 

including the Southern California 

Computer Group newsletter, The 

Computer Voice. 

The object is very simple: try to ver

tically align four colored blocks. 

Sounds simple, doesn't it? It ain't. 

Here's the program: 

1 REM********************** 
2 REM *INSANITY BY G. MINE□•

3 REM* * 

4 REM *WESTMEGO, LA * 

5 REM* * 

6 REM* * 

7 REM********************** 
8 CALL CLEAR 
9 DISPLAY AT ( 12, 1): 11 INSANITY 
II 

10 DISPLAY AT ( 15, 1): "LIKE TH 
E NAME SAYS, USE YOUR" 
11 DISPLAY AT< 17, 1): "JOY STD 
CKS TO PUT 'EM Lil<E"

12 DISPLAY AT<19,1): "YOU FOU 
ND 'EM. GOOD LUCK!" 
13 DISPLAY AT (23, 1): 11 PRESS 
ANY KEY. TO BEGIN" 
14 CALL KEY<O,K,S):: IF S=O 
THEN 13 
15 CALL CHARC42,"FFFFFFFFFFF 
FFFFF") 
16 CALL MAGNIFY(2) 
17 CALL CLEAR 
18 DISPLAY AT(1,12): 1

1 INSANIT 
Y" 

19 CALL SPRITE(#l,42,5,96,12 
(Please turn to Page SO) · · 
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8) 

20 CALL SPRITE(#2,42,9,112,1 
28) 
21 CALL SPRITEC#3,42,11,B0,1 
28) 
22 CALL SPRITEC#4,42,16,128, 
128) 
23 CALL JOYST<l,Y,X) 
24 CALL MOTION(#2,-20*X,20*Y 

26 CALL MOTION(#3,-20*X,20*Y 
) 

27 CALL MOTION(#4,-20*X,20*Y 
) 

28 GOTO 23 
29 REM IT CAN BE DONE! 
30 REM REPRINTED FROM SAN FR 

ANCISCO 99ERS NEWSLETTER 

Screen colors 
The following program allows users 

to change screen and border colors by 
inputting the respective color codes. It 
was done by Larry Bantley with 
modifications by John Behnke. It ap
peared in the Chicago Tlmes, the 
newsletter of the Chicago Users 
Group. It requires Extended BASIC 
and a memory expansion. The colors 
selected will last until the computer is 
returned to the title screen or the pro
gram is run again. 

Here is the program: 

100 !+++++++++++++++++++++! 
110 "XB SCREEN COLOR"

120 !By Larry Bantley with! 
130 !modifications by John! 
140 !Behnke Will change 
150 !your screen display 
160 !to your choice while 
170 !in command mode. 
180 !Requires 32K Memory 
190 !+++++++++++++++++++++! 
200 CALL CLEAR 
210 INPUT "Border Color (1-1 
6)? 11:A 

220 INPUT "Screen Col or ( 1 
-16)? 11:B 
230 CALL CLEAR 
240 C=<B-l)+(A-1)

250 CALL INIT :: CALL LOAD<9 

+A,4,32,32)
260 CALL LOAD(9999,48,2,0,B,
0,2,1,39,0,2,2,0,B,4,32,32,3
6,2,0,B,B,4)
270 CALL LOAD(10021,32,32,36
,2,0,8,16,4,32,32,36,2,0,8,2
4,4,32,32,36,4,91)
280 CALL LOAD(-31804,39,8)::

CALL LOAD(-31952,255,231,25 
5, 2�-1) 

40-column display
The following article and programs 

appeared in the Call Newsletter pro
duced by the Atlanta 99/4A Computer 
Users Group. It was written by Roy T. 
Tamashiro, Ed.D. 

I have often wanted to use a 
40-column screen in a BASIC program
because you can put 43 percent more
text on it than on the normal
28-column screen in BASIC. However,
the 40-column screenis not available in
TI-BASIC or Extended BASIC, even
though a 40-column screen is present in
the TI99/4A ROM. The program
below makes it possible to create and
implement programs in Extended
BASIC on a 40-column screen. A
memory expans10n and cassette or disk
system are required.

To access the 40-column screen, type 
in and save the program ''Forty
column Text Screen for X-BASIC". 

Then compose a program for the 
40-column screen-examine the sample
program (below) for ideas.

To turn on the 40-column screen in 
your program, use the instruction 
CALL LINK("FORTY"). 

You may continue to use most of the 
Extended BASIC instructions, with the 
following substitutions: 

CALL CLEAR-CALL LINK("CLS' 

') 
INPUT, LINPUT or ACCEPT AT
CALL LINK("INPUT" ,ROW&(l-24) 
,COLUMN&(l-40),String Variable 
PRINT or DISPLAY AT -CALL LIN 
K("DISPL" ,ROW&(l-24),COLUMN 
&(1-40),String Variable 
CALL COLOR, CALL SCREEN-C 

ALL COLORS(Foreground,Backgrou 
nd) 

If you wish to change the colors of 
the characters on the screen, add lines 
16000-16020 in the sample program as 
the last routine in your program. This 
makes it possible to use the above 
CALL COLORS instruction. Use the 
BASIC color codes (1-16) to designate 
foreground and background colors.) 

Do not use SPRITE instructions 
(CALL SPRITE, CALL MAGNIFY, 
CALL COINC, etc.) on the 40-column 
screen. Other instructions such as 
CALL HCHAR and GCHAR work. 
However, since they are oriented 
toward a 32-column screen, their loca
tions on a 40-column screen may be 
confusing. 

To return to the 32-column screen in 
Extended BASIC, enter CALL 
LINK("BSCRN"). Be sure to use this 

· instruction when exiting the 40-column
program, otherwise the program may
not be visible on the screen. (See line
200 in the sample program.)

Note that the new INPUT and 
DISPLAY instructions use string 
variables only. Numeric variables must 
be converted before or after these 
CALLs. For example, to DISPLAY a 
numeric variable, use the following 
model: 
210 N = 1 :: N$ = STR$(N) :: CALL 
LINK("DISPL" ,24, l ,N$) 

In this example, the value in N, 
which is 1, is converted to the string 
variable N$ and displayed at row 24, 
column 1.) 

Or, to INPUT a numeric variable, 
try this: 
230 CALL LINK(''INPUT'' ,24,l,N$) 
:: N=VAL(N$) 

In this example, a number is ac
cepted at row 24, column 1 and assign
ed to N. 

To RUN your program, first load 
and RUN the Forty-Column Text 
Screen for X-BASIC, then load and 
RUN your program. As long as you do 
not use CALL INIT or load another 
.�sembly language program you may 
run your program without reRUNning 
the 40-column text program. 

(Please turn to Page 51) 
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100 ********************* 

110 * FORTY-COLUMN TEXT*
120 * SCREEN FOR XBASIC *

130 ********************* 

140 AUTHOR: ROY T. TAMASHI 
RO, ED.D. 
150 � DECEMBER 1984, XBASIC, 

W/MEMORY EXPANSION 
160 REM 
170 CALL INIT 
180 CALL LOAD<8196,63,216):: 

CALL LOAD(16344,66,83,67,82 
,78,32,50,108,68,73,83,80,76 
,32,48,190) 
190 CALL LOAD<16360,73,78,80 
,85,84,32,49,36,67,76,83,32, 
32,32,48,78,70,79,82,84,89,3 
2,48,38) 
200 CALL LOAD<12288,8,31,16, 
0,50,190,0,0,0,0,1,108,51,18 
s,o,o,o,o,o,o,2,12,so,116 > 
210 CALL LOAD<12312,215,32,4 
7,190,215,32,47,191,i3,0,1,1 
08,2,107,2,224,131,224,2,1,2 
40, 129,216, U 
;20 CALL LOA0(12336,131,212, 
216, 1, 140, 2, 6,193,216, 1, 140, 
2, 2, 1,245,135,216, 1, 140, 2, 6, 
193,216,1) 
230 CALL LOAD(12360,140,2,4, 
96,48,86,2,224,48,0,6,160,48 
, 98, 4,224, 131, 124, 2,224, 131, 
224,4,96) 
240 CALL LOAD(12384,0,112,4, 
192,2,1,128,0,4,32,32,32,5,1 
28,2,128,3,192,22,250,4,91,2 
' 1) 

250 CALL LOAD(12408,0,1,4,19 
2,4,32,32,12,200,32,131,74,4 
B,36,192,224,48,36,2,67,0,25 
5,2,2) 
260 CALL LOADC12432,255,216, 
2,34,0,40,6,3,22,252,200,2,4 
8,34,2,1,0,2,4,192,4,32,32,1 
2) 
270 CALL LOAD(12456,200,32,1 
31,74,48,36,192,96,48,36,2,6 
5, o, 255, 6, 1, 168, 1, 48, 34, 4, 91 
,2,224) 
280 CALL LOADC12480,48,0,6,1 
60,48,118,2.1.255.0.216.1.50 
' 189' 2' 1 ' 0' 3' 4' 1 92' 2' 2' 50 � 18 
9) 
290 CALL LOAD<12504.4.32.32, 
20,4,197,209,96,50,iB�,6:19i 

,2,6,50,190,192,32,48,34,6 1 
60,49,28) 

. ' 

300 CALL LOAD(1?�?8 4 19� 19 �--� . . ·-·• ,., 86 ,., ?? 96 1·, 4 -,.,·-� ..:.. , , ..:.. , ·-' ..... , , - , , .,::, ..:.. , . .::, ..::. , 3 2 • 5 , 
128,6,160,49,28,6,5,19�9.�.i
93) . . . 

310 CALL LOAD(l?SS? ? �� 96 .... ...,..., ..... ' .... '._,._,' ' 
0,4,32,32,32,5,198,5.128 6 5

,.,,., ,.,� 
. . . . ' ' 

,..:....:..,..:..�6,4,96,48,86,2 128 � 1
92) 

' '._ ' 

320 CALL LOADC12576,21,251,4 
, 91, 2,224, 48, 0, 2, 2, 1, 0, 2, 1, 3 
2,0,216,129,50,190,6,2,22,25 
2) 
330 CALL LOAD(12600,6,160,48 
,11s,2,1,o,255,192,32.4s.34, 
160, 64, 2,129, 3,192, 18� 2, 2, 1 � 
3, 192) 
340 CALL LOAD(12624.200,1 48 
,36,4,196,193,64,2,i,32�0:21 
7,1,50,191,2,1,126,0,4,32,32 
,32) 
350 CALL LOAD<12648,2,1,5,0, 
216, 1,131,116, 6, 160, 50, 34, 21 
6,32,131,117,48,32,4,193,208 
,96, 131,117) 
360 CALL LOAD(12672,192,5,2, 
129, 13, 0, 22, 18, 2, 1 , 128, 0, 4, 3 
2,32,32,4,224,131,124,4,192, 
2, 1) 
370 CALL LOAD<12696,0,3,6,19 
6,216,4,50,190,2,2,50,190,4, 
32,32,16,4,96,48,86,2,129,7, 
0) 
380 CALL LOAD(12720,22,13,2, 
1, 32, o, 217, 1, 50, 191, 2, 33, 96, 
0,4,32,32.32,6,0, 6.4,22. 245) 
390 CALL �□A6<i274�,�,9�,49, 
36, 2, 129, 8, 0, 22, 1 7, 2, 1 , 32, 0, 
217,1,50,191,2,33,96,0,4,32) 
400 CALL LOAD(12768,32,32,6, 
0,6,4,128,32,48,34,18.181,5, 
132,5,128,4,96,49,86,2,129,9 
'0) 
410 CALL LOAD(12792,22,2,2,1 
'32' 0' 2' 129' 32' ()' 1 7' 169' 21 7'
1,50,191,2,33,96,0,4,32,32,3 
2) 
420 CALL LOAD(12816,5,132,5, 
128,136, o, 48, 36, 18, 158, 6, o, 6 
,4,4,96,49,86,4,193,2,0,32,0 
) 

430 CALL LOAD<12840,2,2,255, 
o, 4, 32, 32, 28, 144, 32, 131, 124, 
19,26, 144,160,131,117, 19,243 
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,2,3,0,5) 
440 CALL LOADC12864,6,3,2,1, 
9,192,6,1,22,254,4,32,32,28, 
144, 32,131, 124, 19, 11,144,160 
,131,117) 
450 CALL LOADC12888,19,228,4 
,32,32,28,192,195,22,239,152 
,32,48,32,131,117,22,220,4,9 
1,2,224,48,0) 
460 CALL LOAD(12912,6,160,48 
,98,2,0,3,0,4,193,4,32,32,32 
,5,128,2,128,3,192,22,250,2, 
0) 
470 CALL LOADC12936,224,1,21 
6,0,131,212,6,192,4,32,32,48-
,2,o,3,32,4,32,32,48,2,0,7,2 
3) 
480 CALL LOAD(12960,4,32,32, 
48, 2, O, B, O, 2, 1, 16, o, 4, 32, 32, 
32,5,128,2,128,8,31,22,250) 
490 CALL LOAD(12984,4,96,48, 
86,0,255,0,32,32) 
100 REM *SAMPLE PROGRAM* 
110 CALL LINK("FORTY•) 
120 CALL LINK( ° CLS"):: CALL 
LINK(·DISPL R ,1,15,RHELLO THE 
":E ll ) 
130 CALL L1 NK (•DI SPL a , 10, 1 , • 

FOREGROLND COLOR--ENTER 1-16 
: n ) 

140 CALL LINK( 11 INPUT 8 , 10 ,35,

F$):: F=VAL(F$) 
1 5 0 CALL LI N K ( • D I SP L • , 1 2 , 1 , • 
BACKGROUND COLOR--ENTER 1-16 
: . ) 
160 CALL LINK(• INPUr ■ 

, 12, 35, 
8$):: B=VAU 8$) 
170 CALL COLORS<F,B) 
180 CALL LINK(•DISPL H ,23,1,ft

ENTER (1) TO GO Cf\J; OR (2) T

0 EXIT:•) 
190 CALL LINK( 11 INPUT·, 23, 38, 

K$):: IF K$= 11 1• THEN 120

200 CALL LINK(•BSCRN•):: END 

16000 SUB COLORS<F,B)

16010 CALL LOAD<12350,16*<F-
1 ) + ( 8-1 ) ) : : C.ALL LINK ( • FORTY 
II ) 

16020 SUBEND 

User Notes is a column of tips and ideas 

designed to help readers put their home com

puters to better use. The information provided 

here comes from many sources, including TI 

home computer user group newsletters. 
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Freeware policies 

This page is a regular feature of MICROpendium that is 
published every other month. MICROpendium makes no claims 
as to the validity of any Freeware offer, nor is there any 
guarantee that any software will be suitable for any purpose. 

FREEWARE REQUIREMENTS 

-disks sent for freeware must be initialized; 
-unless otherwise stated, you must include a stamped, self-
addressed return mailer to receive the Freeware; 
-be patient, those offering Freeware are not doing it for a pro
fit; 
-report any problems you have to MICROpendium. 

Software updates 
MICROpendium is offering file updates for Tl-Writer and Microsoft Multiplon. Also offered at no 

charge is Super Bugger and on Extended BASIC loader for Tl-Forth. 
The Tl-Writer enhancements offer new printer defoults and true lowercase letters. Multiplon 

enhancements include on auto-repeating cursor that speeds up program operation. The Forth 
loader allows Tl-Forth to be used with Extended BASIC rather than the Editor/Assembler. Super Bug-· 
ger is on improved version of Tl-Debugger 

Tl-Writer and Multiplon updates all fit on a single-sided disk. Super Bugger will fit on a single
sided disk.· All three will fit on a double-sided diskette. The Forth loader requires a single-sided 
diskette. Order the Forth loader seporotely from the updates and SBUG. Send the appropriate 
number of diskettes to Freewore, c/o MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. 

Tl-Forth is also available. The cost is $20 and includes the 232-poge manual, the system disk with 
screens, a demo disk, postage and packaging. Purchasers ore asked to include two initialized 
single-sided diskettes. MICROpendium will supply a third disk contoining'the source code for Tl
Forth at no extra charge. 

To order, send check or money order and two diskettes to Forth, c/o MICROpendium, P.O. Box 
1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. 

Free access library 
Amnion Helpline is offering Tl users its Free Access Library of public domain software. The library 

consists of 10-4 diskettes filled with programs for the Tl99/4A. 
The library is operated as a non-profit entity by Dr. Guy-Stefan Romano, director of Amnion 

Helpline. The helpline is a free information service for Tl users who hove questions about products 
and other aspects of home computing. 

The library provides "volumes" of programs. There ore 37 diskettes, or volumes, of games; 10 
diskettes of graphics-oriented programs; 16 music-oriented diskettes; 14 diskettes of learning 
materials in many categories; eight diskettes of financial and business programs; seven diskettes of 
technical, scientific and statistical programs; six diskettes of personal and home use programs; and 
6.5 diskettes with miscellaneous programs ranging from baseball statistics to programming utilities. 
There ore also a limited number of Pascal and Forth programs available. 

Volumes ore $5 each. The cost includes the single-sided diskette, mailer and postage. Users may 
send their own diskettes and return postage and mailer and c;,btoin volumes for $2.50 each. Romano 
asks that users send no money until writing for information, as there ore programs for which no co
pying fee is charged. 

Volumes on double-sided diskettes ore $8, $4 if the purchaser sends a diskette, mailer and 
postage. 

All programs may be copied and redistributed freely as long as no charge is mode for them. 
The library also will supply particular programs to fit specific purposes to any user who sends on 

initialized diskette with return mailer and postage. Enclose a note describing the type of program 
desired. Amnion will return the diskette with programs that fit the description. 

Users ore encouraged to donate programs to the library. There is no poyment. Include a note 
stating that the program submitted is to be placed in the public domain. 

Order forms for software volumes ore available from the library. For more information, contact 
Amnion Helpline at (415) 753-5581 from 9 o.m. to 4 p.m. (Pacific time) or write to 116 Corl St., Son 
Francisco, CA 94117. 

Weather forecaster 
Gory Cox offers two programs. The first is called "Weather Forecaster," and Cox says it will 

forecast the weather for any place in the U.S. "with what I think of as a fair degree of accuracy." 
The second is a game called "Lawnmower" in which the user tries to mow the yard while his ir
ritable neighbor tries to kill him and a dog tries to bite him. "Weather Forecaster" requires Extend
ed BASIC, 32K and a disk system. "Lawnmower" requires Extended BASIC; speech synthesizer is op
tional. Cox soys he asks $5 for the two programs "if the users think they ore worth it. However, 
regardless of whether or not I receive any money I encourage people to copy and distribute my pro
grams." 

Those interested moy send on initialized disk, mailer and return postage to Gory Cox, 3174' 
Melbourne, Memphis, TN 38127. 

Free Utilities 
Donny Michael, of Route 9, Box -46(), Florence, AL 35630, hos a freewore screen dump and a pro

gram called Neotlist. 
The screen dump, now in version 3, js written in assembly language and is unprotected. It re

quires XBASIC or will work out of console BASIC using E/A or MMM. It works with Epson/Gemini
type printers. The program includes instructions and fully commented source code. It will print the 
screen in o choice of 6 modes. 

Neotlist is on assembly longuoge utility for XBASIC programmers. Neatlist produces on orderly 
listing of progroms that con be a time-saver rn debugging ond modifying programs. The progrom 
allows the user to set margins for program listings as well os storting ond ending line numbers. 
Listings include eosy to reod progrom lines and a list of voriobles used in the moin ond sub
progroms. If you like it, he says, you moy poy him for the program, but not more than $10. If you 
don't like it, "you keep it anyway," he says. He asks that you give copies of the program to others. 
Send one disk for each program. Or send $5 for each program and he will supply the disk, mailer 
and postage. 

Two music disks 
Bill Knecht of the Houston Ui.ers Group is offering two disks of music programs. All songs include 

graphics, some animated. 
The first disk includes a musical load program and a collection of popular and folk tunes, in

cluding the U.S. and Canadian notional anthems. 
The second disk includes a unique load program and a collection of hymns, including a Christmas 

medley. 
The programs ore written in XBASIC and require memory expansion and two disks. For a copy of 

these, you may send two SSSD disks and a prepaid mailer, OR a check for $6 for both, to Bill Knecht, 
815 Yorkshire, Pasadena, TX 77503. 

Two programs 
Two disks of public domain software ore available from David R. Romer, 213 Earl St., Walbridge, 

OH 43-465. Send $6 per disk to cover costs of the disk, postage and handling. 
Homebre,.;, Module Software includes four stond--0lone programs as well as a loader system to 

provide title screen menu access to "Lood and Run" E/A programs. The programs-Single Sector 
Copy, Debug, Disassembler and TK-Writer loader-ore load into the BK module RAM and ore ac
cessed from the title screen menu. They need not be reloaded because the module is battery bock-
ed. Source programs and documentation ore included. 

Tl-SORT is a machine language utility that loads under the Tl-Writer and TK-Writer utility option or 
Option 5 of E/A. Doto files created with the Tl-Writer or E/A editor con be sorted rapidly in RAM with 
this uti:ity. The program uses standard Tl menu format and sorts 0ISNAR 80 files. Files of up to 300 
records may be sorted, using either the quicksort or shellsort algorithm and saved to disk. Files may 
also be printed. Single or bi-level ascending sorts ore supported. Documentation and a demonstra
tion file ore included. 

Free craps game 
Romsoft Enterprises, 1501 E. Chapmon Ave., Suite 338, Fullerton, CA 92631, is offering its Com

puter Crops game as Freewore. The game formerlv sold for $1-4.95. The game requires XBASIC and 
expansion memory. Instructions ore included as a file that con be read by Tl-Writer. 

On cassette 
Robert D. Temple, 602 E. Franklin St., Kenton, OH 43326-2015, is offering several small programs 

in console BASIC. The programs ore used in state lottery games to pick either 3, 4 or 6 numbers 
completely at random using the RANDOMIZE and RN0 command. Another program picks every 
possible combination of numbers in Lotto-type games. Send a cassette for the programs. 

Free routines 
Silver Wolf Software, P.O. Box 4242, Santo Roso, CA 95402, is offering a collection of assembly 

language routines written for the NORCAL Tl99/4A User Group. The utilities Include a routine to 
save and recall on entire screen of text, a routine that �reotes lowercase letters with true 
descenders and a complete chart of ASCII characters, alongside their code values. The routines re
quire XBASIC, disk system and memory expansion. Send a disk with return mailer and postage. 

XBASIC disk cataloger 
Loads from XBASIC and includes on-disk documentation. Send diskette, return mailer and 

postage to Ron Rutledge, 1020 Third St, Waukee, IA 50263. 

(Please turn to Page 53) 
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Forth configuration 
This configuration is enhanced from Tom Freeman's XBASIC version of Tl-Forth. Among its 

features are: improved random number generator; generalizing of all words that reference screens 
to operate according ta the DISK_SIZE, DISK_LO and disk format; and modification to FORTH-COPY 
to EMPTY-BUFFERS before copying begins. 

Additions include booting to allow for treating two SS/SD diskettes as if a 180-screen diskette 
were being used; sound and graphics applications included as extra screens with user menu for ac
cess; and inclusion of extension words suggested by Leo Brodie in Thinking Forth. 

Send mailer, two SS/SD diskettes and return postage to Rene LeBlanc. 8719 E. San Lucas Dr., 

Scottsdale, AZ 85258. 

Texnet freeware 
Texnet, the Texas Instruments electronic network operating an The Source, offers some 340 

downloadable programs at no charge to Source subscribers. Far more informat,on, write Texnet at 
Soft Mail Inc., P.O. Bax 745, Rockwall, TX 75087. 

Illustrated Multiplication 
Runs in console BASIC. Lets children work through multiplication problems with the computer 

checking each step. Won't teach multiplication but will help kids develop confidence in their skills. 
Send blank cassette and SASE or $7 to Larry P. Morgan, 9 Fountain Lake Dr., Greenfield, IN 46140. 

Wycove Forth program offered 
This program allows the user to get into the heart of the Tl's bit-map mode. Not as good as 

GRAPHX or Tl-Artist, but it's free. Features to be added in the future versions, such as printer dump 
and saving to disk. Make note of what disk format is desired (author has CorCamp controller). Any 
questions regarding Forth may be sent along. Send $1 and disk to Barry Comer, 2 Cleveland Cres
cent, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada, 83A-2L6. 

Dragon Storm offered 
Written in Extended BASIC, the object is to rescue " princess from an evil dragon. Requires 

joystick. Score based on obtaining a variety of items and success in rescuing the princess. For disk 
copy, mail disk and return mailer to: L.E. Benson, P.O. Box 283, Eden, NC 27288. For cassette copy, 
send cassette and return mailer to Haward Unan, 3913 Sybil Rd., Randallstown, MD 21133. Include 
$1 with each order for documentation. Author asks for $10 if pleased with program. 

For radio operators 
Two programs offered: Quad and Gamma Match. Quad prompts for single input (frequency of 

choice) and then provides all details to make a Quad antenna for user's part of the band. 
Gamma Match requires several value inputs and then goes through a number of steps to work 

toward a correct Gamma setting for antenna and coaxial specifications. 
Send diskette and $1 or $5 for the programs to: Tony Robinson, P.O. Box 76799, Vancouver, British 

Columbia, Canada, V5R 5S7. Author asks for $1-$5 if pleased with program. Asks that it be 
distributed to other radio operators. 

Mail-Call available 
Gary D. Watts has entered his Mail-Call program into the public domain. (It was reviewed in the 

March 1984 MICROpendium.) The mail list program allows users to create, maintain and print 
mailing lists. It includes a program to allow use of mailing lists with Tl-Writer. XBASIC and a disk 
system are required. The program originally sold for $25. Send a disk and return stamped mailer to 
Watts at 1739 Burning Tree Dr., Vienna, VA 22180. 

MPG in public domain 
Fineline Software has entered its MPG program into the public domain. MPG is used to keep 

track of mileage for one or more vehicles. MPG calculates mileage to a tenth of a mile for any 
date range, mileage range or for the life of the vehicle. The program requires XBASIC, disk system 
and expansion memory. Send diskette, return postage and mailer to FineL,ne, 3 Wendy Lane, 
Marlboro, NJ 07746. Or, send $4 and Fineline will provide the disk, postage and mailer. 

SUPERBUG II 
SUPERBUG II is on improved version of the Superbugger program released into the public do

main by Tl. SBUGII includes a 40-poge manual and correction to bugs in Superbugger. 
Enhancements allow changing listing devices, toggling of screen colors, addition of many com
mands from Tl Debugger and others. Send diskette, return postage, mailer and $5 to Edgar L. 
Dohmann, Route 5 Box 84, Alvin, TX 77511. Or, send $10 and the author will provide the disk, 
postage and mailer. 

Disk envelope designer 
Catalog Comments Disk Envelope Designer is now being offered as Freeware. The program 

formerly was sold for $29.95. Requires XBASIC, memory expansion, disk system, printer and printer 
interface. 

Program allows users to make a paper envelope for each disk. Printed on each envelope is the 
name of the disk and the name of each program or file it contains. The size and type of each file or 
program is also printed. Comment lines may also be used to provide additional information about 
files and programs. Comments are stored on a disk and printed when the envelope function is run. 
May not work with all printers. Recommended are Epson, Tl, C. ltoh and Gemini. Others may also 
be compatible. Full documentation is included on disk. 

Send disk and return mailer, or $5, to Trio' Software, P.O. Box 115F, Liscomb, Iowa 50148. A max
imum $10 contribution is asked if pleased with program. Redistribution to others is encouraged. 

Tl-Disk CAT 

This program is 100 percent assembly language. Will catalog disks and more than 2,000 files. 
Outputs a a double-column, alphabetized listing providing all critical information. Sorts in less than 
45 seconds and loads in less than 7 seconds. Requires E/A, XB, MMM or Tl-Writer, expansion 
memory, disk system and printer system. Send disk and return mailer to Mack McCormick, 215A 
Yorktown Dr., Ft. Lee, VA 23801 (HHC, 1ST INF DIV(FWD), APO NY 09137 after Nov. 22). 

Filereader for XBASIC 
Filereoder is used to read most types of files-ON, 0/F, IN and 1/F-and will display those fi'les 

on the screen, dump them to a printer or create a DIV 80 files to be read by Tl-Writer. It requires 
XBASIC and a disk system. Send a disk and return mailer, or $5, to: Martin A. Smoley, 6149 Bryson 
Dr., Mentor, OH 44060. The author asks $2 from users who are pleased with the program. He asks 
that it be redistributed free of charge. 

Trivia and graphics demo 
Trivia and Graphics Demo ore being offered by Donny Cox. Trivia allows up to four players and 

requires a disk system, Extended BASIC and a me,.,;ory expansion. Users may create their own 
multiple choice questions. Scores and prompts are displayed continually. 

Graphics Demo requires Extended BASIC and a disk system. The program features six graphics 
screens ranging from a snowman to a tiger. 

Send a disk and return mailer for each program lo Danny Cox, 1861 The Elms Ave., Memphis, TN 
38127. Those who are pleased with the programs may contribute $5, according to the author. Users 
are encouraged to copy and distribute the programs. 

Free bulletin board 
The Techie Bulletin Board is being offered as Freeware. The program requires four single-sided 

,disks and includes documentation. Features include a message base, Sysop chat, check for mail, 
listing of users, expert mode and user verification of status. Planned improvements include true Ter
minal Emulator II file transfers, two and three-way conferencing, and 1200 baud compatability. 
(See August MICROpendium for more information.) 

Techie requires a disk system, Extended BASIC, expansion memory RS232 card and 300 baud 
modem. Send four single-sided disks with return mailer to: Monty Schmidt, 525 Wingra St., 
Madison, WI 53714. 

Program proofreader 
Proofreader is an XBASIC program that checks the entry of BASIC program statements for cor

rectness. The program takes each character entered into a statement and manipulates its ASCII 
value to produce a unique sum for that statement. This "checksum" is then compared to a known 
value for the correct statement. If a match occurs, the entry is considered to be correct. The 
checksum produced by Proofreader is a two-digit alphanumeric code. Proofreader does not check 
for syntax or logic errors. 

The program requires a memory expansion. Send diskette and return mailer and postage to 
Daniel F. Norling, 3120 Fourth St., No. 17, Santo Monica, CA 90405. 

Applications software 
Fred Guyton is offered several applications programs, including: 

Checkbook Manager-keeps track of over 1700 checks on SSSD disk. Tracks check number, dote, 
receiver, category and amount. Also keeps up with tax deductible items, and when the check clears 
for easy balancing. 
Budget-V-lets you define categories you want to track, update when required and get cash flow 
summary. Con interface with Checkbook Manager. 
Maillist-Maintains list of more than 1000 names on SSSD disk. Alphabetize, prioritize by ZIP code 
and sort. (These progams require XBASIC, expansion memory and a disk system.) 
Financial Decision Analysis-calculates loan parameters for given present value. Also calculates 
compound interest, annuities due and more. 

· Disk Catalog-resides on disk to give quick disk catalog from XBASIC on the screen or to a Gemini 
or compatible printer. (These two programs require XBASIC and a disk system.) 

Write to Guyton at P.O. Box 367, Estill Springs, TN 37330 for information or send initialized disk 

with stamped, self-addressed mailer. 
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Classified 

Policy 
Classified advertising is a unique feature of MICROpendium. 

published in any particular issue. Any damages that result either 

from errors in copy or from failure to be included in any particular 

edition will be limited to the amount of the cost of the advertise

ment itself. The publisher reserves the right to reject any advertise

ment. The cost is 20 cents per word. Classified advertisements must be 

paid in advance. Classified advertisers may request a category 

under which they would like their advertisement to appear, but the 

final placement decision is the responsibility of the publisher. 
Classified deadlines will be kept open for as long as practical. 

The advertiser may elect to publish the advertisement in subse

quent editions at the same charge, payable prior to publication. 

The deadline for carryover classifieds is the same as for new 

advertising. 

For the purpose of classified advertising deadlines, any classified 

ad received later than the first day of any month cannot be assured 

of placement in the next edition. We will do our best to include 

every advertisement that is submitted in the earliest possible 

edition. 

In submitting an ad, please indicate whether you would like a 

refund if it is not published in the requested edition or whether you 

would like us to hold it for the next edition. Cancellations and 

refunds cannot be made after the second day of the month. 

The publisher offers no guarantee that any advertisement will be 

Send classified advertising to: MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343, 

Round Rock, TX 78680. 

Software for Sale 

Tl99 / AA SOFTWARE 

140 programs available, only $3 each I 
Not public domain, not translations, 
not pirated, not brief routines, these 
are absolutely original, innovative 

programs utilizing full color and sound 
capabilities of the Tl99/4A. Games, 
education, music, displays, program
mers' aids, etc. Catalog $1, refun

dable. Tigercub Software, 156 Coll
ingwood, Whitehall, OH 43213. 
v3n2 

ATTENTION PRO WRITER AND EPSON 

COMPATIBLE PRINTERS 

CHARACTER SETS AND 
GRAPHICS DESIGN I, as reviewed in 
the May MICROpendium, includes 10 
character fonts for only $17.95 
CHARACTER SETS AND GRAPHICS 
DESIGN II, includes 8 character fonts, a 
BANNER program that uses all fonts 
and a choice of 65 graphics (uses an 
assembly language routine for fast 
printer output) for only $12.95. SCREEN 
IMAGE DUMP VS2 is 100' assembly 
language and features normal and 
double size dumps, invert video, 
single keystroke dump during 
keyboard reads, starting and ending 
screen line and tab spacing for only 
$16.95. All programs require disk 

system, memory expansion and com
patible 8-bit dot addressable graphics 
printer. CSGDI and CSGDII require Ex
tended BASIC while SCREEN IMAGE 

Mini-Memory or Editor/Assembler. 
Please enclose PRINTER NAME when 
ordering or send for more information 
to DAVE ROSE, 2781 RESOR ROAD, 
FAIRFIELD, OHIO 45014. v2n 11 

NUTS & BOLTS 

A diskfull of l 00(1) utility subprograms 
for the Tl99/ 4A in XBASIC MERGE for

mat, ready to merge into your pro
grams. With documentation, just 

$19.95 postpaid! And now ready, 
NUTS & BOLTS -2, another diskfull, 

another 100 subprograms, also $19.95, 
or both for $37 ppd. Tigercub Soft

ware, 156 Collingwood, Whitehall, OH 
43213. v3n5 

INFOCOM SUPPORTS YOUR Tl 99/AA 

with 13 of its Interactive Fiction titles! 

The best-selling computer entertain
ment of all time-the Zork trilogy. 
l 985's #1 best seller-the Hitchhiker'•
Gulde To The Galaxy. The tales of
adventure-Infidel and
Cutthroats. The mysteries-Wltne11
and Deadline, the first computer
mystery. The magical fantasies-En•
chanter and Sorcerer. And science
fiction-Starcro11, Suspended, and
Planetfall. For more details, write In•
focom, 25 Cambridgepark Drive, Cam
bridge, MA 02140. To order, call toll
free 800-262-6868. (All require 48K ex
pansion, disk, and one of the follow
ing: Extended BASIC, Mini-Memory, or
Editor/Assembler.) v2,nl2

Tl99 / AA NEW SOFTWARE 

USA States and Capitals Game, Fun 
and Education, Excellent Hi-Res grahic 

map, Sound and Color, Instruction 

Screen, l or 2 players, Tutor Mode, 
Tutor includes State Nicknames, Runs 
in Tl-BASIC, No extra memory re
quired. Send $12 for cassette or $1 for 
more information to: TRINITY 
SYSTEMS, Dept. Tl USA, 1022 Grand
view Ave., Pit tsburgh, PA 

15237. v2nl2 

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMS 

BUDGET MASTER-$14. 95-and RAC
QUETBALL PLUS-$9. 95. On disk. For 
Source Code add $4. 95 each program. 

Send Check or Money Order, plus 
$3.00 S and M to: Carl Koehler, 4007 

Annie Street, Alexandria, Louisiana 
71301. (318)448-1655. v2n 12 

QUIZ GENERATOR 

ALL-PURPOSE QUIZ GENERATOR for 

Tl99/4A-This program allows you to 
create your own computer-generated 
quizzes on any subject. Features in
clude fill-ins, multiple choice and full 
editing capabilities. This program 
makes a great study aid. Requires Ex
tended BASIC. Product carries a full 
money back guarantee. Please 
specify cassette or disk version. Send 
check or money order for $9.95, $1.50 

shipping and handling, to: JSTI Soft
ware, 70 Stenson Dr., N. Attleboro, 

MA 02760. v2n 11 

ARCADE GAMES 

Tl99/ 4A Arcade game software. Five 
XBASIC games on cassette only 
$12.50, diskette $17.50. Send stamp 
for catalog. Best Software, P.O. Box 
22446,  Bal t imore,  Maryland 

21203. v2nll 



Classified 
SOFTWARE FOR SALE 

Business, data and game programs 
available on cossette or disk. Extended 
BASIC required. Free catalog. 
(513)825-6645. Extended Software 
Co., 11987 Cedarcreek Drive, Cincin-
nati, OH 45240. v2n 11 

MY ARC EXTENDED BASIC 
Accepting ADVANCE orders only! 
Write for more information. $79.95 
shipping inclvded. Send check or 
money order to: Texaments, 53 Center 
S t reet ,  Potchogue,  NY 
11n2. v2n10 

Tift/ •A INTERACTIVE ADVENTURES 
"Temple of Terror" and "Cave-In." 
Ransack an ancient and deadly Greek 
temple, avoiding traps, cobras, and 
the feared Brotherhoodl Or explore a 
cavern to find the lost gold bullion, 
while avoiding outlaws and hazards 
enough to test your deductive abilities 
to the limit. Send $10 (BASIC cass. ), 
$12 (XBASIC-cass.-Harderl), or $15 
(XBASIC Disk-Most Complex I). NEW 
thrilling outer space adventure 
"DEATHWHEEL" Requires Adventure 
Module. $10 (cass.) or $12 (disk). FOX
WARE, 1853 Newton St., Las Cruces, 
NM 88001. v2.n11 

Hardware for Sale 

Tl99/•A Expansion Boxes, etc. 
Tl Expansion Boxes, $129; Tandon 
TM-100 Disk Drives, $129; Tl Disk Con
trollers, $109; Tl 32K Cards, $89; RS232 
Card, $75. Prices and shippng. Most 
unusued in original cartons. Write 
Richard 1114 Camelot Way, Oxnard, 
CA 93030, or call 805-983-3219 after 9 
p.m. Pacific time. v2n10 

EVERYTHING FOR SALE 

Second Hand Tl99/ 4A, Expansion 
System, Accessories and programs in 
Original condition. Write to Peter 
Chalamish, 110 Post AVe., Apt. 104, 
NYC, 10034. Dirt Cheap. v2n 10 

DISK DRIVES FOR SALE 
Fully Tl Compatible. Canon MDD210 
DS/DD full-height, 6ms speed, direct 

driven, $75.00 each. Sanyo SM548D 
DS/DD slimline, 6ms speed, QUARTZ 
driven, $135.00 each. Shipping includ
ed. Send check or money order to: 
Texaments, 53 Center Street, Pat-
chogue, NY 11 n2. v2n l O 

MY ARC PERIPHERAL CARDS 

32K card, $117.00; 128K card, $199.00; 
512K card, $299.00; Disk Controller 
card, $169.00; RS232 card, $89.00. 
Shipping included. Send check or 
money order to: Texaments, 53 Center 
S t reet ,  Patchogue,  N YU 

l ln2. v2nl0 

MY ARC 512K UPGRADE 

For present Myarc 128K cards. Upgrade 
to a full 512K for only $149.00. Shipp
ing included. Send check or money 
order to: Texaments, 53 Center Street, 
Patchogue, NY 11 n2. v2n 10 

CC-40

cc,o 

CC40 owners, expand your internal 
memory to 18K for only $35.00 post 
paid. Compatible with all CC40 soft
ware and hardware. For more infor
mation, contact MICRO-REP, 4413 COR
N ELL DRIVE, GARLAND, TEXAS 
75042. v2n10 

Services 

COMPUTER REPAIR 
Repair or Exchange of all Tl99/ 4, 4A 

and CC40 equipment available at 
competitive rates. For estimate send 

SASE to MICRO-REP, 4413 CORNELL 
DRIVE, GAR LAND , TEXAS 
75042. v2n10 

ADVENTURE EDITOR-

(Continued from Page 45) 

printer is an extremely useful option 

with this program. There is a lot of in

formation to keep track of when 

writing an adventure game. If a printer 

is not available, it will entail either a lot 

of writing or a lot of planning before 
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beginning to enter a program. 

When printing out A.P .L. code, the 

program uses a long version of the 

commands. That is, when code is 

typed, the programmer is actually us

ing a short version of the commands 

for speed while the long version is 

printed for clarity. This package also 

comes with a program that lets one 

convert existing Scott Adams adven

tures into a form usable by the editor. 

These games may then be listed, altered 

or saved to a different medium. This 

program is an asset to the package 

since studying these adventures can 

provide valuable insights into how. to 

create effects. It also can help to clarify 

the manual. 

Documentation: A 74-page, bound 

manual comes with the Adventure 

Editor. This is the one part of this 

package with which I find fault. There 

are several strange word usages, such 

as, "Both versions own the same com

mands and features ... " (italics mine). 

There is even one double negative! 

Aside from grammar, though, I 

thought that the manual could have ex

plained some things more clearly. The 

manual does, however, provide several 

programming examples. As mentioned 

above, the existing Scott Adams' 

adventures also provide full-length ex

amples. I would recommend that the 

entire manual be read before starting 

to program. 

Value: This package is unique. It is 

the only product of which I am aware 

that allows the (relatively) easy crea

tion of professional quality adventure 

games. While A.P .L. has some annoy

ing eccentricities, these are the fault of 

the adventure module and not of this 

program. While the manual could be 

improved, the ability to examine ex

isting adventures compensates for the 

deficiencies. 

Tex-Comp recently released four 

new adventures written by Scott 

Adams, who used this package to 

create them. These are selling for 

$19.95 each. For the $29.95 that this 

product costs, an infinite number of 

adventures becomes available, given 

some time and effort. 
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The ONLY monthly devoted to the 99/4A 
Subcription Fees 
$15 for 12 issues via domestic third class mail 
$18.50 for l2 issues via domestic first-class 
mail 
$18.50 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues Canadian 
delivery 
$21.50 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues foreign 
delivery via surface mail 
$35.00 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues foreign 
delivery via air mail 
(Texas residents add 77 cents sales tax) 

Address Changes 
Subscribers who move may have the delivery 
of their most recent issue(s) delayed unless 
MICROpendium is notified six weeks in ad
vance of �ddress changes. Please include 
your old address as it appears on your mailing 
label when making an adc;fress change. 

Back Issue Policy 
Back issues of MICROpendium are available 
to subscribers only. Those wishing back issues 
may notify us of the issue(s) desired and in
clude $1.35 per issue desired in a check or 
money order. (U.S. and Canada; Texas 
residents add 5. 125% sales tax.) For foreign 
airmail delivery, add $2 per issue, 50 cents 
per issue surface mail. All prices listed are 
U.S. funds. 

Time to RENEW? 
Readers who are interested in renewing their subscription to 

MICROpendium without missing a single issue must do so before 
their current subscription expires. 

At right is a facsimile of a typical 
mailing label that is attached to the 
front of subscriber copies. 

The upper line includes informa
tion about the month the subscrip
tion was entered and the number of 
the first issue the subscriber receiv
ed. This information is accurate for 
those who have backdated their sub
scriptions as well as those who have 
not. (An asterisk included with the nu 

bers indicates that the subscri ,on 
has been renewed. Renewal hang
ing from third to first cl mailing 
will not have the asteri added until 
the month the fir 
begins.) 

When renew· g subscriptions, in
clude a co of a mailing label or 
write ou e codes that appear on 
the la 

2 ,os 

MITH 

LM ST. 

Code description 

next four numbers refers to 

the month and year the sub

s c  rl pt Ion was actually 
entered. 

L The next 2-4 characters represent the type of subscrlptlo� and the 
number or Initial of the month of the year the subscription started. 
"S" means subscriber. Refer to the following definitions for the Issue 
your subscription started: 

2=February 6=June 0=October 

3=March 7=July N=November 

4=Aprll S=August D=December 

S=May 9=September 1 =January 

Our subscription year runs from February to January. In other words, our f:rst 

edition of any year will be the February edition. The last edition of any year will 

be the following January's edition. Those who have "S2" subscriptions must 

renew this month to receive this year's February edition. 

r-------------------------------�--�-

SUBSCRIBE 

NOW! 

Keep Up With 

Tl99/4A 

News&Views 

Send me the next 12 issues of MICROpendium. I am 
enclosing $ in a check or money order in U.S. 
funds. (Texas residents add 5.125% sales tax.) Mail to: 
MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. 

Name ________________ _ 

Address ______________ _ 

City ______________ _ 

State _______ ZIP ______ _ 

v2,n10 

L----------- .. �-�,. �,.,,. �,,. .. ,,, .......... _ ... ,... _______________ _..._ .... ____ _ 
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